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Hardware accelerators are becoming more critical than ever in scaling the capabilities of com-

puter systems in a post-Dennard scaling computing landscape. As abstractions like ISAs and

intermediate representations are shi�ing constantly, building capable so�ware stacks that ex-

pose familiar programming interfaces poses a signi�cant engineering challenge. In addition, the

push for ever more e�cient and cost-e�ective hardware has brought the need to expose quality-

e�ciency tradeo�s across the stack, particularly in hardware accelerators where computation

and data movement dominates energy. �e goal of this dissertation is to propose hardware and

so�ware techniques that work in concert to facilitate the integration of hardware accelerators

in today’s ever-evolving compute stack. Speci�cally, we look at co-design methodologies that

(1) make it easy to program specialized accelerators, (2) allow for adaptability in the context of

evolving workloads, and (3) expose quality-e�ciency knobs across the stack to adapt to shi�ing

user requirements. In Chapter 1, I discuss why specialization is critical to push the capabilities of

modern systems, and identify challenges that remain in the way to provide e�cient and adaptable

specialization moving forward. In Chapter 2, I present SNNAP, a hardware design coupled with

a familiar so�ware API that approximately o�oads diverse compute-intensive regions of code to

a tightly coupled FPGA to deliver signi�cant energy savings. �is approach makes it much easier

to target FPGAs for so�ware programmers, as long as they can express quality bounds for their



target application. In Chapter 3, I present QAPPA an C/C++ compiler framework that can target

quality programmable accelerators, i.e. accelerator designs that expose quality knobs in their ISA.

�e key of QAPPA is to translate application-level quality bounds into instruction-level quality

se�ings via an auto-tuning process. In Chapter 4, I present the VTA hardware-so�ware stack

designed for extensible deep learning acceleration as data sets, models, and numerical represen-

tations evolve. VTA exposes a layered stack that o�oads design complexity away from hardware:

this makes updating the stack to support new models and operators a so�ware-centric challenge.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I discuss recent e�orts outside of the research realm aimed at popularizing

access and reproducibility of cross-stack pareto-Optimal design.
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1

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

“�e computing scientist’s main challenge is not to get confused by the complexities of

his own making.”

– Edsger W. Dijkstra

�e faltering of Dennard scaling [58] announced the end of e�ort-free performance improve-

ments. In other words the growth of processing e�ciency, measured in throughput per Wa�s,

would taper o� from its exponential trajectory since the popularization of integrated circuits

technology in the 60’s. Traditionally, computer architects would manage to harness transistor

scaling into building faster processors by enabling higher clock speeds with deeper pipelines, im-

proved instructions-per-cycle (IPC) with smarter scheduling, and higher memory e�ciency with

be�er caches. But in a post-Dennard scaling landscape, architects would need to exploit more

ambitious strategies to scale processor performance to and beyond the end of Moore’s Law.

�e introduction of hardware specialization has helped scale the capabilities of commodity

systems from the datacenter [113, 90, 137, 94, 42] to edge devices [69, 56, 41]. By tailoring hard-

ware to the characteristics of a stable application (e.g. type of data parallelism, amounts of data

reuse, control �ow divergence, memory access pa�erns etc.) hardware specialization can drasti-

cally minimize the number of Joules per operations required to complete a given computational

task. Specialization can take di�erent forms depending on the degree to which an accelerator is

specialized to a domain (i.e. algorithm), or quality requirements (i.e. use case). Figure 1.2 shows

an overview of the diversity of accelerator designs that have appeared over the last decades.

Domain-Specialization (a.k.a. algorithmic specialization) �ere exists a wide spectrum of

hardware accelerators, each exhibiting di�erent trade-o�s between degree of specialization to a
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given application domain, and allowable reuse across separate application domains:

• On one end of the spectrum, �xed-function accelerators (or domain-specialized accelera-

tors [129]) are highly tuned to well understood and stable algorithms, and generally apply

to pre-determined use-cases. �e Anton supercomputer [163] is an example of a highly

engineered ASIC chip tailored for calculating electrostatic and van der Waals forces in the

context of molecular dynamics simulations. Every aspect of the Anton design down to the

width of each arithmetic component was tailored for molecular dynamics. �is makes the

Anton supercomputer di�cult to use across other applications, and across other use-cases

that would dictate lower accuracy requirements to minimize energy.

• On another end of the spectrum, we have spatially programmable accelerators, which can

take various forms, and accommodate for a varied set of applications that exhibit similar

characteristics such as high degree of parallelism, high arithmetic intensity, regular mem-

ory access pa�erns and low amounts of control �ow divergence. Spatially programmable

accelerators most commonly take the form of FPGAs [137], which o�er �ne-grained con-

trol over how hardware resources are allocated and con�gured to o�oad compute intensive

tasks. But the high degree of �exibility o�ered by FPGAs hurts their power e�ciency [102].

CGRAs [32, 135] and data�ow processors [173, 28, 132] o�er coarser degrees of hardware

specialization to improve upon FPGA’s relatively low power e�ciency.

• In the middle of this specialization spectrum, we have behavior-specialized accelerators [129],

which exploit program behavior across many application domains. Examples include ac-

celerators for frequently executing short program traces such as BERET [75], XLOOPS [75],

and DYSER [21]. �ese accelerators are typically highly integrated within a CPU pipeline to

minimize the cost of o�oading small bursts of computation. �is dissertation won’t tackle

the question of programming this class of accelerators since research in that area is still in

its infancy (in comparison, �xed function accelerators and FPGAs are already permeating

the datacenter and popular edge devices).
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Figure 1.1: Analyzing compute intensive application kernels from the PERFECT benchmark suite [18] with AC-

CEPT [154] reveals the average of fraction dynamic instructions that are safe to approximate (i.e. an erroneous

outcome would have no catastrophic side e�ects on the execution of the kenrel [155]). Coincidentally, the same

characteristics that make these applications prime targets for hardware specialization (no pointer chasing, low de-

grees of memory and control �ow divergence) also makes them amenable to additional energy savings thanks to

approximations.

�ality-Specialization (a.k.a. use-case specialization). Another trend in specialization is

to insert accuracy-e�ciency tradeo�s in the micro-architecture [92, 171] or circuits [96, 97] of

accelerators to make them quality-programmable. By exposing quality knobs in these accelera-

tor’s ISA, the so�ware stack can scale how much energy is spent as long as quality constraints

aren’t violated. Many proposals for quality-programmable accelerators were made in the context

of approximate computing research, which advocates for systems to expose quality vs. e�ciency

tradeo�s across the stack to bring their operation closer to a Pareto-optimal point.

�is growing trend of quality-programmable accelerators exposes a second axis in the special-

ization spectrum: the quality-specialization axis. By making accelerators less quality-specialized,

and therefore more quality-programmable, a human programmer can be�er tune the amount of
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energy spent on a given problem applied to a speci�c use-case. For instance, a Sobel �lter used in

a smartphone photography �lter would be designed under di�erent QoR constraints than a Sobel

�lter used in a vision pipeline for cancerous cell identi�cation.

�e good news is that approximate computing techniques are best applied to specialized accel-

erators, rather than general purpose processors. In general purpose processors, dominant control

and instruction fetching/decoding overheads impose an “Amdahl limitation” to how much energy

savings can be achieved in compute and memory. Disciplined approximate computing dictates that

control �ow branches, arithmetic and memory operations that impact memory references have

to be executed precisely to avoid catastrophic errors [155]. Coincidentally, applications that make

excellent targets for specialization are also the ones that would bene�t highly from �ne grained

approximations as Figure 1.1 shows. Take a graph processing for instance: the high amount of

pointer chasing, and low amount of arithmetic operations per memory operations means that

not only would accelerators do poorly due to irregular memory accesses and low arithmetic op-

erations, but also that approximations would have limited impact on reducing e�ciency since

pointer chasing has to be performed precisely to avoid catastrophic de-references.

Challenges. �e proliferation of accelerator designs across the domain-specialization and quality-

specialization axes shown in Figure 1.2 makes it challenging to build so�ware support for this

broad range of hardware designs. For instance, �xed-function accelerators are challenging to

map applications to, and generally require ad-hoc so�ware libraries to be used e�ectively. �ese

so�ware libraries take much engineering e�ort to build and optimize. As a result, many acceler-

ator designs that are taped out never leave the ”micro-benchmark” stage of evaluation, because

they were not designed with programmability in mind. In addition, spatially programmed ac-

celerators like FPGAs o�er �exibility, but programming them is notoriously di�cult since they

require experience in hardware design and optimization. Although High Level Synthesis (HLS)

tools [194, 9] have raised the level of abstraction to describe hardware, they still require program-

mers to think like hardware designers. Finally, quality-programmable accelerators [96, 92] expose

knobs to scale energy according to quality requirements, but is is not straightforward to derive
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Figure 1.2: Specialization can take di�erent forms and for that reason constitutes an adoption challenge across

the system stack. �is high-level overview of specialization categorizes accelerators across two axes: (1) domain-

specialization, i.e. how tailored an accelerator is to an application domain, and (2) quality-specialization, i.e. how

tailored an accelerator is to a given use-case. �is thesis dissertation explores how to make accelerators easier to pro-

gram and extend as workloads evolve. SNNAP (Chapter 2) touches on targeting spatially programmable accelerators

by approximately mapping diverse regions of code to a single hardware substrate, via an algorithmic transformation

that uses neural networks to memoize the code target. QAPPA (Chapter 3) aims to make it easy to target quality

programmable accelerators translate programmer-de�ned application quality constraints, down to ISA-level qual-

ity se�ings. Finally, VTA (Chapter 4) presents an domain-specialized so�ware/hardware stack that make it easy to

e�ciently o�oad diverse deep learning workloads onto a modular deep learning architecture that can be tailored

to speci�c application scenarios. VTA exploits layered intermediate representations to make the stack extensible to

evolving deep learning workloads.

these knob se�ings from high-level application QoR requirements. Much of the derivation for

these knobs are derived from ad-hoc Matlab or Python scripts [96, 92] which require applications

to be entirely re-wri�en.
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It has become evident that we need be�er tools and methodologies to map application code

to new accelerator designs in ways that would maximize e�ciency, and maintainability. �is

dissertation addresses three challenges that a�ect the adoption of accelerators in the modern

compute stack:

Programmability Challenge Hardware architectures are only as good as the so�ware stacks

built to program them. For domain-speci�c accelerators, mapping regions of code to spe-

cialized hardware primitives requires hand-cra�ed compiler support. Speci�cally, build-

ing highly tuned libraries that expose a simple programming API to so�ware program-

mers can take signi�cant amounts of engineering, given that accelerators and workloads

can evolve over time. An example of expertly cra�ed so�ware library for accelerators is

NVIDIA’s CuDNN deep learning library, which provides �nely tuned implementation of

common GPU deep learning operators (kernels) to framework builders. Enabling fast de-

velopment of these critical so�ware libraries requires careful co-design of domain speci�c

languages (DSLs), optimizing compilers, code-generators, and the hardware-so�ware in-

terface of these accelerators.

Spatially programmed accelerators on the other hand let programmers map divergent code

to a single accelerator substrate. �is “generality” lets applications reuse the same hard-

ware resources and also mitigates the risks of over-specializing hardware to a given ap-

plications domain. �e most common example of spatially programmed accelerators are

FPGAs, which provide a balance between �exibility and e�ciency [137], but rely upon

tedious hardware description languages and toolchains for programming. In order to facil-

itate the wide-scale adoption of FPGA hardware, we want to maintain a so�ware program-

ming paradigm which programmers are familiar with.

Adaptability Challenge Design, veri�cation and tape-out costs for domain specialized acceler-

ators have increased exponentially at every process node shrink [94]. For rapidly evolving

application domains like deep learning, this makes hardware specialization a risky under-

taking. One approach to designing adaptable accelerators is to expose the right amount of
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so�ware-de�ned programmability in hardware to allow for some degree of post-tapeout

�exibility. In addition, templatized hardware designs can de�ne a parameterization space

that can be explored to quickly respond to shi�ing application needs. In so�ware, accom-

modating for a large space of templatized hardware designs requires �exible abstractions

that can adapt to divergent hardware intrinsics and data representations. Consequently,

achieving adaptability in domain speci�c accelerators requires careful co-design of hard-

ware and so�ware layers.

Pareto-E�ciency Challenge �ality-programmable accelerators that expose approximation knobs

open up a quality vs. e�ciency space that can be challenging to navigate. In particular,

translating user-de�ned application quality requirements (e.g. SNR for signal processing

applications) down to low-level accuracy knobs (e.g. number of mantissa bits for a �oating

point add) that minimize energy requires compiler support, well de�ned quality metrics,

and automated tuning techniques.

Fixed-function accelerators on the other hand can take advantage of domain speci�city

across the compute stack to gracefully mitigate low-level errors. Deep learning systems

for example are known to be very resilient to imprecisions: models are known to be for-

giving to errors [176, 97], or aggressive quantization [51, 142] thanks to their ability to be

retrained around imperfections. With full �exibility over the so�ware and hardware stack,

many synergistic Pareto-optimization opportunities open up. Cross stack decisions include:

what model architecture, hyper-parameters, parameter compression, operator (e.g. convo-

lution vs. depthwise convolution), scheduling knobs, and micro-architectural optimizations

to use. In this deep learning, the design space of models, schedules, and hardware designs

can be intractably large to navigate.

Overview of Contributions �e goal of this dissertation is to propose hardware and so�ware

techniques that work in concert to facilitate the integration of diverse hardware accelerators in

the system stack. Speci�cally, we look at three bodies of work that address the aforementioned
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challenges of programmability, adatability and Pareto-e�ciency.

• In Chapter 2, I discuss SNNAP [126, 97], a hardware design coupled with a familiar so�-

ware API that approximately o�oads diverse compute-intensive regions of code to a tightly

coupled FPGA to deliver �xed-function accelerator levels of energy savings. SNNAP ad-

dresses the programmability challenge for spatially programmed accelerators, by making

it much easier to target FPGAs for so�ware programmers compared to HLS tools [194], as

long as they can express quality bounds for their target application.

• In Chapter 3, I propose QAPPA [121, 122] an C/C++ compiler framework that can tar-

get quality-programmable accelerators, i.e. accelerator designs that expose quality knobs

in their ISA. QAPPA addresses the Pareto-e�ciency challenge for quality programmable

hardware by safely translating application-level quality bounds into instruction-level qual-

ity se�ings via a quality auto-tuner. Program safety is ensured by ACCEPT [154]’s guar-

antees on disciplined approximate execution [155]. QAPPA also lets programmers derive

energy savings bounds for architectures that expose the right set of hardware quality scal-

ing mechanisms, and lets us qualitatively compare these quality scaling techniques to other

�ne-grained approximations, like voltage under-scaling.

• In Chapter 4, I describe the VTA hardware-so�ware stack designed for extensible deep

learning acceleration as data sets, models, and numerical representations evolve. VTA ad-

dresses the programmability and adaptability challenges for deep learning accelerators, by

jointly designing a complete so�ware-hardware stack. �is stack is composed of hardware

agnostic intermediate representations, IR transformation primitives, a low-level JIT com-

piler, a �exible ISA, and explicitly controlled decoupled access-execute micro-architecture.

By allowing hardware, so�ware schedule, and neural network model customization, VTA

tackles the Pareto-e�ciency challenge by facilitating synergistic quality-e�ciency explo-

ration across the stack.
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In the following appendix subsections, we provide background information on both approxi-

mate computing and deep learning specialization research. In Section 1.A, we discuss a taxonomy

of approximate computing techniques across the stack [124]. In Section 1.B, we discuss salient

properties of deep learning accelerators and how they help us inform the design of a generic deep

learning hardware-so�ware stack.
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1.A Background: A Taxonomy of General Purpose Approximate Computing Techniques

PublishedAs: �ierry Moreau, Joshua San Miguel, Mark Wyse, James Bornholt, Armin Alaghi,

Luis Ceze, Natalie Enright Jerger and Adrian Sampson, A Taxonomy of General Purpose Approxi-

mate Computing Techniques, IEEE Embedded Systems Le�ers, 10(1):2-5, 2018.

Abstract: Approximate computing is the idea that systems can gain performance and energy e�-

ciency if they expend less e�ort on producing a “perfect” answer. Approximate computing techniques

propose various ways of exposing and exploiting accuracy–e�ciency trade-o�s. In this chapter, we

present a taxonomy that classi�es approximate computing techniques according to salient features:

visibility, determinism, and coarseness. �ese axes allow us to address questions about the correctabil-

ity, reproducibility, and control over accuracy–e�ciency tradeo�s of di�erent techniques. We use this

taxonomy to inform research challenges in approximate architectures, compilers, and applications.

1.A.1 Introduction

Approximate computing encompasses a broad spectrum of techniques that relax accuracy to im-

prove e�ciency. Although the term is new, the principle is not: �oating-point numbers, for ex-

ample, e�ciently but approximately represent the real numbers in the digital domain. E�ciency–

accuracy trade-o�s are also commonplace in digital signal processing, where techniques such as

quantization and decimation are crucial for tractable designs.

Opportunities abound for exploiting e�ciency–accuracy trade-o�s at every layer of the sys-

tem stack, from compilers to circuit design. Cross-cu�ing concerns about energy e�ciency and

the future of CMOS scaling have created a boom in approximate computing research. While ex-

citing, the multitude of approaches complicates discussions and obscures common pa�erns. A

single monolithic “approximate computing” label, spanning ideas as disparate as voltage over-

scaling [60], tweaking �oating-point precision [150], and code perforation [164], is too broad to

identify the foundations of the �eld.

�is appendix section presents a taxonomy of general-purpose approximate computing tech-
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So�ware Technique Visible Deterministic Coarse

Approximate GPU Kernels [153, 109] Y Y Y

Approximate Synthesis [26, 117] Y Y Y

Algorithm Selection [17, 14] Y Y Y

Code Perforation [164] Y Y Y

Lossy Compression / Packing [153] Y Y Y

Parallel Pa�ern Replacement [152] Y Y Y

Bit-Width Reduction [150] Y Y N

Float-to-Fixed Conversion [2] Y Y N

Approximate Parallelization [30] Y N Y

Statistical �ery [5] Y N Y

Synchronization Elision [146] Y N Y

Hardware Technique Visible Deterministic Coarse

Digital Neural Acceleration [61] Y Y Y

Interpolated Memoization [120] Y Y Y

Approximate Warp Deduplication [191] Y Y Y

Clock Overgating [99] Y Y N

Load Value Approximation [116] Y Y N

Approximate Cache Coherence [147] Y Y N

Concise Loads and Stores [86] Y Y N

Instruction Memoization [11] Y Y N

Precision Scaling [186, 86, 93] Y Y N

Logical Simplifications [187] Y Y N

Reduced-Precision FPU [178] Y Y N

Analog Neural Acceleration [171] Y N Y

Approx. Processors [108, 199] Y N N

Voltage Overscaling [60, 107] Y N N

Stochastic Logic [66] Y N N

Approx. PCM Multi-Level Cells [156] Y N N

SRAM So� Error Exposure [60] Y N N

Approximate Value Dedup. [115, 158] N Y Y

Low-Refresh DRAM [112] N N N

Table 1.A.1: Taxonomy of approximate computing techniques.
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niques. An approximate computing technique is deemed general if it is not speci�c to a given

algorithm or application domain. We classify techniques along three axes: correctability of the

approximation e�ects, reproducibility of the approximate results, and control over the e�ciency–

accuracy trade-o�s.

1.A.2 Motivation

Our taxonomy characterizes approximation techniques around three practical concerns:

1. Correctability: How can the e�ects of an approximation technique be detected and cor-

rected?

2. Reproducibility: How easily can the results of an approximation technique be reproduced

for testing?

3. Control: How much con�dence over the error magnitude does an approximation tech-

nique provide?

In this section, we present examples to highlight the importance of these questions and demon-

strate how they distinguish techniques that may seem similar at �rst glance.

Correctability of the Approximation E�ects Correctability re�ects the cost and complex-

ity of detecting and compensating for approximation errors. �e degree of correctability varies

widely between techniques. For example, consider two seemingly similar techniques: (1) low sup-

ply voltage SRAM [60], which allows for so� errors when accessing data in SRAM; and (2) low

refresh DRAM [112], which allows for so� errors in DRAM data cells. For low supply voltage

SRAM, errors are introduced when an instruction reads or writes the data. A precise check can

thus be invoked on each approximate load and store instruction in order to recover from a faulty

operation. On the other hand, for low refresh DRAM, the error can be introduced at any point in

the lifetime of the data independent of any instruction’s execution. �is uncertainty makes error
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management more costly and less prompt. Our taxonomy distinguishes these two approaches

(Section 1.A.3) in terms of their architectural visibility.

Reproducibility of the Approximate Results Reproducibility is the degree to which error

can be measured during development and generalized to production. It can be di�cult to reason

about the error introduced by an approximation technique. We o�en rely on measurements from

test systems to decide whether or not the error is within an acceptable range. For example, code

perforation [164] is an approximation technique that omits instructions during execution. In gen-

eral, its impact on error is the same regardless of the underlying system on which it is executed, so

its reproducibility is straightforward. On the other hand, synchronization elision [30] omits calls

to synchronization primitives like locks. We can measure the error of synchronization elision on

a test system and deem it satisfactory, but we may �nd that error increases on a di�erent produc-

tion system. Our taxonomy distinguishes reproducibility between deterministic techniques like

code perforation and nondeterministic techniques like synchronization elision (Section 1.A.3).

Control over the Accuracy–E�ciency Tradeo�s Control re�ects how easily a technique

can trade accuracy for e�ciency gains. All approximate computing techniques enable such a

trade-o�. However, they fall all along the accuracy–e�ciency curve; some favor e�ciency while

others favor accuracy. Consider a program that performs many �oating-point computations. We

can approximate this program either via fuzzy function memoization [120] or via fuzzy �oating-

point instructions [11]. Both techniques seem similar, yet they o�er very di�erent error–e�ciency

trade-o�s. Function memoization can elide code regions that are as small as one or two instruc-

tions or as large as entire functions, which can lead to arbitrary errors if not tested exhaustively.

Fuzzy �oating-point instructions, on the other hand, limit e�ciency gains due to control over-

heads but also con�ne errors to the execution of individual instructions, meaning that traditional

techniques such as interval analysis can be used to guarantee control over the error introduced

by the technique. To characterize control over errors, our taxonomy distinguishes between tech-

niques based on their granularity (Section 1.A.3).
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1.A.3 Taxonomy

We guide our taxonomy with the motivation questions detailed in Section 1.A.2—(1) correctabil-

ity, (2) reproducibility, (3) control—and list three orthogonal taxonomy axes that address them:

(1) architectural visibility vs. invisibility, (2) deterministic vs. nondeterministic, (3) coarse-grained

vs. �ne-grained. For each taxonomy dimension, we provide a formal de�nition, examples and

discuss practical implications. Table 1.A.1 lists a set of recent approximation techniques we sur-

veyed and classi�ed along these three dimensions. In this table, note that we classify techniques

as so�ware or hardware; we do not elaborate on this as a taxonomy axis since it does not inform

any interesting new insights or properties.

Correctability: Architecturally Visible vs. Invisible

De�nition 1. Consider a program as a sequence of instructions that operate on data. An approxi-

mation technique is architecturally invisible if it can introduce error even when the sequence of

instructions is null. Otherwise it is an architecturally visible technique.

Architecturally visible techniques introduce errors during the execution of a speci�c instruc-

tion, and architecturally invisible techniques introduce errors silently. Naturally, visible errors

are simple to detect: they can be traced to a speci�c moment in time. On the other hand, in-

visible errors are a�ributed to a phenomenon that occurs below the architectural stack, e.g., a

micro-architectural event, or a physical event occurring at the circuit level. Consequently, archi-

tecturally invisible techniques can require expensive error detection and correction mechanisms

and are harder to monitor dynamically.

Revisiting the examples in Section 1.A.2, low supply voltage SRAM [60] is architecturally visi-

ble. It approximates (via bit upsets) only upon memory operations; thus, detecting and managing

error is straightforward. For write upsets, for example, adding a precise check a�er a write oper-

ation can immediately catch (and roll back) any erroneous approximations. On the other hand,

low refresh DRAM [112] is architecturally invisible: since it yields bit �ips at arbitrary times, a

precise check a�er a write operation cannot draw any conclusions about error. Even if the precise
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check passes, an erroneous bit-�ip can still occur some time later.

�ough errors are invisible, an advantage of architecturally invisible techniques is that they

are not on the critical path; thus their latency costs can be made invisible as well. Architec-

turally visible techniques can introduce run time overheads, whereas invisible approximations

can be performed in the background. For example, the Doppelgänger cache [115] is an archi-

tecturally invisible technique; it generates approximate values silently upon a microarchitectural

event without stalling memory requests.

�is taxonomy axis informs trade-o�s in error correctability. Architecturally visible tech-

niques bene�t from errors which are easier to detect and correct. On the other hand, archi-

tecturally invisible techniques bene�t from generating approximations o� the critical path of

program execution.

Reproducibility: Deterministic vs. Nondeterministic

De�nition 2. An approximation technique is deterministic if, given the same initial state, for

every input Ij , it yields constant error Ej . An approximation technique is nondeterministic if,

given the same initial state, there exists some input Ij for which it yields more than one error value

Ej0, ..., Ejn.

Nondeterministic techniques can pose a challenge for testing and debugging. When devel-

oping techniques, the conventional approach is to evaluate error and e�ciency on a test system

and extrapolate to production systems. �is is e�ective for deterministic techniques since they

produce the same approximations regardless of the underlying system; errors are reproducible. It

is possible for a user to declare any error threshold ε and concretely evaluate whether or not it

is always satis�ed for a given input. However, this is not true for nondeterministic techniques.

For a given input, error can only be probabilistically evaluated; ε must be accompanied by some

probability and con�dence.

Nondeterministic techniques have limited reproducibility. Such approximations are possible

via exposing analog noise, asynchrony and race conditions to the program. Revisiting the ex-

amples in Section 1.A.2, synchronization elision [30] is a nondeterministic technique while code
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perforation [164] is deterministic. Whereas perforating computations yields the same output on

any system, eliding synchronization primitives exposes race conditions. �is increases the num-

ber of possible outputs and limits reproducibility. �e amount of error via synchronization elision

can vary greatly across systems depending on the amount of thread-level parallelism. Nondeter-

ministic techniques can also expose analog noise. For example, voltage-overscaled ALUs [60]

generate approximations by risking exposure to the analog domain. �is has low reproducibil-

ity; error cannot be concretely evaluated and must be empirically measured. In comparison,

precision-scaled ALUs [186] are deterministic. Scaling precision in the digital representation of

data yields the same output on any system.

As a trade-o�, nondeterministic techniques can generally o�er more opportunity for e�-

ciency gains. By exposing the stochastic nature of the physical world, they avoid the expensive

digital abstraction tax. For example, voltage-overscaled ALUs signi�cantly improve e�ciency by

relaxing the safety margins enforced by digital circuitry.

�is taxonomy axis informs trade-o�s in reproducibility. Deterministic techniques bene�t

from high reproducibility, simplifying testing and debugging. On the other hand, nondetermin-

istic techniques bene�t from more opportunities for approximation that only exist outside the

digital domain.

Error Control: Coarse-Grained vs. Fine-Grained

De�nition 3. An approximation technique is coarse-grained if it reduces the data footprint or the

number of dynamic instructions in a program. Otherwise, it is �ne-grained.

Control over the error introduced by a technique depends on the granularity at which an

approximation technique is employed. Fine-grained techniques lower the cost of executing an

instruction or storing a word of data. Coarse-grained techniques replace a set of instructions or

a block of data with a more e�cient or compact representation.

Coarse-grained techniques o�er more opportunity for error–e�ciency trade-o�s. Revisiting

the examples in Section 1.A.2, fuzzy �oating-point instructions [178] are �ne-grained while fuzzy
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function memoization [120] is coarse-grained. Whereas the former improves the e�ciency of in-

dividual instructions, the la�er can improve the e�ciency of an entire block or function. �e

la�er, in the most extreme case, can memoize the entire program for the highest e�ciency. In

terms of storage, �ne-grained techniques, such as low refresh DRAM [112], generate approxi-

mations in individual bits. Coarse-grained techniques, such as approximate deduplication [115],

reduce data footprint. �e la�er can be more aggressively tuned for e�ciency gains, to the point

where the entire data footprint is deduplicated into a single data block.

Naturally, the coarser the granularity of a technique, the higher the risk of error. Fine-grained

techniques do not remove any data nor instructions. Conversely, coarse-grained techniques risk

information loss as more data and more instructions are omi�ed. In the previous examples,

though memoizing an entire program yields highest e�ciency, it also yields highest error. Holis-

tically approximating regions of code can disregard rarely-used control-�ow paths when not ex-

ercised. Neural approximation [61] is an example of a coarse-grained technique that can subsume

entire functions, including potentially complex control �ow. �is coarseness makes testing and

analysis challenging.

�is taxonomy axis informs trade-o�s in error control. Coarse-grained techniques bene�t

from greater opportunities for aggressive e�ciency gains. On the other hand, �ne-grained tech-

niques can limit error and are generally be�er suited for programs where quality constraints are

conservative.

1.A.4 Discussion

We highlight the applicability of our proposed taxonomy by suggesting how it can inform fu-

ture research in approximate computing. We formulate a three-pronged answer that address

the questions across layers of the compute stack: (1) architecture, (2) compilers and runtimes and

(3) applications.

How Can It Inform Architecture Research? Research on new approximation techniques

motivates the need for approximation-aware ISAs (A-ISA). Since the days of the IBM System/360,
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architects have distinguished between architecture and implementation to guarantee the forward-

compatibility of their hardware. An A-ISA can express instruction-level error bounds that need

to be respected when deployed on current or future hardware. Such an abstraction layer would

allow hardware designers to modify the implementation of approximations down the road in a

way that remains invisible to the so�ware. We make a distinction between two types of A-ISAs:

strict A-ISAs and statistical A-ISAs. Strict A-ISAs are applicable to deterministic �ne-grained

techniques and provide strict error bounds on the execution of an instruction. Examples of A-

ISAs include the �ality-Programmable ISA [186], which provides strict error bounds relative to

the maximum output value of the instruction. Statistical A-ISAs, on the other hand, are applicable

to nondeterministic �ne-grained techniques and provide statistical failure guarantees. Such an

ISA would have to include probability bounds as well as con�dence bounds.

HowCan It InformCompilers/RuntimesResearch? Research on approximation techniques

motivates the development of frameworks to make approximations safe to use. Such frameworks

include new languages, compilers and runtimes. We discuss how each taxonomy can inform the

applicability of framework proposals.

Architectural visibility is relevant to frameworks that focus on detecting and recovering from

hardware faults. Relax [55], for instance, can only work on top of architecturally visible tech-

niques because errors must be locally correctable [169]. Online monitoring proposals [148] that

rely on precise replay are also only applicable to architecturally visible techniques.

Determinism and coarseness are relevant to formulating statically-derived or empirically-

observed application-level error bounds. Nondeterministic techniques require statistical methods

like probabilistic assertions [157], while deterministic techniques can rely on hard assertions.

Fine-grained techniques can inherit from the wealth of tools developed in numerical analysis

research [150]. More speci�cally, deterministic �ne-grained techniques have the advantage of

providing strict error bounds at an instruction granularity. �us, they can provide hard worst-

case error bounds for many algorithmic pa�erns, as opposed to empirically derived average-case

error bounds. Coarse-grained techniques have seen a wealth of frameworks [14, 17, 152, 154, 114]
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that generally rely on empirical error measurements to provide varying levels of error guarantees

via quality autotuning.

How Can It Inform Applications Research? Research on new approximation techniques

motivates be�er understanding on the applicability of such techniques. Application designers

care about (1) whether a technique can be applied to their algorithms, and (2) whether a technique

can meet the quality guarantees they wish to enforce.

Coarseness correlates to how general a technique is to algorithmic pa�erns. Fine-grained

techniques are broadly generalizable: any approximate �oating-point algorithm can make use

of reduced-precision FPUs. Coarse-grained techniques, on the other hand, have to adhere to

speci�c code pa�erns: neural acceleration only applies to precise-pure regions of code, while

loop-perforation applies to loops free of early exits [154].

Determinism and coarseness will both determine the error behavior that the application will

see. Nondeterministic techniques generally yield large rarely-occurring errors while determinis-

tic techniques yield small frequently-occurring errors. Nondeterministic techniques would gen-

erally not be used in mission-critical systems. �e magnitude of an error is generally be�er

controlled on deterministic �ned-grained techniques as opposed to deterministic coarse-grained

techniques.

1.A.5 Conclusion

A wealth of approximate computing techniques has been proposed in architecture, circuits, lan-

guages, and compilers research. We present a taxonomy that categorizes approximate computing

techniques based their most salient properties: visibility, determinism, and coarseness, to be�er

inform cross-stack research in architecture, tools, and applications.
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1.B Background: An Survey of Domain Specialized Deep Learning Accelerators

Over the last few years years, comprehensive deep learning accelerator designs have been pro-

posed in academia [42, 110, 56, 41, 77, 90]. �ese domain-speci�c architectures present a program-

ming challenge to traditional compiler frameworks since they expose unconventional hardware

intrinsics. For instance, compilers built to generate scalar code are naturally ill-equipped to un-

cover tensor operations as they would require higher-level abstractions.

Related 
Work Tile Type Compute 

Tiles
MAC/
Tile Data Types Parameter 

Storage
Activation 
Storage

Accumulator 
Storage

DRAM Latency 
Hiding

Other 
Operators Applications
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Matrix-Matrix 
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synchronization

activation, 
pooling, 

normalization

MLP, LSTM, 
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Figure 1.B.1: Salient characteristics of recently-proposed deep learning accelerators.

We summarize prominent works in Figure 1.B.1 in terms of their most salient features: dense

tensor computation fabric, data type specialization, memory subsystem specialization, latency

hiding mechanisms and general purpose-ness. �ese salient features explain why programming

domain-specialized accelerators in the context of deep learning requires re-thinking the so�ware

stack.

Dense Tensor Computation Fabric. While most accelerators reviewed under Table 1.B.1 ap-

pear to support di�erent basic operations, ranging from an array of vector dot product

tiles [42, 110], to spatially programmed 2D meshes of processing elements [56, 41, 90, 77],

they all perform matrix-matrix multiplication from a programming abstraction perspective.
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Most of the complex low-level processing element control and data movement orchestra-

tion can be hidden away under a CISC-like ISA abstraction to present the programmer with

high-level dense linear algebra intrinsics, as done in the Google TPU [90] or in Cambricon

ISA work [111].

Data Type Specialization. Deep learning is amenable to quantization, particularly for infer-

ence workloads which many of the accelerators in Table 1.B.1 are optimized for. Most

accelerators use two levels of precision: low-precision for map-like operators (e.g., multi-

plication in a dot product), and high-precision for reduce-like operators (e.g., addition in a

dot product). As a result, it is common to store neural network weights and activations at

lower precision se�ings, while aggregated data is stored at a higher precision. Concretely,

these two precision levels are int8/int32 in the case of the TPU [90], i.e. 8-bit multi-

plications, and 32-bit accumulations.

On-Chip Memory Subsystem Specialization. While on-chip memory subsystems can seem-

ingly vary drastically between proposed architectures, they generally provide separate and

disjoint storage structures for activations, parameters and accumulator values (as opposed

to a uni�ed register �le or data cache in the case of CPUs, and GPUs). �is allows the mem-

ory subsystem to be �nely tuned to the on-chip bandwidth (number of SRAM banks and

read ports) and the overall capacity requirements for each data type that the dense tensor

core processes. Dadiannao [42] and EIE [77] are architectures that are tuned to evaluate

Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). Consequently they provide vast amounts of on-chip stor-

age to store parameters (i.e. kernel weights) to minimize o�-chip DRAM accesses. Other

designs like the TPU o�er practically no on-chip parameter storage due to the assumption

that the parameters of large models cannot realistically �t on-chip. �is design assumption

is typical of accelerators optimized for 2D convolution layers, where the memory require-

ments for activations vastly outweighs those of kernel weights.

DRAM Latency Hiding. Several designs in Table 1.B.1 assume that all parameters or interme-
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diate activations must �t on chip ([42, 56, 77]). While remaining within an on-chip storage

budget can maximize e�ciency, it yields constraints that are not realistic to satisfy as neural

networks are ge�ing deeper, and the number of parameters keeps growing. In most cases,

on-chip storage limitations will inevitably lead to spilling of either activations, or parame-

ters. In order to maintain high utilization of computation resources when memory spilling

occurs, latency hiding mechanisms is required. Unsurprisingly, a variety of latency hid-

ing techniques exists in the deep learning accelerator design literature. PuDianNao [110]

performs streaming of activations and weights from DRAM into ping-pong bu�ers which

are partitioned into a read bank and write bank that alternate during overlapping execu-

tion phases. Eyeriss [41] relies on a classical data prefetching approach into bring data its

global bu�er in a timely fashion. �e Google TPU [90] relies on a high-level 4-stage pipeline

of load, compute, activation, and store stages to hide all non-compute latencies. For that

reason, the TPU pipeline relies on explicit dependences [168] to insert stalls if necessary.

General-Purposeness. Deep learning accelerators also incorporate support for other opera-

tors beyond dense linear algebra, including activation, pooling, and normalization. As new

network models are proposed and new operators are introduced, adding ”general purpose-

ness” with an ALU [56] or function interpolation module [110] can help future-proof deep

learning accelerator designs to some extent.

In order to foster the development of so�ware stacks adapted to deep learning domain-specialized

accelerators, we propose in Chapter 4 a generic accelerator designs that can be seen by a com-

piler as a superset of the designs proposed in [42, 110, 56, 41, 77, 90]. �e VTA design can for

instance be parameterized to implement dense linear operations such as vector dot product [110],

vector-matrix multiply [130], and matrix-matrix multiply[90].

In addition VTA design o�ers a customizable on-chip memory subsystem allowing for the

implementation of the di�erent memory organizations found in designs like the TPU [90] where

activation storage dominates, or DaDianNao [42] where parameter storage dominates. Finally

in terms of latency hiding, VTA exposes a so�ware-driven dependency tracking management
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similar to the one found in TPU [90]. Supporting latency hiding via low-level dependence tracking

mechanisms requires all layers of the stack to work together.
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Chapter 2

SNNAP: APPROXIMATELY MAPPING DIVERSE REGIONS OF CODE TO
A SINGLE FPGA-BASED SUBSTRATE VIA NEURAL ACCELERATION

“All problems in computer science can be solved by another level of indirection.”

– David Wheeler

PublishedAs: �ierry Moreau, Mark Wyse, Jacob Nelson, Adrian Sampson, Hadi Esmaeilzadeh,

Luis Ceze and Mark Oskin, QAPPA: A Framework for Navigating �ality-Energy Tradeo�s with

Arbitrary�antization, IEEE 21st International Symposium on High Performance Computer Ar-

chitecture (HPCA), 2015.

Abstract: Many applications that can take advantage of accelerators are amenable to approx-

imate execution. Past work has shown that neural acceleration is a viable way to accelerate ap-

proximate code [61]. In light of the growing availability of on-chip �eld-programmable gate arrays

(FPGAs), this chapter explores neural acceleration on o�-the-shelf programmable SoCs. We describe

the design and implementation of SNNAP, a �exible FPGA-based neural accelerator for approximate

programs. SNNAP is designed to work with a compiler work�ow that con�gures the neural network’s

topology and weights instead of the programmable logic of the FPGA itself. �is approach enables

e�ective use of neural acceleration in commercially available devices and accelerates di�erent ap-

plications without costly FPGA recon�gurations. No hardware expertise is required to accelerate

so�ware with SNNAP, so the e�ort required can be substantially lower than custom hardware de-

sign for an FPGA fabric and possibly even lower than current “C-to-gates” high-level synthesis (HLS)

tools. Our measurements on a Xilinx Zynq FPGA show that SNNAP yields a geometric mean of 3.8×

speedup (as high as 38.1×) and 2.8× energy savings (as high as 28×) with less than 10% quality
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loss across all applications but one. We also compare SNNAP with designs generated by commercial

HLS tools and show that SNNAP has similar performance overall, with be�er resource-normalized

throughput on 4 out of 7 benchmarks.

2.1 Introduction

In light of diminishing returns from technology improvements on performance and energy ef-

�ciency [58, 134], researchers are exploring new avenues in computer architecture. �ere are

at least two clear trends emerging. One is the use of specialized logic in the form of accelera-

tors [188, 189, 70, 75] or programmable logic [138, 137, 44], and another is approximate computing,

which exploits applications’ tolerance to quality degradations [155, 186, 60, 153]. Specialization

leads to be�er e�ciency by trading o� �exibility for leaner logic and hardware resources, while

approximate computing trades accuracy to enable novel optimizations.

�e con�uence of these two trends leads to additional opportunities to improve e�ciency.

One example is neural acceleration, which trains neural networks to mimic regions of approx-

imate code [61, 171]. Once the neural network is trained, the system no longer executes the

original code and instead invokes the neural network model on a neural processing unit (NPU)

accelerator. �is leads to be�er e�ciency because neural networks are amenable to e�cient

hardware implementations [136, 59, 89, 159]. Prior work on neural acceleration, however, has

assumed that the NPU is implemented in fully custom logic tightly integrated with the host pro-

cessor pipeline [61, 171]. While modifying the CPU core to integrate the NPU yields signi�cant

performance and e�ciency gains, it prevents near-term adoption and increases design cost/com-

plexity. �is chapter explores the performance opportunity of NPU acceleration implemented on

o�-the-shelf �eld-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and without tight NPU–core integration,

avoiding changes to the processor ISA and microarchitecture.

On-chip FPGAs have the potential to unlock order-of-magnitude energy e�ciency gains while

retaining some of the �exibility of general-purpose hardware [166]. Commercial parts that incor-

porate general purpose cores with programmable logic are beginning to appear [195, 10, 85]. In

light of this trend, this chapter explores an opportunity to accelerate approximate programs via
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an NPU implemented in programmable logic.

Our design, called SNNAP (systolic neural network accelerator in programmable logic), is

designed to work with a compiler work�ow that automatically con�gures the neural network’s

topology and weights instead of the programmable logic itself. SNNAP’s implementation on

o�-the-shelf programmable logic has several bene�ts. First, it enables e�ective use of neural ac-

celeration in commercially available devices. Second, since NPUs can accelerate a wide range of

computations, SNNAP can target many di�erent applications without costly FPGA recon�gura-

tions. Finally, the expertise required to use SNNAP can be substantially lower than designing

custom FPGA con�gurations. In our evaluation, we �nd that the programmer e�ort can even be

lower than for commercially available “C-to-gates” high-level synthesis tools [194, 9].

We implement and measure SNNAP on the Zynq [195], a state-of-the-art programmable

system-on-a-chip (PSoC). We identify two core challenges: communication latency between the

core and the programmable logic unit, and the di�erence in processing speeds between the pro-

grammable logic and the core. We address those challenges with a new throughput-oriented

interface and programming model, and a parallel architecture based on scalable FPGA-optimized

systolic arrays. To ground our comparison, we compare benchmarks accelerated with SNNAP to

custom designs of the same accelerated code generated by a high-level synthesis tool. Our HLS

study shows that current commercial tools still require signi�cant e�ort and hardware design

experience. Across a suite of approximate benchmarks, we observe an average speedup of 3.8×,

ranging from 1.3× to 38.1×, and an average energy savings of 2.8×.

2.2 Programming

�ere are two basic ways to use SNNAP. �e �rst is to use a high-level, compiler-assisted mech-

anism that transforms regions of approximate code to o�oad them to SNNAP. �is automated

neural acceleration approach requires low programmer e�ort and is appropriate for bringing ef-

�ciency to existing code. �e second is to directly use SNNAP’s low-level, explicit interface that

o�ers �ne-grained control for expert programmers while still abstracting away hardware details.

We describe both interfaces below.
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2.2.1 Compiler-Assisted Neural Acceleration

Approximate applications can take advantage of SNNAP automatically using the neural algorith-

mic transformation [61]. �is technique uses a compiler to replace error-tolerant subcomputations

in a larger application with neural network invocations.

�e process begins with an approximation-aware programming language in which code or

data can be marked as approximable. Language options include Relax’s code regions [55], EnerJ’s

type quali�ers [155], Rely’s variable and operator annotations [31], or simple function annota-

tions. In any case, the programmer’s job is to express where approximation is allowed. �e

neural-acceleration compiler trains neural networks for the indicated regions of approximate

code using test inputs. �e compiler then replaces the original code with an invocation of the

learned neural network. Lastly, quality can be monitored at run-time using application-speci�c

quality metrics such as Light-Weight Checks [72].

As an example, consider a program that �lters each pixel in an image. �e annotated code

might resemble:

APPROXFUNC double filter(double pixel);

...

for (int x = 0; x ¡ width; ++x)

for (int y = 0; y ¡ height; ++y)

outimage[x][y] = filter(inimage[x][y]);

where the programmer uses a function a�ribute to mark filter() as approximate.

�e neural-acceleration compiler replaces the filter() call with instructions that instead

invoke SNNAP with the argument inimage[x][y]. �e compiler also adds setup code early

in the program to set up the neural network for invocation.

2.2.2 Low-Level Interface

While automatic transformation represents the highest-level interface to SNNAP, it is built on a

lower-level interface that acts both as a compiler target and as an API for expert programmers.

�is section details the instruction-level interface to SNNAP and a low-level library layered on
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top of it that makes its asynchrony explicit.

Unlike a low-latency circuit that can be tightly integrated with a processor pipeline, FPGA-

based accelerators cannot a�ord to block program execution to compute each individual input.

Instead, we architect SNNAP to operate e�ciently on batches of inputs. �e so�ware groups

together invocations of the neural network and ships them all simultaneously to the FPGA for

pipelined processing. In this sense, SNNAP behaves as a throughput-oriented accelerator: it is

most e�ective when the program keeps it busy with a large number of invocations rather than

when each individual invocation must complete quickly.

Instruction-level interface. At the lowest level, the program invokes SNNAP by enqueueing

batches of inputs, invoking the accelerator, and receiving a noti�cation when the batch is com-

plete. Speci�cally, the program writes all the inputs into a bu�er in memory and uses the ARMv7

SEV (send event) instruction to notify SNNAP. �e accelerator then reads the inputs from the

CPU’s cache via a cache-coherent interface and processes them, placing the output into another

bu�er. Meanwhile, the program issues an ARM WFE (wait for event) instruction to sleep until the

neural-network processing is done and then reads the outputs.

Low-Level asynchronous API. SNNAP’s accompanying so�ware library o�ers a low-level

API that abstracts away the details of the hardware-level interface. �e library provides an or-

dered, asynchronous API that hides the size of SNNAP’s input and output bu�ers. �is interface

is useful both as a target for neural-acceleration compilers and for expert programmers who want

convenient, low-level control over SNNAP.

�e SNNAP C library uses a callback function to consume each output of the accelerator when

it is ready. For example, a simple callback that writes a single �oating-point output to an array

can be wri�en:

static int index = 0;

static float output[...];

void cbk(const void *data) –

output[index] = *(float *)data; ++index;
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�en, to invoke the accelerator, the program con�gures the library, sends inputs repeatedly, and

then waits until all invocations are �nished with a barrier. For example:

snnapstreamt stream = snnapstreamnew(

sizeof(float), sizeof(float), cbk);

for (int i = 0; i ¡ max; ++i) –

snnapstreamput(stream, input);

snnapstreambarrier(stream);

�e snnapstreamnew call creates a stream con�guration describing the size the neural net-

work’s invocation in bytes, the size of each corresponding output, and the callback function. �en,

snnapstreamput copies an input value from avoid* pointer into SNNAP’s memory-mapped

input bu�er. Inside the put call, the library also consumes any outputs available in SNNAP’s out-

put bu�er and invokes the callback function if necessary. Finally, snnapstreambarrier waits

until all invocations are �nished.

�is asynchronous style enables the SNNAP runtime library to coalesce batches of inputs

without exposing bu�er management to the programmer or the compiler. �e underlying SNNAP

con�guration can be customized with di�erent bu�er sizes without requiring changes to the

code. In more sophisticated programs, this style also allows the program to transparently overlap

SNNAP invocations with CPU code between snnapstreamsend calls.

�is low-level, asynchronous interface is suitable for expert programmers who want to exert

�ne-grained control over how the program communicates with SNNAP. It is also appropriate for

situations when the program explicitly uses a neural network model for a traditional purpose,

such as image classi�cation or handwriting recognition, where the SNNAP C library acts as a

replacement for a so�ware neural network library. In most cases, however, programmers need

not directly interact with the library and can instead rely on automatic neural acceleration.
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2.3 Architecture Design for SNNAP

�is work is built upon an emerging class of heterogeneous computing devices called Programmable

System-on-Chips (PSoCs). �ese devices combine a set of hard processor cores with programmable

logic on the same die. Compared to conventional FPGAs, this integration provides a higher-

bandwidth and lower-latency interface between the main CPU and the programmable logic. How-

ever, the latency is still higher than in previous proposals for neural acceleration [61, 171]. Our

objective is to take advantage of the processor–logic integration with e�cient invocations, la-

tency mitigation, and low resource utilization. We focus on these challenges:

• �e NPU must use FPGA resources e�ciently to minimize its energy consumption.

• �e NPU must support low-latency invocations to provide bene�t to code with small ap-

proximate regions.

• To mitigate communication latency, the NPU must be able to e�ciently process batches of

invocations.

• �e NPU and the processor must operate independently to enable the processor to hibernate

and conserve energy while the accelerator is active.

• Di�erent applications require di�erent neural network topologies. �us, the NPU must be

recon�gurable to support a wide range of applications without the need for reprogramming

the entire FPGA or redesigning the accelerator.

�e rest of this section provides an overview of the SNNAP NPU and its interface with the

processor.

2.3.1 SNNAP Design Overview

SNNAP evaluates multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks. MLPs are a widely-used class of

neural networks that have been used in previous work on neural acceleration [61, 171]. An MLP
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Figure 2.1: SNNAP system diagram. Each Processing Unit (PU) contains a chain of Processing

Elements (PE) feeding into a sigmoid unit (SIG).

is a layered directed graph where the nodes are computational elements called neurons. Each

neuron computes the weighted sum of its inputs and applies a nonlinear function, known as the

activation function, to the sum—o�en a sigmoid function. �e complexity of a neural network is

re�ected in its topology: larger topologies can �t more complex functions while smaller topologies

are faster to evaluate.

�e SNNAP design is based on systolic arrays. Systolic arrays excel at exploiting the regular

data-parallelism found in neural networks [45] and are amenable to e�cient implementation

on modern FPGAs. Most of the systolic array’s highly pipelined computational datapath can

be contained within the dedicated multiply–add units found in FPGAs know as Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) slices. We leverage these resources to realize an e�cient pipelined systolic array

for SNNAP in the programmable logic.

Our design, shown in Figure 2.1, consists of a cluster of Processing Units (PUs) connected
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through a bus. Each PU is composed of a control block, a chain of Processing Elements (PEs), and

a sigmoid unit, denoted by the SIG block. �e PEs form a one-dimensional systolic array that feeds

into the sigmoid unit. When evaluating a layer of a neural network, PEs read the neuron weights

from a local scratchpad memory where temporary results can also be stored. �e sigmoid unit

implements a nonlinear neuron-activation function using a lookup table. �e PU control block

contains a con�gurable sequencer that orchestrates communication between the PEs and the

sigmoid unit. �e PUs operate independently, so di�erent PUs can be individually programmed

to parallelize the invocations of a single neural network or to evaluate many di�erent neural

networks. Section 2.4 details SNNAP’s hardware design.

2.3.2 CPU–SNNAP Interface

We design the CPU–SNNAP interface to allow dynamic recon�guration, minimize communi-

cation latency, and provide high-bandwidth coherent data transfers. To this end, we design a

wrapper that composes three di�erent interfaces on the target programmable SoC (PSoC).

We implement SNNAP on a commercially available PSoC: the Xilinx Zynq-7020 on the ZC702

evaluation platform [195]. �e Zynq includes a Dual Core ARM Cortex-A9, an FPGA fabric, a

DRAM controller, and a 256 KB scratchpad SRAM referred to as the on-chip memory (OCM).

While PSoCs like the Zynq hold the promise of low-latency, high-bandwidth communication

between the CPU and FPGA, the reality is more complicated. Zynq provides multiple commu-

nication mechanisms with di�erent bandwidths and latencies that can surpass 100 CPU cycles.

�is latency can in some cases dominate the time it takes to evaluate a neural network. SNNAP’s

interface must therefore mitigate this communication cost with a modular design that permits

throughput-oriented, asynchronous neural-network invocations while keeping latency as low as

possible.

We compose a communication interface based on three available communication mechanisms

on the Zynq PSoC [197]. First, when the program starts, it con�gures SNNAP using the medium-

throughput General Purpose I/Os (GPIOs) interface. �en, to use SNNAP during execution, the

program sends inputs using the high-throughput ARM Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP). �e
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processor then uses the ARMv7 SEV/WFE signaling instructions to invoke SNNAP and enter sleep

mode. �e accelerator writes outputs back to the processor’s cache via the ACP interface and,

when �nished, signals the processor to wake up. We detail each of these components below.

Con�guration via General Purpose I/Os (GPIOs). �e ARM interconnect includes two 32-

bit Advanced Extensible Interface (AXI) general-purpose bus interfaces to the programmable

logic, which can be used to implement memory-mapped registers or support DMA transfers.

�ese interfaces are easy to use and are relatively low-latency (114 CPU cycle roundtrip latency)

but can only support moderate bandwidth. We use these GPIO interfaces to con�gure SNNAP

a�er it is synthesized on the programmable logic. �e program sends a con�guration to SNNAP

without reprogramming the FPGA. A con�guration consists of a schedule derived from the neu-

ral network topology and a set of weights derived from prior neural network training. SNNAP

exposes the con�guration storage to the compiler as a set of memory-mapped registers. To con-

�gure SNNAP, the so�ware checks that the accelerator is idle and writes the schedule, weights,

and parameters to memory-mapped SRAM tables in the FPGA known as block RAMs.

Sending data via the Accelerator Coherency Port. �e FPGA can access the ARM on-chip

memory system through the 64-bit Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP) AXI-slave interface. �is

port allows the FPGA to send read and write requests directly to the processors’ Snoop Control

Unit to access the processor caches thus bypassing explicit cache �ushes required by traditional

DMA interfaces. �e ACP interface is the best available option for transferring batches of in-

put/output vectors to and from SNNAP. SNNAP includes a custom AXI master for the ACP inter-

face, reducing round-trip communication latency down to 93 CPU cycles. Batching invocations

help amortize this latency in practice.

Invocation via synchronization instructions. �e ARM and the FPGA are connected by two

unidirectional event lines eventi and evento for synchronization. �e ARMv7 ISA contains

two instructions to access these synchronization signals, SEV and WFE. �e SEV instruction
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Figure 2.1: Detailed PU datapath. PEs are implemented on multiply–add logic and produce a

stream of weighted sums from an input stream. �e sums are sent to a sigmoid unit that approx-

imates the activation function.

causes the evento signal in the FPGA fabric to toggle. �e WFE instruction causes the proces-

sor to enter the low-power hibernation state until the FPGA toggles the eventi signal. �ese

operations have signi�cantly lower latency (5 CPU cycles) than any of the other two communi-

cation mechanisms between the processor and the programmable logic.

We use these instructions to invoke SNNAP and synchronize its execution with the processor.

To invoke SNNAP, the CPU writes input vectors to a bu�er in its cache. It signals the accelerator

to start computation using SEV and enters hibernation with WFE. When SNNAP �nishes writing

outputs to the cache, it signals the processor to wake up and continues execution.

2.4 Hardware Design for SNNAP

�is section describes SNNAP’s systolic-array design and its FPGA implementation.

2.4.1 Multi-Layer Perceptrons With Systolic Arrays

MLPs consist of a collection of neurons organized into layers. Figure 2.2a depicts an MLP with

four layers: the input layer, the output layer, and two hidden layers. �e computation of one of

the neurons in the second hidden layer is highlighted: the neuron computes the weighted sum of
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Figure 2.2: Implementing multi-layer perceptron neural networks with systolic arrays.
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the values of its source neurons and applies the activation function f to the result. �e resulting

neuron output is then sent to the next layer.

�e evaluation of an MLP neural network consists of a series of matrix–vector multiplica-

tions interleaved with non-linear activation functions. Figure 2.2b shows this approach applied

to the hidden layers of Figure 2.2a. We can schedule a systolic algorithm for computing this

matrix–vector multiplication onto a 1-dimensional systolic array as shown in Figure 2.2c. When

computing a layer, the vector elements xi are loaded into each cell in the array while the matrix

elements elements wji trickle in. Each cell performs a multiplication xi · wji, adds it to the sum

of products produced by the upstream cell to its le�, and sends the result to the downstream cell

to its right. �e output vector produced by the systolic array �nally goes through an activation

function cell, completing the layer computation.

Systolic arrays can be e�ciently implemented using the hard DSP slices that are common

in modern FPGAs. Our PSoC incorporates 220 DSP slices in its programmable logic [197]. DSP

slices o�er pipelined �xed-point multiply-and-add functionality and a hard-wired data bus for

fast aggregation of partial sums on a single column of DSP slices. As a result, a one-dimensional

�xed-point systolic array can be contained entirely in a single hard logic unit to provide high

performance at low power [196].

2.4.2 Processing Unit Datapath

Processing Units (PUs) are replicated processing cores in SNNAP’s design. A PU comprises a chain

of Processing Elements (PEs), a sigmoid unit, and local memories including block-RAMs (BRAMs)

and FIFOs that store weights and temporary results. A sequencer orchestrates communication

between the PEs, the sigmoid unit, local memories, and the bus that connects each PU to the

NPU’s memory interface.

�e PEs that compose PUs map directly to a systolic array cell as in Figure 2.1a. A PE consists

of a multiply-and-add module implemented on a DSP slice. �e inputs to the neural network are

loaded every cycle via the input bus into each PE following the systolic algorithm. Weights, on

the other hand, are statically partitioned among the PEs in local BRAMs.
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�e architecture can support an arbitrary number of PEs. Our evaluation discusses the optimal

number of PEs per PU by discussing throughput-resources trade-o�s.

Sigmoid unit. �e sigmoid unit applies the neural network’s activation function to outputs

from the PE chain. �e design, depicted in Figure 2.1b, is a 3-stage pipeline comprising a lookup-

table and some logic for special cases. We use a y = x linear approximation for small input values

and y = ±1 for very large inputs. Combined with a 2048-entry LUT, the design yields at most

0.01% normalized RMSE.

SNNAP supports three commonly-used activation functions: a sigmoid function S(x) =

k
1+e−x , a hyperbolic tangent S(x) = k · tanh(x), and a linear activation function S(x) = k · x,

where k is a steepness parameter. Microcode instructions (see Section 2.4.3) dictate the activation

function for each layer.

Flexible NN topology. �e NPU must map an arbitrary number of neurons to a �xed number

of PEs. Consider a layer with n input neurons, m output neurons and let p be the number of PEs

in a PU. Without any constraints, we would schedule the layer on n PEs, each of which would

performmmultiplications. However, p does not equal n in general. When n < p, there are excess

resources and p−n PEs remain idle. If n > p, we time-multiplex the computation onto the p PEs

by storing temporary sums in an accumulator FIFO. Section 2.4.3 details the process of mapping

layers onto PEs.

�e partial sums of the �rst p input neurons are computed and stored in the accumulator

FIFO; and later retrieved and added to the next p partial sums before being stored back into the

accumulator FIFO etc. �is process repeats until the last input neuron is mapped to a PE; at that

point the completed sum is sent to the sigmoid unit.

A similar time-multiplexing process is performed to evaluate neural networks with many

hidden layers. We bu�er sigmoid unit outputs in a sigmoid FIFO until the evaluation of the current

layer is complete; then they can be used as inputs to the next layer. When evaluating the �nal

layer in a neural network, the outputs coming from the sigmoid unit are sent directly to the
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memory interface and wri�en to the CPU’s memory.

�e BRAM space allocated to the sigmoid and accumulator FIFOs limit the maximum layer

width of the neural networks that SNNAP can execute.

Numeric representation. SNNAP uses a 16-bit signed �xed-point numeric representation

with 7 fraction bits internally. �is representation �ts within the 18 × 25 DSP slice multiplier

blocks. �e DSP slices also include a 48-bit �xed-point adder that helps avoid over�ows on long

summation chains. We limit the dynamic range of neuron weights during training to match this

representation.

�e 16-bit width also makes e�cient use of the ARM core’s byte-oriented memory inter-

face for applications that can provide �xed-point inputs directly. For �oating-point applications,

SNNAP converts the representation at its inputs and outputs.

We found that one sigmoid unit was su�cient for our NPU design. Out of the 6 application

benchmarks we used in our evaluation, only the FFT benchmark schedule experienced contention

for the Sigmoid Unit from two PEs, thus introducing a one-cycle bubble in the schedule and

increasing the FFT neural network computation latency by 4.8%.

2.4.3 Processing Unit Control

Microcode. SNNAP executes a static schedule derived from the topology of a neural network.

�is inexpensive scheduling process is performed on the host machine before it con�gures the

accelerator. �e schedule is represented as microcode stored in a local BRAM.

Each microcode line describes a command to be executed by a PE. We distinguish architectural

PEs from physical PEs since there are typically more inputs to each layer in a neural network than

there are physical PEs in a PU (i.e., n > p). Decoupling the architectural PEs from physical PEs

allow us to support larger neural networks and makes the same micro-code executable on PUs of

di�erent PE length.

Each instruction comprises four �elds:

1. ID: the ID of the architectural PE executing the command.
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2. MADD: the number of multiply–add operations that must execute to compute a layer.

3. SRC: input source selector; either the input FIFO or the sigmoid FIFO.

4. DST: the destination of the output data; either the next PE or the sigmoid unit. In the la�er

case, the �eld also encodes (1) the type of activation function used for that layer, and (2)

whether the layer is the output layer.

Sequencer. �e sequencer is a �nite-state machine that processes microcoded instructions to

orchestrate data movement between PEs, input and output queues, and the sigmoid unit within

each PU. Each instruction is translated by the sequencer into commands that get forwarded to

a physical PE along with the corresponding input data. �e mapping from architectural PE (as

described by the microcode instruction) to the physical PE (the actual hardware resource) is done

by the sequencer dynamically based on resource availability and locality.

Algorithm 1 shows this scheduling process. �e sequencer only needs to wait on the �rst

physical PE, PE0. For fully connected neural networks, PEs receive the same MADD count in

each layer. Consequently, if a given PE is ready to do work at cycle t, the next downstream PE is

guaranteed to be ready do work at cycle t+ 1.

Scheduler optimizations. During microcode generation, we use a simple optimization that

improves utilization by minimizing pipeline stalls due to data dependencies. �e technique im-

proves overall throughput for a series of invocations at the cost of increasing the latency of a

single invocation.

Consider a simple PU structure with two PEs and a one-stage sigmoid unit when evaluating

a 2–2–1 neural network topology. Table 2.1 presents two schedules that map this neural network

topology onto the available resources in the pipeline diagram. Each schedule tells us which task

each functional unit is working on at any point in time. For instance, when PE1 is working on

x2, it is multiplying x1 × w12 and adding it to the partial sum x0 × w02 computed by PE0.
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Algorithm 1: Sequencer algorithm.

1 while inputs are ready do

2 if a new layer is being processed then

3 idxPE ← 0

4 end

5 foreach microcode command do

6 if idxPE == 0 then

7 while PE[idxPE] is busy do

8 wait

9 end

10 end

11 map architectural ID to physical PE[idxPE]

12 dequeue input or sigmoid FIFO based on SRC

13 send command with DST and MADD to PE[idxPE]

14 idxPE ← (idxPE + 1) mod len(PE)

15 end

16 end

Executing one neural network invocation at a time results in a ine�cient schedule as illus-

trated by the naive schedule in Table 2.1. �e pipeline stalls here result from (1) dependencies

between neural network layers and (2) contention over the PU input bus. Data dependencies

occur when a PE is ready to compute the next layer of a neural network, but has to wait for the

sigmoid unit to produce the inputs to that next layer.

We eliminate these stalls by interleaving the computation of layers from multiple neural net-

work invocations as shown in the e�cient schedule in Table 2.1. Pipeline stalls due to data de-

pendencies can be eliminated as long as there are enough neural network invocations waiting

to be executed. SNNAP’s throughput-oriented workloads tend to provide enough invocations to
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Schedule FU 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Naive

PE0 x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(0)
4 x

(1)
2 x

(1)
3

PE1 x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(0)
4 x

(1)
2

SIG x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(0)
4

E�cient

PE0 x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(1)
2 x

(1)
3 x

(0)
4 x

(1)
4 x

(2)
2

PE1 x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(1)
2 x

(1)
3 x

(0)
4 x

(1)
4

SIG x
(0)
2 x

(0)
3 x

(1)
2 x

(1)
3 x

(0)
4 x

(1)
4

Table 2.1: Static PU scheduling of a 2–2–1 neural network. �e naive schedule introduces pipeline

stalls due to data dependencies. Evaluating two neural network invocations simultaneously by

interlacing the layer evaluations can eliminate those stalls.

justify this optimization.

2.5 Evaluation

We implemented SNNAP on an o�-the-shelf programmable SoC. In this section, we evaluate our

implementation to assess its performance and energy bene�ts over so�ware execution, to char-

acterize the design’s behavior, and to compare against a high-level synthesis (HLS) tool. �e HLS

comparison provides a reference point for SNNAP’s performance, e�ciency, and programmer

e�ort requirements.

2.5.1 Experimental setup

Applications. Table 2.2 shows the applications measured in this evaluation, which are the

benchmarks used by Esmaeilzadeh et al. [61] along with blackscholes from the PARSEC

benchmark suite [23]. We o�oad one approximate region from each application to SNNAP. �ese

regions are mapped to neural network topologies used in previous work [61, 39]. �e table shows

a hypothetical “Amdahl speedup limit” computed by subtracting the measured runtime of the
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Application Description Error Metric Topology Con�g. Size Error Amdahl

Speedup (×)

blackscholes option pricing mean error 6–20–1 6308 bits 7.83% > 100

fft radix-2 Cooley-Tukey FFT mean error 1–4–4–2 1615b 0.1% 3.92

inversek2j inverse kinematics for 2-joint arm mean error 2–8–2 882b 1.32% > 100

jmeint triangle intersection detection miss rate 18–32–8–2 15608b 20.47% 99.65

jpeg lossy image compression image di� 64–16–4 21264b 1.93% 2.23

kmeans k-means clustering image di� 6–8–4–1 3860b 2.55% 1.47

sobel edge detection image di� 9–8–1 3818b 8.57% 15.65

Table 2.2: Applications used in our evaluation. �e “NN Topology” column shows the number of

neurons in each MLP layer. �e “NN Con�g. Size” column re�ects the size of the synaptic weights

and microcode in bits. “Amdahl Speedup” is the hypothetical speedup for a system where the

SNNAP invocation is instantaneous.

kernel to be accelerated from the overall benchmark runtime.

Target platform. We evaluate the performance, power and energy e�ciency of SNNAP run-

ning against so�ware on the ZYNQ ZC702 evaluation platform described in Table 2.3. �e ZYNQ

processor integrates a mobile-grade ARM Cortex-A9 and a Xilinx FPGA fabric on a single TSMC

28nm die.

We compiled our benchmarks using GCC 4.7.2 at its -O3 optimization level. We ran the

benchmarks directly on the bare metal processor.

Monitoring performance and power. To count CPU cycles, we use the event counters in the

ARM’s architectural performance monitoring unit and performance counters implemented in the

FPGA. �e ZYNQ ZC702 platform uses Texas Instruments UCD9240 power supply controllers,

which allow us to measure voltage and current on each of the board’s power planes. �is allows

us to track power usage for the di�erent sub-systems (e.g., CPU, FPGA, DRAM).
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Zynq SoC

Technology 28nm TSMC

Processing 2-core Cortex-A9

FPGA Artix-7

FPGA Capacity 53KLUTs, 106K Flip-Flops

Peak Freqs 667MHz A9, 167MHz FPGA

DRAM 1GB DDR3-533MHz

Cortex-A9

L1 Cache Size 32kB I$, 32kB D$

L2 Cache Size 512kB

Scratch-Pad 256kB SRAM

Interface Port AXI 64-bit ACP

Interface Latency 93 cycles roundtrip

NPU

Number of PUs 8

Number of PEs 8

Weight Memory 1024×16-bit

Sigmoid LUT 2048×16-bit

Accumulator FIFO 1024×48-bit

Sigmoid FIFO 1024×16-bit

DSP Unit 16×16-bit mul, 48-bit add

Table 2.3: Microarchitectural parameters for the Zynq platform, CPU, FPGA and NPU.

NPU con�guration. Our results re�ect a SNNAP con�guration with 8 PUs, each comprised of

8 PEs. �e design runs at 167 MHz, or 1/4 of the CPU’s 666MHz frequency. For each benchmark,

we con�gure all the PUs to execute the same neural network workload.

High-Level Synthesis infrastructure. We use Vivado HLS 2014.2 to generate hardware ker-

nels for each benchmark. We then integrate the kernels into SNNAP’s bus interface and program

the FPGA using Vivado Design Suite 2014.2.

2.5.2 Performance and Energy

�is section describes the performance and energy bene�ts of using SNNAP to accelerate our

benchmarks.

Performance. Figure 2.1a shows the whole application speedup when SNNAP is used to exe-

cute each benchmark’s target region, while the rest of the application runs on the CPU, over an

all-CPU baseline.

�e average speedup is 3.78×. Among the benchmarks, inversek2j has the highest

speedup (38.12×) since the bulk of the application is o�oaded to SNNAP, and the target region of

code includes trigonometric function calls that take over 1000 cycles to execute on the CPU and

that a small neural network can approximate. Conversely, kmeans sees only a 1.30× speedup,
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Figure 2.1: Performance and energy bene�t of SNNAP acceleration over an all-CPU baseline

execution of each benchmark.

mostly because the target region is small and runs e�ciently on a CPU, while the corresponding

neural network is relatively deep.

Energy. Figure 2.1b shows the energy savings for each benchmark over the same all-CPU base-

line. We show the savings for two di�erent energy measurements: (1) the SoC with its DRAM and

other peripherals, and (2) the core logic of the SoC. On average, neural acceleration with SNNAP

provides a 2.77× energy savings for the SoC and DRAM and a 1.82× savings for the core logic

alone.

�e Zynq+DRAM evaluation shows the power bene�t from using SNNAP on a chip that al-

ready has an FPGA fabric. Both measurements include all the power supplies for the Zynq chip

and its associated DRAM and peripherals, including the FPGA. �e FPGA is le� uncon�gured for

the baseline.

�e core logic evaluation provides a conservative estimate of the potential bene�t to a mobile

SoC designer who is considering including an FPGA fabric in her design. We compare a base-

line consisting only of the CPU with the power of the CPU and FPGA combined. No DRAM or

peripherals are included.
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On all power domains and for all benchmarks except jmeint and kmeans, neural accel-

eration on SNNAP results in energy savings. In general, the more components we include in

our power measurements, the lower the relative power cost and the higher the energy savings

from neural acceleration. inversek2j, the benchmark with the highest speedup, also has the

highest energy savings. For jmeint and kmeans we observe a decrease in energy e�ciency

in the core logic measurement; for kmeans, we also see a decrease in the Zynq+DRAM mea-

surement. While the CPU saves power by sleeping while SNNAP executes, the accelerator incurs

more power than this saves, so a large speedup is necessary to yield energy savings.

2.5.3 Characterization

�is section supplements our main energy and performance results with secondary measure-

ments to the primary results in context and justify our design decisions.

Impact of parallelism. Figure 2.2 shows the performance impact of SNNAP’s parallel de-

sign by varying the number of PUs. On average, increasing from 1 PU to 2 PUs, 4 PUs, and

8 PUs improves performance by 1.52×, 2.03×, and 2.40× respectively. �e sobel, kmeans

and jmeint benchmarks require at least 2, 4, and 8 PUs respectively to see any speedup.

Higher PU counts lead to higher power consumption, but the cost can be o�set by the per-

formance gain. �e best energy e�ciency occurs at 8 PUs for most benchmarks. �e exceptions

are jpeg and fft, where the best energy savings are with 4 PUs. �ese benchmarks have a

relatively low “Amdahl speedup limit” , so they see diminishing returns from parallelism.

Impact of batching. Figure 2.3 compares the performance of batched SNNAP invocations,

single invocations, and zero-latency invocations - an estimate of the speedup if there were no

communication latency between the CPU and the accelerator.

With two exceptions, non-batched invocations lead to a slowdown due to communication

latency. Onlyinversek2j andjpeg see a speedup since their target regions are large enough

to outweigh the communication latency. Comparing with the zero-latency estimate, we �nd that
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Figure 2.2: Performance of neural acceleration as the number of PUs increase.

batch invocations are e�ective at hiding this latency. Our 32-invocation batch size is within 11%

of the zero-latency ideal.

Optimal PE count. Our primary SNNAP con�guration uses 8 PEs per PU. A larger PE count

can decrease invocation latency but can also have lower utilization, so there is a trade-o� between

fewer, larger PUs or more, smaller PUs given the same overall budget of PEs. In Figure 2.5a, we

examine this trade-o� space by sweeping con�gurations with a �xed number of PEs. �e NPU

con�gurations range from 1 PU consisting of 16 PEs (1 × 16) through 16 PUs each consisting

of a single PE (16 × 1). �e 16 × 1 arrangement o�ers the best throughput. However, resource

utilization is not constant: each PU has control logic and memory overhead. �e 16 × 1 NPU

uses more than half of the FPGA’s LUT resources, whereas the 2× 8 NPU uses less than 4% of all

FPGA resources. Normalizing throughput by resource usage (Figure 2.5b) indicates that the 2×8

con�guration is optimal.
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2.5.4 Design Statistics

FPGA utilization. Figure 2.5d shows the FPGA fabric’s resource utilization for varying PU

counts. A single PU uses less than 4% of the FPGA resources. �e most utilized resources are the

slice LUTs at 3.92% utilization and the DSP units at 3.64%. With 2, 4, 8, and 16 PUs, the design

uses less than 8%, 15% 30% and 59% of the FPGA resources respectively and the limiting resource

is the DSP slices. �e approximately linear scaling re�ects SNNAP’s balanced design.

Memory Bandwidth. Although the Zynq FPGA can accommodate 16 PUs, the current ACP

interface design does not satisfy the bandwidth requirements imposed by compute-resource scal-

ing for benchmarks with high bandwidth requirements (e.g. jpeg). �is limitation is imposed

by the ACP port used to access the CPU’s cache hierarchy. During early design exploration,

we considered accessing memory via higher-throughput non-coherent memory ports, but con-

cluded experimentally that at a �ne o�oad granularity, the frequent cache �ushes were hurting

performance. As a result, we evaluate SNNAP at 8-PUs to avoid being memory bound by the
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ACP port. We leave interface optimizations and data compression schemes that could increase

e�ective memory bandwidth as future work.

Output quality. We measure SNNAP’s e�ect on output quality using application-speci�c error

metrics, as is standard in the approximate computing literature [155, 60, 61, 164]. Table 2.2 lists

the error metrics.

We observe less than 10% application output error for all benchmarks exceptjmeint. jmeint

had high error due to complicated control �ow within the acceleration region, but we include this

benchmark to fairly demonstrate the applicability of neural acceleration. Among the remaining

applications, the highest output error occurs insobelwith 8.57% mean absolute pixel error with

respect to a precise execution. To put this error in context, Figure 2.6 shows the output from the

original and SNNAP-accelerated executions of the benchmark. �alitatively, the program still

produces reasonable results.

2.5.5 HLS Comparison Study

We compare neural acceleration with SNNAP against Vivado HLS [194]. For each benchmark,

we a�empt to compile using Vivado HLS the same target regions used inneural acceleration. We

synthesize a precise specialized hardware datapath and integrate it with the same CPU–FPGA
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Logic Utilization Used Available Util

Occupied Slices 625 13300 4%

Slice Registers 2055 106400 2%

Slice LUTs 1650 53200 3%

RAMB18E1 13 280 4%

RAMB36E1 4 140 2%

DSP48E1 8 220 3%

Table 2.1: Post-place-and-route FPGA utilization.

interface we developed for SNNAP and contrast whole-application speedup, resource-normalized

throughput, FPGA utilization, and programmer e�ort.

Speedup. Table 2.2 shows statistics for each kernel we synthesized with Vivado HLS. �e ker-

nels close timing between 66 MHz and 167 MHz (SNNAP runs at 167 MHz). We compare the

performance of the HLS-generated hardware kernels against SNNAP.

Figure 2.7a shows the whole-application speedup for HLS and SNNAP. �e NPU outperforms

HLS on all benchmarks, yielding a 3.78× average speedup compared to 2× for HLS. �e jmeint

benchmark provides an example of a kernel that is not a good candidate for HLS tools; its dense

control �ow leads to highly variable evaluation latency in hardware, and the HLS tool was unable

to pipeline the design. Similarly, jpeg performs poorly using HLS due to DSP resource limita-

tions on the FPGA. Again, the HLS tool was unable to pipeline the design, resulting in a kernel

with long evaluation latency. HLS nearly matches SNNAP’s speedup on blackscholes and

fft as it is able to generate fully pipelined, low latency kernels for each.

Resource-normalized kernel throughput. To assess the area e�ciency of SNNAP and HLS,

we isolate FPGA execution from the rest of the application. We compute the theoretical through-
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(a) Precise Output (b) Approximate Output

Figure 2.6: Output of sobel for a 220x220 pixel image.

put (evaluations per second) by combining the pipeline initiation interval (cycles per evaluation)

from functional simulation and the fmax (cycles/second) from post-place-and-route timing anal-

ysis. We obtain post-place-and-route resource utilization by identifying the most-used resource

in each design. �e resource-normalized throughput is the ratio of these two metrics.

Figure 2.8 compares the resource-normalized throughput for SNNAP and HLS-generated hard-

ware kernels. Neural acceleration does be�er than HLS for blackscholes, inversek2j,

jmeint andjpeg. In particular, while HLS provides be�er absolute throughput forblacksc-

holes and inversek2j, the kernels also use an order of magnitude more resources than a

single SNNAP PU. kmeans and sobel have e�cient HLS implementations with utilization

roughly equal to one SNNAP PU, resulting in 2–5× greater throughput.

Programming experience. “C-to-gates” tools are promoted for their ability to hide the com-

plexity of hardware design. With our benchmarks, however, we found hardware expertise to be

essential for ge�ing good results using HLS tools. Every benchmark required hardware experi-

ence to verify the correctness of the resulting design and extensive C-code tuning to meet the

tool’s requirements.

Table 2.2 lists the number of working days required for a student to produce running hardware
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Application E�ort Clock Pipelined Util.

blackscholes 3 days 148 MHz yes 37%

fft 2 days 166 MHz yes 10%

inversek2j 15 days 148 MHz yes 32%

jmeint 5 days 66 MHz no 39%

jpeg 5 days 133 MHz no 21%

kmeans 2 days 166 MHz yes 3%

sobel 3 days 148 MHz yes 5%

Table 2.2: HLS-kernel speci�cs per benchmark: required engineering time (working days) to ac-

celerate each benchmark in hardware using HLS, kernel clock, whether the design was pipelined,

most-utilized FPGA resource utilization.

for each benchmark using HLS. �e student is a Masters researcher with Verilog and hardware

design background but not prior HLS experience. Two months of work was needed for familiar-

ization with the HLS tool and the design of a kernel wrapper to interact with SNNAP’s custom

memory interface. A�er this initial cost, compiling each benchmark took between 2 and 15 days.

blackscholes, fft, kmeans, and sobel all consist of relatively simple code, and each

took only a few days to generate fast kernels running on hardware. �e majority of the e�ort was

spent tweaking HLS compiler directives to improve pipeline e�ciency and resource utilization.

Accelerating jmeint was more involved and required 5 days of e�ort, largely spent a�empting

(unsuccessfully) to pipeline the design. jpeg also took 5 days to compile, which was primarily

spent rewriting the kernel’s C code to make it amenable to HLS by eliminating globals, precom-

puting lookup tables, and manually unrolling some loops. Finally, inversek2j required 15

days of e�ort. �e benchmark used the arc-sine and arc-cosine trigonometric functions, which

are not supported by the HLS tools, and required rewriting the benchmark using mathematical

identities with the supported arc-tangent function. �e la�er exposed a bug in the HLS work�ow
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Figure 2.7: Performance and energy comparisons of HLS and SNNAP acceleration.

that was eventually resolved by upgrading to a newer version of the Vivado tools.

In an ideal world, using “C-to-gates” HLS tools would be as simple as using a traditional C

compiler—no RTL programming experience required. �e reality is di�erent. For our benchmark

suite, we found hardware expertise to be essential for troubleshooting the resulting design and

to achieve good performance. Every benchmark required extensive tuning of C-code to meet the

tool’s requirements.

Table 2.2 lists the number of working days taken by a student to get each benchmark running

on hardware using HLS. �e student in question is an Masters researcher with no prior expe-

rience in HLS, but some Verilog background. It took over two months to get familiarized with

the tool �ow and design the kernel wrapper to interact with a memory interface. A�er this ini-

tial cost, each benchmark took between 2 days and 3 weeks. Four benchmarks—kmeans, fft,

blackscholes, and sobel—consist of relatively simple code: it took less than a week to

get fast kernels from these benchmarks running on hardware. �is e�ort was spent on tweak-

ing compiler directives to get more e�cient pipelining and resource utilization. Accelerating
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jmeint was more involved and required a full week of e�ort, and even then the design could

not be successfully pipelined. jpeg also took a full week, which was primarily spent rewriting

the kernel’s C code to make it amenable to HLS by eliminating globals, precomputing some ta-

bles, and unrolling loops. Finally, inversek2j required three weeks of e�ort. �e benchmark

used the arc-cosine and arc-sine trigonometric functions, which are not supported by the HLS

tools, so we rewrote the benchmark using mathematical identities to simplify the code. �e (sup-

ported) arc-tangent function exposed a bug in the HLS work�ow that was, in the end, solved by

upgrading to a newer version of the Vivado suite.

Discussion. While HLS o�ers a route to FPGA use without approximation, it is far from �aw-

less: signi�cant programmer e�ort and hardware-design expertise is still o�en required. In con-

trast, SNNAP acceleration uses a single FPGA con�guration and requires no hardware knowledge.

Unlike HLS approaches, which place restrictions on the kind of C code that can be synthesized,

neural acceleration treats the code as a black box: the internal complexity of the legacy so�ware

implementation is irrelevant. SNNAP’s FPGA recon�guration-free approach also avoids the over-

head of programming the underlying FPGA fabric, instead using a small amount of con�guration

data that can be quickly loaded in to accelerate di�erent applications. �ese advantages make

neural acceleration with SNNAP a viable alternative to traditional C-to-gates approaches.
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2.6 Related Work

Our design builds on related work in the broad areas of approximate computing, acceleration,

and neural networks.

Approximate computing. A wide variety of applications can be considered approximate: oc-

casional errors during execution do not obstruct the usefulness of theprogram’s output. Re-

cent work has proposed to exploit this inherent resiliency to trade o� output quality to im-

prove performance or energy consumption using so�ware [17, 164, 14, 118, 119, 83] or hard-

ware [55, 112, 60, 108, 127, 33, 61, 155, 72] techniques. SNNAP represents the �rst work (to our

knowledge) to exploit this trade-o� using tightly integrated on-chip programmable logic to realize

these bene�ts in the near term. FPGA-based acceleration using SNNAP o�ers e�ciency bene�ts

that complement so�ware approximation, which is limited by the overheads of general-purpose

CPU execution, and custom approximate hardware, which cannot be realized on today’s chips.

Neural networks as accelerators. Previous work has recognized the potential for hardware

neural networks to act as accelerators for approximate programs, either with automatic compi-

lation [61, 171] or direct manual con�guration [39, 176, 20]. �is work has typically assumed

special-purpose neural-network hardware; SNNAP represents an opportunity to realize these

bene�ts on commercially available hardware. Recent work has proposed combining neural trans-

formation with GPU acceleration to unlock order-of-magnitude speedups by elimiating control

�ow divergence in SIMD applications [73, 72]. �is direction holds a lot of promise in applica-

tions where a large amount of parallelism is available. Until GPUs become more tightly integrated

with the processor core, their applicability remains limited in applications where the invocation

latency is critical (i.e. small code o�oad regions). Additionally the power envelope of GPUs has

been traditionally high. Our work targets low power accelerators and o�ers higher applicability

by o�oading computation at a �ner granularity than GPUs.
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Hardware support for neural networks. �ere is an extensive body of work on hardware

implementation of neural networks both in digital [136, 59, 202, 40, 49, 24] and analog [27, 159,

174, 89] domains. Other work has examined fault-tolerant hardware neural networks [79, 176].

�ere is also signi�cant prior e�ort on FPGA implementations of neural networks ([202] contains

a comprehensive survey). Our contribution is a design that enables automatic acceleration of

approximate so�ware without engaging programmers in hardware design.

FPGAs as accelerators. �is work also relates to work on synthesizing designs for recon�g-

urable computing fabrics to accelerate traditional imperative code [138, 143, 46, 63]. Our work

leverages FPGAs by mapping diverse code regions to neural networks via neural transformation

and accelerating those code regions onto a �xed hardware design. By using neural networks

as a layer of abstraction, we avoid the complexities of hardware synthesis and the overheads of

FPGA compilation and recon�guration. Existing commercial compilers provide means to accel-

erate general purpose programs [194, 9] with FPGAs but can require varying degrees of hardware

expertise. Our work presents a programmer-friendly alternative to using traditional “C-to-gates”

high-level synthesis tools by exploiting applications’ tolerance to approximation.

2.7 Conclusion

SNNAP enables the use of programmable logic to accelerate approximate programs without re-

quiring hardware design. Its high-throughput systolic neural network mimics the execution of

existing imperative code. We implemented SNNAP on the Zynq system-on-chip, a commercially

available part that pairs CPU cores with programmable logic and demonstrate 3.8× speedup and

2.8× energy savings on average over so�ware execution. �e design demonstrates that approxi-

mate computing techniques can enable e�ective use of programmable logic for general-purpose

acceleration while avoiding custom logic design, complex high-level synthesis, or frequent FPGA

recon�guration.
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CHAPTER APPENDIX

2.A SNNAC: An Error-Tolerant Low-Voltage SRAM Neural Network Accelerator ASIC

Results and�gures borrowed from : Sung Kim, Patrick Howe, �ierry Moreau, Armin Alaghi,

Luis Ceze and Visvesh Sathe, MATIC: Learning Around Errors for E�cient Low-Voltage Neural Net-

work Accelerators, Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE), 2018.

While the main application for SNNAP was to approximately o�oad compute intensive re-

gions of code to a �exible FPGA acceleration fabric, the design of the SNNAP architecture can

be applied to more general deep learning applications, speci�cally fully-connected deep neural

networks (DNNs). We present one ASIC design based on SNNAP that was used to explore SRAM

approximation knobs in the context of deep learning inference. SNNAC (Systolic Neural Network

ASIC) is an error-tolerant low-voltage ASIC implementation of the SNNAP accelerator design

coupled with an MSP-430. It is aimed at o�oading fully connected neural networks inference

and neurally-approximated so�ware kernels [97].

2.A.1 SNNAC Motivation

State of the art DNNs can have millions or billions of learnable weights, implying that judiciously

managing data movement and data storage is critical in minimizing energy consumption. Chen

et al. [42] noted that maximizing data reuse on chip is critical to achieving e�cient inference.

Follow up work on convolutional neural networks [56] showed that maximizing weight reuse on

SRAM made edge-inference for vision applications possible. Other ASIC proposals have explored

compression-based approaches to store the weights of ever growing deep neural networks [77].

Figure 2.A.1 shows how much power is dedicated to storing weights on chip in state of the art

deep learning ASIC designs [40, 42, 56, 77].
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Figure 2.A.1: (le�) �e fraction of total power dissipated by weight storage SRAMs, and (right)

the fraction of total SRAM used to store fully-connected weights. On-chip weight storage ac-

counts for a signi�cant fraction of the total power dissipation in state-of-the-art DNN acceler-

ators. Even for Conv-DNNs such as AlexNet, weight storage is dominated by fully-connected

layers.

2.A.2 SNNAC Overview

SNNAC was designed to overcome the challenge of the ever-growing cost of storing DNN weights

in on-chip SRAMs. �e key idea behind SNNAC was to expose voltage scaling knobs to minimize

static and dynamic power dissipation in SRAM. However, as the voltage gets lowered, so does

the chance of encountering a read upset or a write error increase. �e key in being able to lever-

age voltage under-scaled SRAMs in SNNAC is to exploit (1) proactive error mitigation strategies

that consist of learning weights around statically pro�led errors, and (2) reactive error detection

mechanisms that use dummy logic circuits (i.e. canaries) to identify imminent failures. �e de-

tails of the error tolerant approach, referred to as MATIC by Kim et al. is described in much detail

in [97]. Figure 2.A.2 summarizes MATIC’s key principles: SRAM cells are operated at voltages

that will lead to high rates of bit-level errors, but uses adaptive training approaches to minimizes

the e�ect of those physical errors on the execution of the high-level algorithm.
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Figure 2.A.2: (le�) MATIC [97] increases energy-e�ciency by aggressively scaling supply voltages

of on-chip weight SRAMs. (right) Compared to hardware paired with conventionally-trained

neural network models, MATIC leverages an adaptive training process to recover from errors

caused by voltage overscaling.

2.A.3 SNNAC ASIC Implementation

To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of MATIC on real hardware, SNNAC was implemented in 65

nm CMOS technology (Figure 2.A.4). �e SNNAC core consists of a fully-programmable Neural

Processing Unit (NPU) based on the SNNAP design [126]. �e NPU contains eight multiply-

accumulate (MAC)-based Processing Elements (PEs) which are arranged in a 1D systolic ring

that maintains high compute utilization during inner-product operations. Energy-e�cient arith-

metic in the PEs is achieved with 8-22 bit �xed-point operands, and each PE includes a dedicated

voltage-scalable SRAM bank to enable on-chip storage of all synaptic weights. �e systolic ring

is a�ached to an activation function unit (AFU), which minimizes energy and area footprint with

piecewise-linear approximation of activation functions (e.g., sigmoid or ReLU).

�e operation of the PEs is coordinated by a lightweight control core that executes statically

compiled microcode. To achieve programmability and support for a wide range of layer con�gu-

rations, the computation of wide DNN layers is time-multiplexed onto the PEs in a systolic ring.

When the layer width exceeds the number of physical PEs, PE results are bu�ered to an accu-

mulator that computes the sum of all atomic MAC operations in the layer. SNNAC also includes

a sleep-enabled OpenMSP430-based microcontroller (µC) to handle runtime control, debugging

functions, and o�-chip communication with a UART serial interface. To minimize data move-

ment, NPU input and output data bu�ers are memory-mapped directly to the µC data-memory
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Figure 2.A.3: Architecture of the SNNAC DNN accelerator. �e SNNAP design is tightly inte-

grated with an OpenMSP430 micro-controller.

address space.

2.A.4 SNNAC Results Summary

�e combination of an e�cient ASIC design, coupled with memory supply-voltage voltage over-

scaling, and error correction mechanism to minimize the e�ect of bit-level errors on application

error leads to highly e�cient neural network inference. As demonstrated on SNNAC, MATIC[97]

reports 3.3× total energy reduction, and 5.1× energy reduction in SRAM, or 18.6x reduction in

application error. �is indicates that SNNAC, when used with error compensation techniques

can achieve graceful quality degradation as errors appear. By taking advantage of application

speci�city (e.g. deep learning’s ability to learn around errors), a thoughtfully cra�ed application

stack can elegantly mitigate errors as they manifest in physical layer (e.g. SRAM bit-level errors).
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Technology TSMC GP 65 nm

Core Area 1.15×1.2 mm

SRAM 9 KB

Weight Prec. 8-bit

Activation Prec. 22-bit

Voltage 0.9 V

Frequency 250 MHz

Power 16.8 mW

Energy 67.1 pJ/cycle

Figure 2.A.4: (a) Microphoto of a fabricated SNNAC test chip, and (b) summary of test chip char-

acteristics. �e baseline voltage, power, frequency, and energy e�ciency are reported.
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Chapter 3

QAPPA: QUALITY AUTOTUNER FOR PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE
HARDWARE ACCELERATORS

“Our treatment of this science will be adequate, if it achieves the amount of precision

which belongs to its subject ma�er.”

– Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 7.

PublishedAs: �ierry Moreau, Felipe Augusto, Patrick Howe, Armin Alaghi and Luis Ceze, Ex-

ploiting�ality-Energy Tradeo�swith Arbitrary�antization, Proceedings of the Twel�h IEEE/ACM/I-

FIP International Conference on Hardware/So�ware Codesign and System Synthesis (CODES+ISSS),

2017.

Abstract �antization naturally exposes knobs in hardware to trade �delity for e�ciency: the

more bits that are used to represent the data, the higher the storage and computation overheads.

With the emergence of approximate computing research, we set out to answer the following ques-

tion: how e�ective is quantization in trading quality for e�ciency, and how does it compare to other

approximation techniques? �is chapter makes the case for quantization as a general approxima-

tion technique that exposes quality vs. energy tradeo�s and provides practical error guarantees. We

assume arbitrary quantization levels, and focus on the hardware subsystems that are a�ected by

quantization: memory and computation. We present QAPPA (�ality Autotuner for Precision Pro-

grammable Accelerators), an autotuner for C/C++ programs that automatically tunes the precision

of each arithmetic and memory operation to meet user de�ned application level quality guarantees.

QAPPA integrates energy models of quantization scaling mechanisms to produce bandwidth and en-

ergy savings estimates for custom accelerator designs. We use the analysis produced by QAPPA to
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compare the e�ectiveness of arbitrary quantization against voltage overscaling and neural approxi-

mation. Our analysis shows that when using the right quantization scaling mechanisms in hardware,

quantization provides signi�cant energy e�ciency bene�ts over voltage overscaling and comparable

energy e�ciency gains over neural approximation. Additionally, quantization o�ersmore predictable

error degradation and fully tunable error bounds.

3.1 Introduction

Energy e�ciency is a �rst-class concern in data centers, embedded systems and sensory nodes. To

improve energy e�ciency, numerous cross-stack techniques have been proposed to bring hard-

ware and so�ware systems closer to their quality-energy Pareto-optimal design point. Navigating

quality-energy tradeo�s is fundamental to digital systems design, and o�en starts with data rep-

resentation, i.e. how to map a set of real values to a compact and �nite digital representation.

�is process is called quantization, and is essential in keeping computation tractable in digital

systems. �antization o�ers a natural way to trade quality for energy e�ciency by tweaking the

number of bits needed to represent data. Using more bits leads to higher �delity, but also larger

compute, data movement and memory overheads.

�is chapter argues towards adopting arbitrary quantization as a general approximation tech-

nique for its e�ectiveness in delivering smooth quality-energy tradeo�s, and practical error guar-

antees. �antization is o�en overlooked as an e�ective way to improve quality-energy optimality

due to the limited quantization levels available in hardware (e.g. single and double precision �oat-

ing point), and the large control overheads found in general purpose processors. �is chapter by-

passes those limitations by assuming arbitrary quantization, i.e. bit-granular precision tunability,

and by targeting hardware accelerators where control overheads are minimal.

We introduce QAPPA (�ality Autotuner for Precision Programmable Accelerators), a pre-

cision auto-tuner for C and C++ programs that �nds bit-granular quantization requirements

for each program instruction while meeting user-de�ned application-level quality guarantees.

QAPPA leverages ACCEPT [154] in order to guarantee isolation of approximation e�ects based on

lightweight user annotations. We survey a set of hardware precision scaling techniques and eval-
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Figure 3.1: QAPPA Autotuner System Architecture.

uate their ability to improve quality-energy optimality using detailed RTL models. We feed those

hardware models into QAPPA to identify energy savings opportunities that arise from adopting

precision scaling techniques in hardware accelerator designs. QAPPA isolates arithmetic energy

savings and memory bandwidth savings, preserving the orthogonality between savings due to

specialization and savings due to approximation in hardware accelerators.

We analyze the PERFECT benchmark suite [18] with QAPPA to unveil signi�cant precision

reduction opportunities; about 74%, 57%, and 48% of total precision bits can be dropped to achieve

10%, 1%, and 0.1% average relative error. Respectively, we suggest hardware precision-scaling

mechanisms for hardware accelerators that provide 7.7×, 4.8×, and 3.6× energy reduction in

arithmetic units, and 4.4×, 3.3×, and 2.8× memory bandwidth reduction.

Finally, we argue that arbitrary quantization compares favorably against other approximation

techniques in terms of quality-energy optimality and error guarantees. Our comparative study

of approximation techniques includes a SPICE-level characterization of voltage scaling-induced

faults, and an analytical evaluation of neural acceleration in terms of hardware resource utiliza-

tion. Our evaluation reveals that arbitrary quantization outperforms voltage overscaling in terms

of quality-energy optimality, and provides performance that is on par with neural acceleration.
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3.2 QAPPA: A�antization Autotuner

QAPPA is a precision autotuning framework built using ACCEPT [154], the LLVM-based approxi-

mate compiler for C and C++ programs. In a nutshell, QAPPA takes an annotated C/C++ program

and user-speci�ed, high-level quality guarantees to greedily derive quantization requirements for

each program instruction. We discuss the design and implementation of QAPPA as illustrated in

Figure 3.1. Section 3.2.1 describes the annotation model used by QAPPA to identify instructions

that are safe to approximate and guarantee program safety. Section 3.2.2 describes how QAPPA in-

struments programs to quantify quality loss that results from arbitrary quantization. Section 3.2.3

describes the autotuner search algorithm and how it is used to �nd quantization requirements.

Section 3.2.4 describes the quality guarantees that QAPPA provides. �e energy modeling tool-

box is later discussed in Section 3.4, where we evaluate di�erent hardware techniques that enable

energy scaling.

3.2.1 Annotation Model and Static Analysis

QAPPA leverages ACCEPT [154] to provide type-safety and error isolation guarantees. �ese iso-

lation guarantees are essential to prevent crashes or catastrophic errors from occurring. QAPPA

utilizes the APPROX type quali�ers for approximate data used by ACCEPT. By default, all pro-

gram variables are assumed to be precise, so approximations have to be speci�ed as an opt-in

property. Consequently, it is the programmer’s responsibility to annotate what variables hold

data that is safe to approximate. �e compiler then uses �ow analysis to infer which instructions

are approximable from data annotations.

Figure 3.1 shows how one would annotate a simple convolution kernel. Intuitively, data types

such as pixels and �lter coe�cients can be relaxed, but integer variables that are used to index

arrays should remain precise to avoid out-of-array writes. In the convolution example, the com-

piler infers that the instructions that perform convolution are safe to approximate (instructions

from l.9 and l.10). In addition, it identi�es that the loads from the image source and the stores

to the image destination are also safe to approximate. �ese approximable instructions will later
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be used by the autotuner as knobs to minimize precision in the target program.

3.2.2 Assessing �antization E�ects

�e QAPPA autotuner relies on a trial-and-error approach to �nd locally optimal quantization

se�ings that satisfy user-de�ned accuracy metrics. In order to properly assess quantization e�ects

on a given program execution, QAPPA statically instruments the target program with code that

applies arbitrary quantization to individual arithmetic and memory instructions. �is can be done

in LLVM by replacing all uses of a given static single assignment (SSA) register with its quantized

counterpart. In order to perform �oating point to �xed point conversion, QAPPA performs an

initial dynamic pro�ling step on the target program by measuring the value range of each variable.

�e degree of quantization and the rounding policy (i.e. up, down, towards zero, away from

zero, nearest) are de�ned for each static instruction in a quantization se�ings �le. �e quantiza-

tion se�ings dictate how QAPPA applies varying levels of quantization to each instruction in the

target program. �e instrumented program gets compiled by QAPPA to produce an approximate

binary. �e approximate binary can then be executed on user-provided input datasets to pro-

duce output data on which to quantitatively assess quality degradation with user-de�ned quality

metrics.

3.2.3 Autotuner Design

�e goal of the autotuner is to maximize quantization while satisfying user-speci�ed quality re-

quirements.

Bit Savings We de�ne bit savings as a hardware-agnostic metric that quanti�es how much total

precision can be trimmed-o� in a program over its execution. QAPPA a�empts to maximize bit

savings while keeping application accuracy within user-speci�ed margins.

Bit savings are calculated with the following formula:

BitSavings =
N∑
i=1

(ri − qi)
ri

× ei∑N
j=1 ej
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0:  void conv2d (APPROX pix *in, APPROX pix *out, APPROX flt *filter)
1:    for (row)
2:      for (col)
3:        APPROX flt sum = 0
4:        int dstPos = …
5:        for (row_offset)
6:          for (col_offset)
7:            int srcPos = …
8:            int fltPos = …
9:            sum += in[srcPos] * filter[fltPos]
10:       out[dstPos] = sum / normFactor

Figure 3.1: Program annotation with APPROX type quali�er. Variables that are safe to approxi-

mated are annotated by the user. �e compiler then infers the program instructions that can be

approximated.

where ri and qi denote the precision in bits of the reference, and quantized instruction i, ei denotes

the number of times instruction i executes, and N denotes the total approximable instructions in

the target program. For instance, if a program executes only one single precision �oating point

instruction, and that QAPPA quantizes that instruction down to 6 bits, the total bit savings will

be 32−6
32
× 1

1
= 81.25%.

Autotuner Search Algorithm �e challenge in the design of an arbitrary quantization auto-

tuner lies in the exponentially large problem search space. Let us consider a program containing

m static instructions, where each instruction can be tuned to n di�erent precision levels. In or-

der to �nd a globally optimal con�guration that maximizes bit savings, the autotuner needs to

traverse an exponential search space with nm possible quantization se�ings, each with di�erent

tradeo�s between quality and bit savings. Instead of resorting to a brute-force search to �nd

the optimal con�guration, we use a greedy search which �nds a local optimum in O(m2 ∗ n)

worst-case time by selecting the path of least quality degradation.

�e greedy iterative search algorithm is similar to the approach proposed in Precimonious [150]
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which uses a trial and error tuning approach to selecting the precision of �oating point data. At

each step of the search, the QAPPA autotuner identi�es the instruction that a�ects output the

least, and relaxes its precision by a single bit. �e autotuner repeats the process until it �nally

reaches a point where decreasing the precision of any instruction violates user-de�ned quality

requirements. We discuss the di�erent quality tests that can be used to guide this search process

in Section 3.2.4. Finally, the autotuner reports locally-optimal instruction quantization se�ings

along with bit savings estimates. �ose quantization se�ings can then be fed into an energy

modeling toolbox, which we discuss later in Section 3.4.

AutotunerComplexity �e autotuner greedy-search can be improved with runtime optimiza-

tions including search parallelization, stochastic search, the delta-debugging algorithm [150]. �e

autotuner can parallelize each stage of its iterative search, across m machines where m is the

number of safe to approximate instructions in a given program. We found that in kernels we

analyzed, m is relatively small (¡200), which makes it possible to run the analysis on a cluster, al-

lowing the search algorithm to run in O(m∗n) worst-case time onm nodes. If one were to run the

autotuner on a single node, the autotuner could be extended to make use of the delta-debugging

algorithm, which �nds an optimal solution in O(n ∗ m ∗ logm) average times. A �nal trick to

improve runtime of the autotuner is to use logarithmic precision increments instead of using 1-bit

increments at each stage of the autotuning search. �is improves average runtime of the parallel

autotuner to O(m ∗ log n) and the serial delta-debugging autotuner to O(m ∗ logm ∗ log n).

3.2.4 �ality of Result (QoR) Guarantees

Approximation techniques are only practical if they provide accuracy guarantees to the program-

mer. Guarantees are used as a contract between the tools and the programmer to ensure that the

relaxations applied by the tool to the target program will not violate QoR requirements. Guaran-

tees can come under di�erent forms: empirical, statistical and hard guarantees. Hard guarantees

provide the strongest guarantees by assuming worst-case error accumulation. A method to en-

sure hard guarantees is interval analysis [184], which can be applied to small functions that do
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not exhibit asymptotic behavior or long chains of operations that could lead to high error accu-

mulation. While hard guarantees are the most desirable to the user, they assume worst-case error

accumulation, which are o�en not representative of real-world inputs. For that reason, QAPPA

o�ers empirical or statistical guarantees.

EmpiricalGuarantees Empirical guarantees provide guarantees that are as good as the datasets

provided by the user. �is puts more pressure on the programmer to provide satisfactory input

coverage, akin to what test engineers do in industry to ensure that code is properly tested, or

that learning models are properly trained. �is class of guarantees are prevalent in approximate

computing literature, due to the complexity involved in providing stricter guarantees [61, 154].

QAPPA provides empirical guarantees by default. �e user has to provide a training dataset,

and a validation dataset. QAPPA’s autotuner traverses the search path of least quality degradation

measured on the training input set, but decides when to stop its search when error thresholds are

violated on the validation dataset. Having disjoint test and validation sets prevents over��ing

issues. QAPPA also provides statistical guarantees, which we discuss next.

Statistical Guarantees Statistical guarantees provide a way to reason about unlikely quality

violations. Some applications scenarios may tolerate rarely occurring errors if that means achiev-

ing signi�cant energy savings. While statistical guarantees make the most sense in the context of

non-deterministic approximations [157] and statistical sampling-based approximations [5], they

can also be used on deterministic techniques [114]. In the la�er case, the rarely occurring quality

violation would be the result of a corner case input that would lead to worst case error accumu-

lation.

We augment QAPPA to provide statistical error guarantees in the form of con�dence inter-

vals. For example, a con�dence interval may imply that the output has an error of at most 10%

with a con�dence that is equal or greater than 95%. To derive a statistical guarantee, QAPPA

measures Nviolation, the number of times the error has exceeded a given error bound δ across N

input samples that it has sampled from the user-provided distribution. QAPPA then provides a
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statistical bound to the user by computing the Clopper-Pearson interval [48] to �nd an upper

bound ε of the probability of ge�ing errors that are larger than δ. We have:

ε = β(1− α

2
;Nviolation + 1, N −Nviolation) (3.1)

where β denotes the beta distribution and α is a constant that determines the con�dence of the

Clopper-Pearson interval. In all our experiments, we set α = 0.01. Equation 3.1 entails

Pr[error < δ] > 1− ε

in which Pr[∗] denotes the probability of an event. Equivalently, we can say that the error is

within δ with 1− ε con�dence.

3.2.5 Floating-Point to Fixed Point Conversion

We discuss a motivation use-case for QAPPA: deriving cheap �xed point speci�cation of �oating-

point and math heavy kernels for hardware implementation (which will evaluated in Section 3.5.2).

Fixed point computation is signi�cantly cheaper than its �oating-point counterpart and is thus

preferred in custom hardware designs to maximize energy e�ciency [2]. Floating-point data rep-

resentations provide high-precision across a very wide dynamic range of values, which makes

the implementation of certain algorithms possible without using very long integer types. In prac-

tice however, application programmers choose �oating-point over �xed point computation for its

practicality and ease-of-use. Deriving �xed point precision requirements from �oating point pro-

grams can be tricky, and generally requires analysis from domain experts, numerical analysts, or

the use of application-speci�c tools. We describe how we augment QAPPA to produce precision

minimal �xed point speci�cations of �oating-point program by performing (1) �oating-point to

�xed point conversion, (2) precision minimization and (3) piece-wise polynomial approximation

of standard math functions. �e end result of these transformations is a cheap �xed point speci-

�cation of the input program where all non-linear operations (i.e. standard math, or division) are

replaced with cheap linear operations (i.e. addition and multiplication).
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FixedPoint Emulation andPrecisionMinimization QAPPA can convert all safe-to-approximate

�oating point instructions with �xed point instructions via dynamic pro�ling and static instru-

mentation. First, QAPPA analyzes the dynamic range of exponents for each �oating-point vari-

able by inserting instrumentation code that tracks the range of binary exponents for each target

variable. �en, once QAPPA has recorded the largest exponent emax value for each variable, it

generates a �xed point version of that instruction with precision n by dynamically se�ing the

mantissa width m of the variable at run-time to m = n − emax + e − 1 where e denotes the

current exponent value of the variable. Finally, the autotuner performs its standard search to �nd

a precision-minimal con�guration that satis�es the QoR requirements set by the user. �ere is

one limitations to this �xed point emulation approach: �xed point precisions cannot exceed the

original �oating point type’s mantissa width. �is limitation can be alleviated with the use of

double precision �oating point types.

Piece-Wise Polynomial Approximation of Standard Math Functions Standard math is

prevalent in many application domains, but comes at a high computational cost in its standard

library implementation. Precision reduction provides an opportunity to signi�cantly reduce the

cost of math. QAPPA uses the �nal instruction-level precision requirements produced by the

autotuner to generate a piece-wise-polynomial approximations for each math function in the

target program. We implemented a custom optimization library for QAPPA that �nds the cheapest

piece-wise polynomial approximation for each math function while ensuring that QoR is not

violated as a result of the code transformation.

3.3 PERFECT Application Study

We use QAPPA on the PERFECT benchmark [18] kernels to quantify the opportunity for quanti-

zation on compute intensive workloads. We answer the following questions:

Section 3.3.3 How long does the autotuner take to run on the target program?

Section 3.3.4 How does increasing the strength of guarantees diminish opportunities for precision re-
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App. Kernel Use Case User

Annotations

Static

Approx. Insn.

Dynamic

Approx. Insn.

Approx

Runtime

Overhead

Autotuner

Steps (40dB)

Autotuner

Runtime

PA1

2D Convolution Convolutional NNs 6 6 33% 8.9x 26 233x

DWT JPEG compression 10 27 44% 3.3x 94 315x

Histogram Eq. PDF estimation 12 13 50% 1.5x 71 109x

STAP

Outer Product Covariance Estimation 26 142 81% 10.3x 1143 11762x

System Solver Weight Generation 47 77 77% 10.1x 929 9420x

Inner Product Adaptive Weighting 41 84 83% 10.5x 974 10256x

SAR

Interpolation 1 Radar 25 42 65% 6.4x 402 2588x

Interpolation 2 Radar 21 41 50% 6.5x 528 3437x

Backprojection Radar 18 45 82% 6.2x 569 3517x

WAMI

Debayer Photography 22 124 31% 12.3x 228 2793x

Lucas-Kanade Motion Tracking 34 129 51% 4.3x 772 3322x

Gaussian MMs Change Detection 25 134 58% 8.1x 107 870x

Required
FFT-1D Signal Processing 18 43 49% 1.1x 578 642x

FFT-2D Signal Processing 18 43 49% 3.1x 1084 3357x

Average 23 68 57% 5x 338 1836x

Table 3.1: PERFECT kernels overview. “Annotations” refer to how many lines of code had to be altered with

ACCEPT-style type annotations. “Static Approx. Insn.” refers to the total number of instructions that were deemed

safe to approximate by ACCEPT. “Dynamic Approx. Insn.” refers to the percentage of overall instructions that are

safe to approximate over the course of the program execution. “Approx. Runtime Overhead” refers to the slowdown

experienced a�er approximate code injection by QAPPA over the original kernel. “Autotuner Steps” indicates the

number of tuning steps taken to �nd a con�guration that could not be approximated further without violating a

40dB quality target. “Autotuner Runtime” indicates how long it takes to tune each kernel as a multiple of its original

runtime.

duction?

Section 3.3.5 What dynamic portion of those applications is safe to quantize?

Section 3.3.6 For the set of instructions that can be relaxed, how much precision can be dropped at dif-

ferent quality constraints?

Section 3.3.8 How does increasing the strength of guarantees diminish opportunities for precision re-
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duction?

3.3.1 Benchmark Overview and�ality Metrics

PERFECT is a benchmark suite composed of compute-intensive application kernels that span

image processing, signal processing, compression, and machine learning. Table 3.1 provides an

overview of the PERFECT kernels. For instance, the Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) appli-

cation represents a typical processing pipeline performed on giga-pixel scale imagery. WAMI

comprises an RGB image generation kernel based on the debayer algorithm, an image registra-

tion kernel based on the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, and a change detection algorithm based on

Gaussian Mixture Models.

PERFECT Application 1 (PA1) is composed of image processing kernels o�en executed in stan-

dard image processing and vision pipelines. It includes a 2d-convolution kernel used in

convolutional neural networks, a discrete-wavelet-transform kernel used in image com-

pression and a histogram-equalization kernel.

Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) is based on the extended factored algorithm, and is

used for mitigating the impact of ground clu�er on signals of interest in airborne radar

systems. �e application includes an covariance estimation kernel, a linear system solver

kernel and an adaptive weighting kernel.

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a radar-based image formation application for achieving

high-resolution imagery. �e SAR application is composed of two polar format algorithm

interpolation kernels (range and azimuth), and a back-projection kernel.

Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) represents a typical processing pipeline performed on giga-

pixel scale imagery. �e WAMI application comprises an RGB image generation kernel

based on the debayer algorithm, an image registration kernel based on the Lucas-Kanade

algorithm and a change detection algorithm based on Gaussian Mixture Models.
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3.3.2 �ality Assessment

For quality assessment, we follow the PERFECT manual guidelines for quality assessment [18],

and use a uniform Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) quality metric across all benchmarks to measure

quality degradation.

SNRdB = 10 log10

( ∑N
k=1 |rk|2∑N

k=1 |rk − qk|2

)
(3.2)

�e formula used to assess SNR in our benchmarks is provided in Equation 3.2, where rk

and qk denote the kth reference and quantized output value. SNR provides an average measure

of relative error. It is also worth noting that SNR measures error in a logarithmic scale, i.e. an

increase of 20dB corresponds to a 10× relative error reduction. Some kernels do not use an SNR

metric by default: gmm of the WAMI benchmark measures the number of foreground pixels that

have been misclassi�ed. For the sake of uniformity, we convert the classi�cation metric to a

logarithmic scale. In order to produce a uniform error scale, we convert classi�cation rates to

SNR by using the conversion formula in Equation 3.3.

SNRdB = 20 log10

(
posfalse + negfalse

postrue

)
(3.3)

3.3.3 Annotation E�ort

�e QAPPA framework relies on ACCEPT to apply quantization on program instructions that are

deemed to be safe to approximate. �e set of approximable instructions are identi�ed via data

type annotations by ACCEPT, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. ACCEPT dictates that approximations

must be applied as an opt-in decision. �is places the burden of expressing to the compiler what

data can be a�ected by approximation on the user. We argue that the burden is necessary to

ensure the safety of a program [155]. �ankfully, the code annotations e�ort is reasonable: we

counted the amount of code annotations that we had to insert in each PERFECT kernel, which

are enumerated in Table 3.1 under the “User Annotations” column. Overall, annotations were
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minimal for each kernel. Most of the time, it came down to annotating all �oating point variables

and integer variables that hold data (as opposed to an address or index) as approximate.

3.3.4 Autotuner Runtime

Table 3.1 summarizes the runtime overhead of the autotuner. �e autotuner runtime is dictated

by how many steps the autotuner gets to run and how much slower the instrumented approxi-

mate program runs at each autotuning step. �e goal of the quantization instrumentation step

is to faithfully emulate the error resulting from quantization, not to improve performance of the

original program. We report an at-most 12.3× slowdown from instrumentation under the “In-

strumentation Overheads“ column. We report the total number of search steps taken under the

“Autotuner Search Step“ column where we used a 40dB target.

Table 3.1 summarizes the total autotuner overhead as a multiple of the original program run-

time under the “Autotuner Runtime“ column. At worst, the autotuner will take 10,000× longer to

perform the precision tuning compared to the original runtime, but in the common case it takes

about 1000× longer. �is runtime overhead isn’t too bad considering that we ran the autotuner

on microbenchmarks which take less than a second to run, and that this slowdown is compara-

ble to the slowdown that many architectural simulators introduce. �e QAPPA autotuner was

designed to be run once on programs of interests, but we plan to improve its runtime to make it

more practical across more challenging applications.

3.3.5 Approximation Opportunity

Table 3.1 summarizes application characteristics of the PERPECT kernels derived using QAPPA.

�e “Static �antized Instruction Count” column lists the number of static instructions that are

safe to approximate according to QAPPA. Each approximable instruction serves as a knob that

the autotuner can tune to �nd a precision-minimal con�guration that meets quality requirements.

�e more precision knobs, the larger the search space for the autotuner.

�e “Dynamic �antized Instruction Ratio” is the ratio of approximable instructions to total

instructions, measured over the dynamic execution of the target kernel. �e higher the ratio,
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic instruction category mix of the PERFECT kernels. �e approximable in-

structions are colored in shades of blue, and the precise instructions categories are colored in

gray.

the larger the opportunity to apply quantization in a given program. Figure 3.1 shows a detailed

instruction category breakdown for each PERFECT kernel. Each category is split between ap-

proximable and precise classes, which are respectively colored in blue and gray. �e approximate

instruction ratio is on average 64% which indicates that the PERFECT benchmark suite is a com-

pelling target for approximate computing.

More importantly, the approximable instructions are for the most part composed of expensive

operations, such as �oating-point arithmetic, loads and stores to memory, and standard C math

functions (LLVM IR treats math functions as instructions since back-end architectures may or

may not have hardware support for those). Most �oating-point and memory operations can be

approximated. �e kernels mostly access memory to store data, rather than pointers, which are

more common in graph applications where pointer-chasing is necessary. �e PERFECT kernels

mostly perform regular bulk data processing which is not only compelling for hardware acceler-

ation, but also for approximate computing. �e bulk of the precise instructions are composed of

control instructions and integer arithmetic used for address computation, neither of which can
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Figure 3.3: Bit-savings vs. SNR averaged over PERFECT kernels, for integer arithmetic, FP arith-

metic, memory ops and math functions.

be approximated without compromising the safety of the program. �at said, the PERFECT ker-

nels are highly regular in terms of memory and control �ow divergence. Consequently address

computation and control can easily be handled by simple �nite-state machines in hardware accel-

erator designs, and their energy overheads should remain small next to arithmetic, and memory

operations.
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3.3.6 Bit Savings

Figure 3.2 shows the aggregate bit-savings obtained on approximable instructions that QAPPA

was able to obtain on each PERFECT application kernel, on SNR targets from 100dB down to 20dB

(0.001% up to 10% average relative error). In general, the lower the quality target, the higher

the bit-savings. On average, a 74%, 57%, and 48% average bit-savings can be obtained at 20dB,

40dB and 60dB respectively (10%, 1%, and 0.1% average relative error). We observe that integer

benchmarks (2dconv, dwt, histeq, and debayer) o�er relatively high bit-savings at high

SNR requirements (100dB). �is is indicative of the common use of wide integer types (e.g. 32-bit)

to handle narrow pixel data (e.g. 8-bit) for image processing benchmarks (PA1). We also notice

that changedet provides minimal bit-savings until we lower error to 40dB and 20dB error

(1% and 10% misclassi�cation rate). �e remaining �oating-point kernels all exhibit a smooth

tradeo� relationship between bit-savings and quality. We observe that quantization can meet very

stringent quality thresholds that are o�en not achievable with other approximation techniques.

For instance, the PERFECT manual recommends 100dB (0.001% relative error) degradation as a

quality target from applying compiler optimizations. We do not know of any approximation

techniques that can meet such stringent accuracy guarantees.

Figure 3.3 shows the average bit-savings obtained across the PERFECT benchmark for approx-

imable integer arithmetic, �oating-point arithmetic, memory ops and standard math functions

over the same range of SNR targets. Again, integer arithmetic has an overall higher bit-savings

at 100dB SNR target because trimming o� the MSB bits of many integer variables has no e�ect

on output quality. Math functions also exhibit high bit-savings at 100dB but for di�erent reasons:

most standard math in the PERFECT benchmark suite uses double-precision implementations

which is generally overkill over our range of quality targets. All benchmark exhibit a smooth

quality vs. bit-savings trade-o� curve. which o�ers opportunities for energy, bandwidth and

storage savings in hardware designs.
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3.3.7 Fixed Point Conversion

We apply �xed-point conversion of the �oating-point PERFECT kernels to evaluate the viability

of using �xed-point hardware exclusively. �is type of analysis would be bene�cial to a hardware

designer or an FPGA programmer who wants to produce a highly e�cient �xed-point data-path

for a given kernel.

Figure 3.4 shows a histogram of the exponent range for all of the PERFECT benchmark suite

variables, when executing each program on the provided input sets. Over 92% and 97% of single-

precision and double-precision �oating-point variables have a binary exponent range below 32,

while the IEEE754 �oating-point supports exponent ranges of 255 and 2047 for single-precision

and double-precision �oating-point respectively (excluding sub-normals). �is shows that most

PERFECT kernels can be ported to �xed-point without a�ecting quality too drastically.

3.3.8 Guarantees

In Section 3.2.4, we discussed two ways to express QoR guarantees: empirical tests — used so

far in this evaluation — and statistical tests, which we discuss in this section. Statistical error
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PA1 Kernel medium quality (20dB) high quality (40dB)

conf > 90% conf > 99% conf > 90% conf > 99%

2D Conv. -4.10% -13.25% -4.37% -8.73%

DWT -12.50% -22.47% -2.51% -2.73%

Hist. Eq. -3.02% -7.35% -2.91% -6.76%

Table 3.1: Bit-savings loss from using a empirical guarantee to statistical guarantee at 90% and

99% con�dence. We vary the quality target at medium (20dB) a high (40dB) se�ings on the PA1

kernels.

guarantees capture the uncertainty that arises from measuring error in a non-exhaustive way. To

express a statistical guarantee, the user needs to provide an error threshold δ, and a con�dence

threshold 1 − ε. QAPPA then applies the Clopper-Pearson (CP) test to ensure that both δ and

1− ε are satis�ed.

Demanding higher con�dence leads to more conservative precision relaxations and thus lower

bit-savings. We conduct an experiment to quantify the loss in bit-savings when demanding a

statistical guarantee at di�erent con�dence levels. �e baseline bit-savings for this experiment is

obtained using empirical error guarantees. We chose the PA1 kernels to conduct our experiment

for two reasons: (1) it was straightforward to produce a generative model for image data, and

(2) processing each image requires hundred of thousands of kernel invocations which provided

enough samples for QAPPA to run the CP test on at high con�dence levels.

We conduct our experiment at two quality levels: a medium quality se�ing at 20dB (10% error)

and a high quality se�ing at 40dB (1% error). Table 3.1 shows the bit-saving loss at two con�dence

levels (1− ε = {90%, 99%}), relative to the bit-savings obtained with empirical guarantees. We

evaluate the bit-savings loss using both quality levels, with error thresholds (δ = {10%, 1%}).

Overall, we notice a reduction in bit-savings going from empirical guarantees to statistical guar-

antees, as the con�dence interval increases. �ese results con�rm that stronger statistical guar-
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Figure 3.1: �antization scaling mechanisms overview. (a) Default wide addition on wide adder.

(b) Narrow addition on wide adder. (c) Wide addition on narrow adder (d) Narrow addition on

narrow adder.

antees diminish bit-savings returns.

To complete our sensitivity analysis, we specify worst-case relative error bounds, to guide

QAPPA’s precision minimization search, at error thresholds of 10% and 1%. �is corresponds to

a con�dence level of 100%. In both cases, no reduced-precision con�guration meets either worst

case guarantee. �is indicates that using worst-case error measurement are too pessimistic to

be of practical use. In general, we recommend the use of statistical guarantees, which strike a

balance between strength of error guarantee, and expected bit-savings.

3.4 Dynamic�antization Scaling

We survey dynamic quantization mechanisms in hardware and discuss the savings in arithmetic

energy and memory bandwidth that these mechanisms achieve on hypothetical accelerator de-

signs executing the PERFECT kernels. We isolate the subsystems that are a�ected by quantization,

namely the arithmetic and the memory subsystems. Arithmetic energy denotes the fraction of en-

ergy that is consumed by arithmetic units in a given hardware design, e.g. ALUs and processing

elements. What this study does not focus on are control overheads, which are speci�c to a given

hardware implementation.

�e aim of this study is to motivate the adoption of quantization scaling mechanisms in hard-
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ware accelerators, where data bandwidth requirements far surpass the instruction bandwidth

requirements. General purpose processors spend much of their energy budget in instruction

fetching and decoding. Augmenting the ISA of a general processor with bit-granular quantiza-

tion se�ings would counteract much of the energy savings that quantization would enable. �us,

this survey targets designs such as vector processors, systolic arrays, or �xed-function acceler-

ators that could incorporate dynamic quantization scaling mechanisms in order to respond to

dynamic energy or quality constraints.

3.4.1 Scaling �antization in Compute

We evaluate two quantization scaling hardware mechanisms that provide energy reduction on

quantized arithmetic operations. �e �rst technique, operand narrowing, aims to minimize power

by reducing transistor switching [186] on wide compute units. �e second technique, bit slicing

(or operator narrowing), utilizes narrow compute unit in parallel to time-multiplex the compu-

tation of wider operations, e�ectively scaling throughput with precision on data-parallel work-

loads [92]. We compare the energy savings obtained by each technique at di�erent operand

quantization levels, over a standard 32 bit arithmetic unit.
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Figure 3.3: Simpli�ed schematic of (a) bit-sliced adder and (b) bit-sliced multiplier.

Reducing Power with Operand Narrowing Operand narrowing is a precision scaling tech-

nique that can reduce dynamic switching in standard bit-parallel arithmetic units [186]. �e idea

is to apply quantization on the input operands of the arithmetic units by zeroing the LSBs that cor-

respond to the desired quantization level. �is in turns limits the amount of transistor switching

in the arithmetic unit’s logic, as the lower slices of the datapath remain inactive.

Figure 3.1.b shows how operand narrowing sets the least signi�cant bits (LSBs) of the input

operands to zero, to underutilize the arithmetic unit’s lower slices. LSB-zeroing is the precision

scaling mechanism proposed in the �ora vector processor [186]. While operand narrowing

reduces the amount dynamic power, it does not provide throughput improvements. Next, we

discuss a quantization scaling technique that achieves throughput scaling when data parallelism

is available.

Increasing�roughputwith Bit Slicing Bit slicing is a technique used to perform wide arith-

metic operations using narrower arithmetic units. �e advantage of bit slicing lies in its ability

to scale throughput nearly linearly with precision requirements. Given an narrow n bit adder,

a wide m bit addition can be done in O(m/n) time, while an m bit multiplication can be done

in O(m/n) time on a an m × n multiplier. �e simple design of a bit-sliced adder and bit-sliced

multiplier is shown in Figure 3.3. Bit slicing reduces arithmetic unit power while increasing com-

putational delay, thus making baseline precision computation on a wide ALU and a bit-sliced ALU
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roughly equivalent in terms of energy. Bit slicing excels at reducing energy at lower-precisions

se�ings, since lower precision lead to lower computation delays. Bit slicing comes at a cost how-

ever, which we will refer to as the bit-serialization tax. �e bit-serialization tax is a�ributed to

the extra registers needed to time-multiplex a narrow compute unit for wide computation. �e

additional hardware requirement can be seen in Figure 3.3 as a small register in the bit-sliced

adder case and an m-bit register and m + n bit adder for the bit-sliced multiplier. In addition,

increasing the delay of a given operation has negative e�ects outside of the ALU itself, as the

rest of the hardware needs to remain powered on. Bit slicing is best applied in applications that

have SIMD parallelism, where bit parallelism can be exchanged for increased SIMD parallelism.

�is results in designs that have similar area footprint and the ability to dynamically increase

throughput as precision requirements go down [92]. Finally bit slicing can achieve the added

bene�t of reducing critical path delay in some hardware designs. �is in turn allows hardware

designers to increase the maximum frequency of their designs if the critical path was previously

in one of the arithmetic units of the design.

3.4.2 �antization Scaling Energy Evaluation

Methodology We synthesize adder and multiplier designs of varying widths using the Synop-

sys Design Compiler with the TSMC-65nm library. To model power, we collect switching activi-

ties in simulation when adding/multiplying input operands streams of varying widths, from 1 bit

to 32 bits. We set a target frequency of 500MHz and perform place and route on each simulated

design with ICC. We use PrimeTime PX to accurately model the impact that switching activity

has on power.

Multiplier Case Study We evaluate the energy cost of performing arithmetic operations on

input streams with varying bit widths. �e energy per operation vs. input width relationship

for a 32-bit multiplier design is shown as a do�ed black line in Figure 3.2. �e linear increase

in energy re�ects an increase in switching activity when the multiplier processes wider input

operands.
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Next we look at bit slicing: we vary the granularity at which computation is sliced from 1

bit (bit serial) to 32 bits (bit parallel). �e relationship between the energy cost and the input

width for a 32 bit multiplier is shown as colored lines in Figure 3.2 for di�erent bit slicing gran-

ularities. When the input operand width is narrower than the arithmetic unit width, the energy

scales linearly with the input width because of lower switching activity. Conversely, when the

input operand width exceeds the width of the serial arithmetic unit width, the energy increases

discretely at every n-bit increments, where n denotes the width of the slice. Bit-serial evaluation

– i.e. arithmetic unit width of 1 – is a corner case where the relationship between energy and

operand width is linear. It is worth noting that no single slice width produces be�er e�ciency

than others across the entire input widths range.

Energy Evaluation on PERFECT We use the PERFECT benchmark suite to guide our choice

of an energy-optimal precision scaling mechanism at di�erent quality targets from 60dB down to

10dB.

Figure 3.4 shows energy savings across all PERFECT benchmarks over a standard arithmetic

unit executing 32 bit arithmetic operations. Performing operand narrowing exclusively as in

�ora [186] on a bit-parallel arithmetic unit results in signi�cant energy reduction over the pre-
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cise, non quantization scalable baseline: 3.8×, 2.9× and 2.5× at 20dB, 40dB and 60dB respectively.

�ese energy reductions are improved by combining bit slicing and operand narrowing: a slice

width of 16 bits yields optimal energy reductions by 3.6× and 4.8× at 40dB and 60dB while a slice

width of 8 bits yields 7.7× energy reduction at 20dB over the baseline arithmetic unit. Finally,

we make the observation that applying bit slicing at a 1 bit granularity yields suboptimal energy

results at all quality targets.

3.4.3 Scaling �antization in Memory

Much of the energy spent in processors and accelerators is associated with data movement to

and from memory [42, 77]. Scaling precision in programs can help mitigate memory bandwidth

requirements.

Data packing can maximize bandwidth e�ciency at arbitrary precision se�ings. Recent work

has proposed hardware packing and unpacking mechanisms to store variable precision weights

in neural network accelerators [91]. �e idea is to store variable precision data into �xed-width

memory, by packing data at a coarse granularity (e.g. an array of coe�cients) to mitigate over-

heads. Figure 3.6 shows how reduced precision data can be e�ciently padded in �xed-width
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nism used in Proteus [91] combined with operand narrowing used in �ora [186]. �e input and

output data can be loaded in its packed format to save memory bandwidth.

SRAM modules, unpacked for processing, and re-packed before being stored to SRAM again.

�is results in more e�ective use of bandwidth and storage, but adds complexity when accessing

data. �is complexity can be mitigated in hardware accelerators that perform regular data access

on large portions of memory, where precision se�ings can be set on coarse structures. We assume

that the data is read and wri�en to DRAM in a dense format, simplifying the on-chip to o�-chip

storage communication pipeline.

Applying quantization to data can signi�cantly reduce memory bandwidth. Figure 3.5 shows
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bandwidth savings on a cache-less accelerator. We vary the data packing granularity from 1 to

32 bits and derive the resulting bandwidth reduction. A data packing granularity of 1 bit can

achieve 4.4×, 3.3×, and 2.8× average memory bandwidth reduction on the PERFECT kernels at

20dB, 40dB and 60dB. Data packing at �ne granularities can increase both so�ware and hardware

overheads for packing and unpacking. A hardware designer might therefore want to align the

data packing granularity with the bit slicing width of the precision scalable compute units to

minimize control overheads. �e optimal data granularity can be determined by the target system

energy breakdown between memory, computation, and control which di�ers for di�erent classes

of accelerators and workloads.

3.5 Approximation Study

Approximate Computing encompasses a wide variety of so�ware and hardware techniques that

expose quality-e�ciency trade-o�s in compute-intensive applications. It seems ��ing given the

emergence in recent approximate computing trends to compare how the classical approach of

�ne-grained precision minimization compares with more recent proposals of approximate com-

puting optimizations.

In this section, we conduct a comparative evaluation of approximation techniques. We evalu-

ate precision reduction against nondeterministic voltage overscaling [127, 60] and coarse grained

neural approximation [171], and compare the quality vs. energy tradeo�s achieved with each

technique.

3.5.1 Voltage Overscaling

We compare the energy savings obtained by quantization against voltage overscaling and contrast

the energy savings obtained at di�erent quality targets on the PERFECT benchmark kernels.

Motivation: Determinism vs. Nondeterminism Nondeterministic approximations can in-

troduce errors in a random or pseudo-random fashion [127, 60, 34, 108, 199]. While nondetermin-

istic approximations pose a testing and debugging challenge, they can be modeled using proba-
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bilistic distributions [157]. We investigate nondeterministic voltage overscaling, a popular approx-

imation technique that reduces compute power at the risk of increasing timing violations. Our

evaluation of voltage overscaling relies on (1) characterizing the energy vs. error relationship of

voltage overscaling and (2) analyzing how low level timing violations a�ects application quality.

Characterizing Overscaling Error We quantify the e�ects of voltage overscaling on �xed

point and �oating point arithmetic designs taken from the Synopsis DesignWare IP library. We

simulate those circuits in CustomSim-XA, built on top of FastSpice to perform transistor level

power and fault characterization. �e circuits are built in Synopsys Design Compiler with a 65nm
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process and synthesized using a timing constraint of 2GHz. Registers latch the inputs and outputs

of the arithmetic units and a synchronizer is used to se�le errors caused by metastability. We

synthesize a parallel pre�x architecture for the �xed point adder and a Booth-encoded Wallace-

tree architecture for the �xed point multiplier. We generate 105 random input pairs as stimuli to

the circuits and pro�le timing violation errors at three representative voltage overscaling factors

(0.95×, 0.90×, and 0.84×), corresponding to 10%, 20%, and 30% power savings respectively. We

measure the probability of a timing violation induced bit-�ip for each output bits to produce a

statistical error model of the voltage overscaled circuit. Figure 3.1 shows the bit-�ip probability

distribution for a �oating point adder, measured at di�erent voltage overscaling factors, with

di�erent color coding to highlight the sign, exponent and mantissa bits.

Comparative Evaluation onPERFECT We feed the error models derived above into QAPPA’s

error injection framework to quantify the e�ect of voltage overscaling on the application output.
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We execute each benchmark 100 times on the same input data to obtain an error distribution.

�e results of the experimental runs are displayed in Figure 3.2 and show the e�ects of volt-

age overscaling on application quality at 10%, 20% and 30% energy savings. Applying the same

voltage overscaling factor to each PERFECT kernel can lead to vastly di�erent errors because of

nondeterminism. Integer benchmarks such asdwt anddebayer are mostly una�ected by over-

scaling. �e integer circuits have shorter critical paths than their �oating point counterparts, and

therefore are less a�ected by voltage overscaling. Other benchmarks including the SAR kernels

and systemsolve produce data that contain erroneous output values (inf and NaN) which

lead to a 0dB SNR. Voltage overscaling does well on simple single-stage functions (2dconv),

in which errors have localized e�ects. Multi-stage kernels (lucaskanade) on the other hand

pose a challenge since errors can propagate and snowball into large output errors.

Discussion �antization provides be�er energy e�ciency at preferable SNR levels for all PER-

FECT kernels. In addition, the deterministic nature of quantization allows for sounder guarantees

and more predictable behavior. We conclude that is it di�cult to justify incorporating voltage over-

scaling in hardware designs without some form of error correction. �e unbounded errors simply

don’t justify the energy savings. A hybrid approach of combining �ne grained precision require-

ments with error correction mechanisms proposed in [57] could selectively correct a timing vio-

lation error based on what bits are a�ected, thereby reducing the amount of hardware rollbacks.

We reserve the evaluation of such error correction mechanisms for future work.

3.5.2 Neural Approximation

We discuss how quantization scaling could improve the e�ciency and programmability of pro-

grammable accelerators and compare the energy bene�ts of quantization against neural approxi-

mation. Neural approximation has limited applicability when it comes to approximating arbitrary

functions at arbitrarily low error levels. We evaluate the AxBench [198] benchmark suite at sug-

gested error levels (10% relative) to ground the comparison between quantized acceleration and

neural acceleration.
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Figure 3.3: Approximating the inverse kinematics kernel: (a) default DFG, (b) optimized �xed

point DFG with PWP, (c) neural approximation DFG. Operations that read data from local SRAM

are colored in gray.

Motivation: Fine vs. Coarse Approximation Coarse grained approximation a�empts to

approximate an entire code region using a regression model (e.g. polynomials, neural networks).

Neural acceleration [61, 171] uses neural networks to approximate functions via learning, and

utilizes hardware accelerators for e�cient execution. Much of the previous studies on neural

acceleration have not isolated the e�ciency gains a�ributed to specialization from approximation.

We compare two approximation approaches: (1) �ne grained approximation with piecewise

polynomial (PWP) approximation of math functions, and (2) coarse grained approximation with

neural approximation. In both cases, we assume a hardware accelerator composed of �xed point

adders, multipliers and local SRAM storage. We quantify arithmetic energy, and SRAM require-

ments to draw a cost comparison between the two techniques. We motivate our study with the

inverse kinematics (inversek2j) function example, which data�ow graph (DFG) is shown in
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Figure 3.3.a.

Comparative Evaluation on AxBench We use QAPPA to derive the quantization require-

ments in each target application at the error rate recommended by AxBench. �antization pro-

vides an opportunity to signi�cantly reduce the cost of standard math function invocations. We

leverage QAPPA to derive the accuracy requirements and the input range of standard math func-

tions (e.g. cos, sqrt, reciprocal etc.) in each target program. We use those requirements to produce

piecewise polynomial approximations with a custom math approximation toolbox that we built

in Python. �e degree of the polynomial dictates computational requirements, while the number

of pieces dictates the memory requirements for storing the polynomial coe�cients. �e DFG of

an example quantized program is shown in Figure 3.3.b. In this example, all nonlinear opera-

tors (represented as circles) have been replaced replaced with a piecewise degree-one polynomial

approximation.

We run our study on a set of AxBench [198] benchmarks due to the limited applicability of

neural approximation on the PERFECT benchmark kernels. We exclude jmeint and jpeg

from our study since the input dimensionality of these kernels is too high to be approximated

with coarse PWP approximation. We assume a spatially laid-out accelerator design (i.e. each

static instruction is mapped to a single processing element, or load/store unit) for each approxi-

mation technique and measure hardware e�ciency in two key metrics: (1) compute energy and (2)

SRAM storage requirements. We use the RTL computation cost models obtained in Section 3.4 to

analytically evaluate energy costs associated with each approximate acceleration technique. We

quantitatively measure on-chip SRAM requirements for storing the neural network weights, and

piecewise polynomial approximation coe�cient tables. Finally we use the neural approximation

errors reported in previous literature [171] as quality targets for quantization.

We use two modeling assumptions to estimate the computation and storage costs of neural

acceleration. �e realistic model based on digital implementations of NPUs [61, 126] assumes 16

bit weights, and a 16-piece linear approximation of the activation function. �e optimistic model

assumes 8 bit weights, a linear activation function and no quality loss with respect to the realistic
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Figure 3.4: Energy and storage comparison of quantized acceleration vs. neural acceleration on

AxBench kernels (lower is be�er).

model. We leverage QAPPA to produce a reduced precision quantized program speci�cation

for each AxBench kernel. Our compute cost model assumes a quantization scalable 8 bit ALU,

that applies either operand narrowing or bit-serial computation depending on the quantization

requirements.

We summarize our evaluation of neural approximation vs. reduced precision acceleration in

Figure 3.4. Reduced precision acceleration is more energy-e�cient than neurally approximated

acceleration for all of the reviewed AxBench kernels. �e storage requirements of the quantized

kernels lie between the realistic and optimistic neural network accelerator cost models, except for

blackscholes where quantized acceleration beats neural acceleration in both cost modeling

scenarios.

Discussion While there is not a clear answer as to which technique is more e�cient in terms

of both energy and storage, we can claim that quantized acceleration o�ers comparable e�ciency

bene�ts to neural acceleration. Neural acceleration provides the bene�t of programmability as

it requires one hardware accelerator to evaluate any neurally approximated piece of code [126].

Conversely, neural networks have limited success at approximating code at arbitrarily low error

levels, as there are no examples in literature that show successful approximations with neural
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networks below 1% relative error [61, 171, 126, 71]. �antization and PWP approximation could

improve programmability in spatial accelerators by simplifying complex operators such as math

functions, down to simple linear operators. �e simpli�ed kernel can then be more easily mapped

onto a programmable acceleration substrate composed of simple arithmetic functions [21, 129].

Finally, improving the quality guarantees of neurally-approximated programs is the object of

much on-going research and remains a challenge for high-dimensional functions [95, 71, 114, 96].

�antization on the other hand bene�ts from mature numerical analysis frameworks that provide

error analysis and guarantees which programmers are familiar with [54, 53, 184].

3.6 Related Works

Tools and Frameworks Precimonious [150] is a dynamic program analysis tool that suggests

cheaper �oating point operations to improve the performance of �oating point-heavy functions.

QAPPA di�ers from Precimonious in that it supports approximate type quali�ers to ensure pro-

gram safety, and that it applies arbitrary quantization to either �oating point or integer types.

AHLS [107] is a high-level synthesis framework for synthesizing RTL implementations of energy

e�cient circuits given a high-level C speci�cation. Similarly to QAPPA, AHLS considers narrow

�xed-point operations to minimize the overall energy of a given circuit. While AHLS focuses on

synthesizing �xed-function and �xed-precision accelerators, QAPPA serves as a framework to

navigate quality-e�ciency tradeo�s for precision-scalable accelerators. Approxilyzer [185] helps

improve hardware resiliency to approximation errors by quantifying the impact of single bit er-

rors on output quality. QAPPA assumes deterministic value truncation or rounding as opposed

to random bit-errors. QAPPA is not focused on improving resiliency, but rather aims to expose

opportunities to reduce energy and bandwidth in hardware accelerators.

Error Guarantees Approximate computing has embraced statistical guarantees [114, 157] to

provide common-case error bounds. Our work inspires itself from past work to provide statistical

error bounds. Numerical analysis exploits interval analysis [54, 53] to reason about quantization

and rounding errors in �oating point programs. dco/scorpio [184] is a framework that automates
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signi�cance analysis to identify computation tasks that have high contribution to output quality.

QAPPA could be augmented with such frameworks to provide stricter error bounds.

Precision-Scaling Hardware Techniques �ora [186] is a precision scalable SIMD architec-

ture that delivers energy precision trade-o�s in parallel applications. Stripes and Proteus [92, 91]

propose precision scalable compute and storage mechanisms that can improve the energy e�-

ciency of DNN accelerators. QAPPA can be used as a so�ware compiler for such precision scalable

architectures, by automatically deriving precision requirements and providing statistical guaran-

tees. Our comparative evaluation of precision-scaling mechanisms aims to motivate the inclusion

of precision scalable architectures like �ora and Stripes.

3.7 Conclusion.

We present QAPPA, a framework that �ne-tunes quantization requirements of C/C++ programs,

while meeting user de�ned, application level quality guarantees. We analyze the PERFECT bench-

mark suite with QAPPA and �nd that much precision can be discarded while meeting reasonable

quality targets. We evaluate hardware mechanisms that can reduce compute energy and memory

bandwidth in hardware accelerator designs. We then perform a comparative study of quantization

as a viable alternative to voltage overscaling and neural approximation. We show that precision

reduction rivals these techniques in terms of energy savings, while exhibiting predictable error

and providing practical quality guarantees.
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Chapter 4

VTA: FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE & RUNTIME CO-DESIGN FOR DEEP
LEARNING SPECIALIZATION

“Anyone can build a fast CPU. �e trick is to build a fast system.”

– Seymour Cray

Work under submission to ISCA 2019 with the collaboration of �ierry Moreau, Tianqi

Chen, Lianmin Zheng, Eddie Yan, Josh Fromm, Luis Vega, Jared Roesch, Ziheng Jiang, Luis Ceze,

Carlos Guestrin and Arvind Krishnamurthy.

Abstract Specialized Deep Learning acceleration stacks, designed for a speci�c set of frameworks,

model architectures, operators, and data types, o�er the allure of high performance while sacri�cing

�exibility. Changes in algorithms, models, operators, or numerical representations pose the risk of

making custom hardware quickly obsolete. We propose VTA (Versatile Tensor Accelerator), a cus-

tomizable deep learning architecture designed to be �exible in the face of evolving workloads. VTA

achieves this �exibility via a two-level ISA: (1) a task-ISA to explicitly orchestrate concurrent compute

and memory tasks and (2) a microcode-ISA which lets us describe a wide variety of operators with

single-cycle tensor-tensor operations. E�ective use of VTA’s two-level ISA is enabled by a complete

runtime system equipped with a JIT compiler for �exible code-generation. Our evaluation demon-

strates that VTA can be integrated into a complete state-of-the-art deep learning stack, providing

�exibility for diverse models and divergent hardware backends. We deploy optimized deep learn-

ing models used for object classi�cation and style transfer, on edge-class FPGAs. We propose a �ow

that performs hardware and schedule design space exploration to generate a customized hardware

architecture and so�ware library that can be leveraged by learning frameworks. We show that VTA
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Figure 4.1: VTA provides �exibility with respect to hardware targets and deep learning models.

�is �ow diagram shows the steps in adapting a given model to a hardware backend by exploring

VTA hardware con�gurations, and performing operator autotuning on the top hardware can-

didates (section 4.5). �is process generates the pieces necessary to deploy VTA in any deep

learning framework (section 4.2).

deployed on an Xilinx Ultra96 FPGA outperforms highly optimized edge deep learning libraries on

Mali-T860 GPUs.

4.1 Introduction

Deep learning has triggered a revolution in computer vision, natural language processing, speech

processing, and arti�cial intelligence [105]. �ese advancements have been achieved by steady

progress in collecting be�er data, training be�er models, and designing be�er systems. In partic-

ular, hardware specialization [42, 77, 90, 41] has been instrumental for improving the capabilities

of systems in the datacenter and on the edge. Unfortunately, the gains hardware specialization

provides in terms of e�ciency come at the cost of �exibility. �e evolution of deep learning

workloads, via new network architectures [101, 151, 145, 165, 139], new operators [80, 47], new

numerical representations [100, 103, 142], and new algorithmic optimizations [82, 78, 104] can

rapidly push deep learning accelerators into obsolescence. In order to reconcile fast progress

in deep learning workloads with the explosion of specialized architectures, we need a so�ware-

hardware co-design approach which strikes a balance between �exibility and specialization.

Despite the multitude of hardware/so�ware systems in industry [90, 3], open-source deep
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learning accelerator designs [180, 131, 181], and model-to-ASIC/FPGA compilers [161], we ar-

gue that supporting �exibility is a challenge that takes several forms and remains to be solved.

Supporting novel deep learning models and operators requires cross-stack modi�cations to the

compiler, ISA, and as far down as the micro-architecture. For example, supporting custom data

types requires proper handling of data layout requirements across the so�ware stack and operator

support in hardware. Changing either a hardware target, FPGA device, or ASIC technology node

creates another set of challenges in terms of logic, memory resources, and bandwidth allocation

and management.

In turn, hardware changes a�ect how so�ware libraries are wri�en, scheduled, and optimized.

As a result, taking o�-the-shelf deep learning hardware designs not engineered for customization

typically requires tedious modi�cations across the hardware and so�ware stack to adapt to new

workloads. Performing modi�cations for each new workload is time consuming and unsustain-

able.

�is chapter advocates for a sustainable approach to building and updating a specialized deep

learning systems stack, as workloads evolve over time. We propose VTA (Versatile Tensor Accel-

erator), a �exible deep learning architecture co-designed with a runtime that delivers the bene�ts

of hardware specialization while exposing a programming interface that accommodates chang-

ing workloads. �e key underlying design philosophy of VTA is to keep the hardware as simple

as possible, o�oading control and scheduling to the so�ware runtime through its two-level-ISA:

task-ISA and microcode-ISA.

�e task-ISA provides so�ware-de�ned control over task scheduling and encodes multi-cycle

memory and compute operations similar to the ISAs presented in the Google TPU and Cambri-

con [90, 111] work. Additionally, the task-ISA covers operation dependencies, enabling the run-

time and compiler to exploit task-level pipeline parallelism. �e microcode-ISA provides control

over the provisioning of various hardware resources for tasks. �e two-level ISA is instrumental

in supporting the multitude of operators, data layouts, and input shapes found in deep learning

workloads.

�e VTA runtime bridges the gap between the explicitly programmed hardware accelerator
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and state-of-the-art deep learning compilers [37, 190, 183]. �ese compilers can be used to explore

the space of program scheduling strategies. In order to support exploration at the program level,

the runtime’s JIT compiler exposes a code-generation API that lets compilers explicitly de�ne

concurrent task contexts, and generate micro-kernels from high-level schedules. �e strati�ed

design enables support for widely adopted deep learning frameworks [36, 3, 133].

�is chapter presents the following contributions:

• We present VTA, a novel architecture and runtime co-designed around a two-level ISA

that provides so�ware-de�ned task scheduling and operator implementation. We show

that VTA can be easily integrated with a deep learning framework to support a diverse

set of inference workloads.1 �ese workloads cover object classi�cation, natural language

processing, style transfer, deep reinforcement learning, and object detection.

• We show VTA’s �exibility to adapt to di�erent workloads on two edge FPGAs. Figure 4.1

demonstrates the process used to map workloads to FPGAs with the VTA �exible archi-

tecture and runtime. �is process explores VTA design variants, and autotunes so�ware

workloads onto each candidate to generate a well optimized hardware design and so�ware

library combo that can be deployed in a deep learning framework. Finally, we show VTA’s

ability to outperform edge GPUs with edge FPGA that have similar costs.

In section 4.2, we provide background on state-of-the-art deep learning specialization stacks,

and how VTA �ts into this picture. In section 4.3, we give an overview of the VTA architecture

and two-level ISA. In section 4.4, we describe how the VTA runtime, based on a JIT compiler,

schedules instructions down to the hardware. In section 4.5, we perform an end-to-end evaluation

of our system and demonstrate its �exibility in light of evolving workloads, hardware backends,

and accuracy constraints.

De�nitions In order to be�er guide the reader moving forward, we provide a list of useful

de�nitions:

1Training while possible within our framework is le� to future work.
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• Workload A given model architecture: e.g. ResNet-18, or DCGAN.

• Operator A layer of a neural network: e.g. conv2d, or batchnorm.

• TaskA hardware multi-cycle CISC operation that describe a given operator: e.g. aconv2d

operator can be broken down into a sequence of tile load, tile conv2d, and tile store tasks.

• Micro-Kernel A small micro-coded program composed of micro-ops that de�nes a com-

pute task.

• Micro-OpA hardware tensor-tensor RISC instruction: e.g. general matrix-multiply (GEMM)

hardware instruction, or broadcast add.

• Schedule An operator-level plan that describes how to execute tasks in hardware. A sched-

ule de�nes how loops that describe computation are split, re-ordered, and unrolled to be�er

execute on the target hardware resources.

4.2 Background: Anatomy of A Deep Learning System Stack

In order to understand how VTA’s architecture and runtime �t within a deep learning system

stack, we present a top-down view of a reference stack implementation and explain the role

of each layer in light of emerging deep learning workloads and hardware accelerator designs.

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of a generic deep learning system stack, how it compares to

Google’s TensorFlow-XLA-TPU highly integrated stack, what each layer of the stack achieves,

and where VTA �ts.

DeepLearning Frameworks Popular deep learning frameworks like TensorFlow [3], MxNet [36],

PyTorch [133], CNTK [200] and �eano [7] provide a high-level programming interface for pro-

grammers to express deep learning models in a declarative fashion. �ese frameworks have been

critical for increasing programmer productivity over the recent years: they let programmers focus
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Figure 4.1: Anatomy of a Modern Deep Learning System Stack. We provide Google’s TensorFlow-

XLA-TPU industrial stack as a reference point. VTA’s architecture and runtime provide a refer-

ence implementation of a hardware design, and low-level code generator respectively. Operator-

level schedule optimizations, and graph-level optimizations are handled by the upper layers of

the so�ware stack which VTA is integrated with.

on exploring be�er model architectures and tweaking training hyper-parameters to produce im-

proved training results. Features like auto-di�erentiation [19] have eliminated the need to specify

a separate program to train a given model. In addition, much of the hardware-speci�c perfor-

mance optimization details are hidden away from the programmer underneath a graph optimizer

and o�-the-shelf operator libraries that provide highly tuned performance for di�erent hardware

back-ends.

Graph Optimizers Workloads are represented internally as computational graphs, which pro-

vide a global view of operators (e.g. 2D convolution, batch-normalization, etc.). Recently, graph

optimizers including Google XLA [68], Intel nGraph [52], Relay [149], and NNVM [37] have
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emerged to provide optimizations on computational graphs that minimize overall memory foot-

print and execution latency via memory planning and operator fusion respectively. Graph opti-

mizers can also apply data layout transformations to massage data into forms that are friendly

to di�erent tensorized hardware architectures. When performing inference on highly quantized

data types, data packing transformations are necessary to support bit-serial inference [179]. Most

importantly, graph optimizers provide �exibility over how each operator is implemented on any

given hardware back-end by invoking di�erent operator libraries.

Operator Libraries and Optimizing Compilers Traditionally, in order for computational

graphs to e�ciently utilize hardware resources like GP-GPUs, device manufacturers provide

highly tuned deep learning operator libraries that enable out-of-the-box optimized performance.

NVIDIA’s cuDNN [43] deep learning library provides highly GPU-optimized operator primitives

for computational graphs to call into. ARM’s ComputeLibrary [15] exposes a similar API for

ARM-based CPU and GPUs. �ese ad-hoc operator libraries present two limitations. First, they

are mostly black-box, making it di�cult for graph optimizers to apply operator fusion. Second,

they cannot be easily extended to support new workloads and new hardware architectures by

developers or researchers.

A sustainable alternative is to generate custom deep learning operator libraries with the use of

domain-speci�c optimizing compilers. Recent domain speci�c compilers like TVM [37], DLVM [190],

TensorComprehensions [183], and Glow [62] provide the tooling and optimization knobs to easily

generate highly custom operator libraries and support new models and hardware architectures.

Automated learning techniques [141, 38] exploit genetic algorithms or boosting [35] to auto-

matically optimize operator libraries for evolving workloads, operators, and hardware backends

(GPUs, CPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs).

Low-Level CodeGenerators Deep learning optimizing compilers will generate code targeting

a platform-speci�c IR, generating code for CPUs, GPUs, and specialized accelerators. In the case

of TVM [37], x86 and ARM CPU binaries are generated using LLVM, while GPU binaries are
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obtained with NVIDIA’s CUDA compiler and AMD’s ROCm compiler.

Specialized Hardware Backends While CPUs and GPUs have been targets of choice in deep

learning applications, we are seeing an emergence of specialized ASIC [42, 90, 41, 77] designs and

model-to-FPGA compilers [64, 25, 4, 161]. In spite of the recent strides in open-sourcing deep

learning hardware [180, 181, 131, 193, 161], hardware designs either (1) lack a reference so�ware

stack, or (2) implement a complete ad-hoc compiler that is too rigid to modify and extend.

Where VTA Fits in the Stack In this chapter, we advocate for leaving the graph and operator

optimizations to a competent, o�-the-shelf, and cross-platform optimization stack like TVM or

Glow. We suggest coupling hardware architectures with a multi-purpose runtime API that can

provide �exible code-generation to adapt new workloads to a �uid hardware design. We highlight

below how layers of the mainstream industrial deep learning system stack accommodate VTA:

Frameworks Hardware designs are mostly hidden from DL frameworks. When targeting in-

ference tasks on ultra-low-precision VTA variants (now common in hardware accelerators [181,

182, 162]), the programmer may need to tweak training recipes and insert quantization operators

to produce a model that maintains acceptable accuracy.

GraphOptimizers. Graph optimizers fuse operators to minimize data movement o� of the VTA

design, as well as managing the data layout requirements dictated by VTA’s choice of tensor

hardware intrinsic and data type width.

Operator Optimizers. �is step automates the tedious process of scheduling workloads onto

VTA. Scheduling is important for three reasons. First, it tiles the computation in a way that

satis�es on-chip memory constraints. Second, it enables thread parallelism that can be translated

by VTA’s runtime into task-level pipeline parallelism. Finally, it massages a computation into

sub-computations which can be mapped to hardware accelerator intrinsics like bulk DMA loads

or tensor operations in order to directly invoke the underlying VTA runtime API.
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Low Level Code-Generators. VTA’s runtime performs JIT code generation. It explicitly man-

ages task scheduling to hide memory latency, and assembles and manages compact micro-kernels

for every fused operator that needs to run on VTA. �e runtime is described in much more depth

in section 4.4.

Hardware Backends. VTA provides a �exible and customizable deep learning acceleration de-

sign with a two-level ISA. It can expose various memory subsystem organizations, tensor com-

putation hardware intrinsics, and sets of arithmetic operations to support new deep learning

operators. �e hardware and its ISA is described in much more depth in section 4.3.

We have open-sourced the VTA hardware architecture and runtime and hope that VTA can

serve as a blueprint for integrating open-source deep learning accelerators into open industrial-

strength deep learning stacks.

4.3 VTA Hardware Architecture

VTA is a simple and customizable deep learning accelerator architecture. Its main highlights are:

• A modular, decoupled access-execute organization [168] that allows for concurrent memory

and compute tasks (subsection 4.3.2).

• A compute module that is programmed like a simple RISC processor, but performs opera-

tions on special tensor registers, rather than scalar registers (subsection 4.3.3).

• A novel two-level ISA that provides control to the so�ware over explicit compute and

memory task scheduling (subsection 4.3.2), and how compute tasks are speci�ed via micro-

coding (subsection 4.3.3).

VTA was built to be maintainable by so�ware and hardware developers alike. Its hardware

modules are entirely speci�ed in HLS-C and take up less than 1k LoC, providing design trans-

parency and readability.
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Figure 4.1: �e VTA hardware organization. VTA is composed of modules that communicate via

queues and SRAMs. �is enables task-level pipeline parallelism, which helps maximize compute

resource utilization.

4.3.1 Architecture Overview

Figure 4.1 gives a high-level overview of the VTA hardware organization. VTA is composed of

four modules that can be synchronized between each other via dependence FIFO queues that act

as semaphores. SRAM bu�ers serve as unidirectional data channels between concurrently exe-

cuting modules. �e fetch module loads instruction streams from DRAM and dispatches those

instructions into one of the three command queues. �e load module loads input and weight

tensors from DRAM into data-specialized on-chip memories. �e compute module performs

both dense linear algebra computation via a GEMM core and tensor ALU operations. �is module

also loads data from DRAM into the register �le and loads micro-op kernels into the micro-op

cache. Lastly, the store module writes back results to DRAM.
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Figure 4.2: �e VTA high-level instruction �elds. LOAD and STORE instructions perform 2D

strided DMA reads/writes between DRAM and SRAM. GEMM instructions are used to perform

matrix multiplication and 2D convolutions while ALU instructions can perform a wide range of

activation, normalization, and pooling tasks.

Task-ISA VTA’s Task-ISA encodes multi-cycle compute and memory tasks, similar to other

CISC deep learning ISAs [111, 90], including LOAD, GEMM, ALU, and STORE instructions. Fig-

ure 4.2 describes the �elds of each instruction. LOAD and STORE instructions describe how data

from DRAM is loaded and stored into the speci�c on-chip SRAMs. Strided memory access is sup-

ported to load tensor tiles without having to change memory layout. GEMM and ALU instructions

call into micro-coded kernels, providing so�ware-de�ned �exibility to implement various types

of compute tasks. �ese tasks span operators, input shapes, and data layout. �e micro-coded

kernel are discussed in more detail in subsection 4.3.3. Finally, the dependence �elds found in

every task instruction express read-a�er-write and write-a�er-read dependences between mem-

ory and compute tasks. subsection 4.3.2 walks us through how these dependences are enforced

to hide memory access latency.

4.3.2 Decoupled Access-Execute Organization for Task-Level Pipeline Parallelism

Managing memory movement to keep compute resources busy is the key to e�cient hardware ac-

celeration. For this reason, Task-Level Pipeline Parallelism (TLPP) is an important pa�ern in VTA

architecture, allowing simultaneous use of compute and memory resources in order to maximize
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Figure 4.3: Decoupled access-execute allows concurrent utilization of compute and memory re-

sources in hardware: this uncovers task-level pipeline parallelism.

their utilization. TLPP is achieved via access-execute decoupling [168], which is the mechanism

employed by Google’s TPU [90] to maximize compute resource utilization.

LatencyHiding Figure 4.3 demonstrates the bene�ts of performing access-execute decoupling

in order to unlock task-level pipeline parallelism. By allowing instructions to execute concur-

rently in separate hardware modules rather than within a monolithic module, the memory oper-

ations can be executed concurrently with non-interfering compute operations. �is is particularly

useful in deep learning workloads with high-arithmetic intensity, because it hides memory access

latency.

Data Dependences Implementing a decoupled access-execute hardware pipeline requires ex-

plicit data dependences between instructions. In order to extract TLPP, we partition tasks into two

mutually-exclusive execution contexts, so that concurrent load, compute, and store operations

do not interfere with one another. �e execution context partitioning is described in section 4.4.

Figure 4.4 shows the bene�t of inserting read-a�er-write (RAW) and write-a�er-read (WAR) de-

pendences between tasks from the same execution context. �e insertion of these dependencies

guarantees timely and correct execution for decoupled access-execute instruction streams.
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rectness for a decoupled access-execute instruction stream.

Concurrent Execution VTA uses dependence queues between hardware modules to synchro-

nize the execution of concurrent tasks. Figure 4.5 shows how hardware modules can execute con-

currently in a data�ow fashion through the use of dependence queues, and single-reader/single-

writer SRAM bu�ers. Figure 4.1 describes VTA architectural organization via a 3-stage task

pipeline (load-compute-store). Each module can execute concurrently in a data�ow fash-

ion through the use of dependence queues, and single-reader/single-writer SRAM bu�ers. �is

method of connecting hardware modules can build task pipelines of arbitrary depth as long as

the single producer-single consumer principle is upheld.

4.3.3 Compute Module

Two functional units perform operations on the register �le: the tensor ALU and the GEMM core.

�e tensor ALU performs tensor operations such as element-wise addition, activation, normaliza-
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dence queues and unidirectional SRAM data channel.

tion, and pooling tasks. �e GEMM core performs high-arithmetic intensity matrix multiplication

over data from the input and weight bu�ers. As outputs are wri�en to the register �le, they are

concurrently �ushed to the output bu�er and eventually wri�en to DRAM via the store module.

Microcode-ISA �e compute core executes RISC micro-ops from the micro-op cache, which

describes how computation is performed over data. �ere are two types of compute micro-ops:

ALU and GEMM operations. To minimize the footprint of micro-op kernels while avoiding the

need for control-�ow instructions, the compute core executes micro-op sequences inside a two-

level nested loop that computes the location of each tensor register via an a�ne function. �is

compression approach helps reduce the micro-kernel instruction footprint, and it is applied to

both matrix multiplication and 2D convolution, which are common primitives in neural network

operators.

GEMM Core �e GEMM core evaluates GEMM instructions, by executing a micro-code se-

quence in a 2-level nested loop as described in Figure 4.6’s pseudo-code block, at a rate of one

input-weight matrix multiplication per cycle. �e input-weight matrix multiplication logic is im-

plemented as parallel vector multiplications that are reduced in a pipelined reduction tree. �e

instruction �elds for the GEMM instruction are described in Figure 4.2. �e compiler lowers a
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input buffer register file

inp_idx
reg_idx

weight buffer
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GEMM Instruction Pseudo-Code:

for i0 in range(0, end0):
  for i1 in range(0, end1):
    for uop_idx in range (uop_bgn, uop_end):
      x, y, z = decode_gemm_indices(uop_buffer[upc]) 
      reg_idx = i0 * x0 + i1 * x1 + x
      inp_idx = i0 * y0 + i1 * y1 + y
      wgt_idx = i0 * z0 + i1 * z1 + z
      reg_file[reg_idx] += GEMM(inp_buff[inp_idx], wgt_buff[wgt_idx])

LOG_ACC_BUFF_DEPTH LOG_INP_BUFF_DEPTH LOG_WGT_BUFF_DEPTH

accumulator index (x) input index (y) weight index (z) unused

0 31Micro-Op Fields

micro-op buffer

uop_idx

uop_bgn

uop_end

Figure 4.6: �e VTA GEMM core can perform one dense matrix multiplication over an input

tensor and a weight tensor, and add the result into a register �le tensor. �e data addressing

pa�ern is speci�ed by a micro-coded sequence: this allows us to map very di�erent deep learning

operators onto a single hardware tensor intrinsic.

computation schedule onto a hardware tensorization intrinsic de�ned by the dimensions of the

single-cycle matrix multiplication. Each data type can have a di�erent integer precision: weight

and input types are low-precision (8-bits or fewer), while the accumulator tensor has a wider type

(32-bit or fewer) to prevent over�ow.

Tensor ALU. Figure 4.7 details the range of operators that the Tensor ALU supports to imple-

ment common activation, normalization, and pooling operations. VTA being a modular design,

the range of operators that the Tensor ALU supports can be extended for higher operator cov-
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ALU Instruction Pseudo-Code:

for i0 in range(0, end0):
  for i1 in range(0, end1):
    for uop_idx in range (uop_bgn, uop_end):
      x, y = decode_alu_indices(uop_buffer[upc]) 
      dst_idx = i0 * x0 + i1 * x1 + x
      stc_idx = i0 * y0 + i1 * y1 + y
      if USE_IMM:
        reg_file[dst_idx] = OP(reg_file[dst_idx], IMM)
      else:
        reg_file[dst_idx] = OP(reg_file[dst_idx], reg_file[src_idx])

LOG_ACC_BUFF_DEPTH LOG_ACC_BUFF_DEPTH

destination index (x) source index (y) unused

0 31Micro-Op Fields

source
tensor

destination
tensor

src_idx

Tensor ALU
 Micro-Ops
MIN(x, y)

MAX(x, y)

ADDI(x, C)

ADD(x, y)

MULI(x, C)

MUL(x, y)

SHLI(x, C)

SHRI(x, C)

Micro-Op Semantics
R[x] = R[x] < R[y] ? R[x] : R[y]

R[x] = R[x] > R[y] ? R[x] : R[y]

R[x] = R[x] + C

R[x] = R[x] + R[y]

R[x] = R[x].lo * C

R[x] = R[x].lo * R[y].lo

R[x] = R[x] << C

R[x] = R[x] >> C

micro-op buffer

uop_idx

uop_bgn

uop_end

Figure 4.7: �e VTA tensor ALU can implement tensor-tensor element wise operations, or tensor-

scalar operations.

erage, at the expense of higher resource utilization. �e Tensor ALU can perform tensor-tensor

operations, as well as tensor-scalar operations on an immediate value. �e opcode of the tensor

ALU, and the immediate value are speci�ed by the high-level CISC instruction which �elds are

listed in Figure 4.2. �e micro-code in the context of tensor ALU computation only takes care of

specifying data access pa�erns, as shown in the ALU instruction pseudo-code block in Figure 4.7.

In terms of computational throughput, the Tensor ALU does not execute at a rate of one

operation per cycle. �e limitation comes from the lack of read-ports: since one register �le

tensor can be read per cycle, the tensor ALU has an initiation interval of at least 2 (i.e. performs

at most 1 operation every 2 cycles). In addition, performing a single tensor-tensor operation at

once can be expensive especially given that register �le types are wide, typically 32-bit integers.
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As a result, in order to balance the resource utilization footprint of the Tensor ALU with the

GEMM core, a tensor-tensor operation is by default performed via vector-vector operations over

multiple cycles.

4.3.4 VTA Memory Subsystem

VTA has a single-level on-chip memory hierarchy composed of SRAM memories that are data-

specialized, e.g. weight and input activations are stored in di�erent physical SRAM modules.

Figure 4.1 shows that SRAM bu�ers serve as unidirectional data channels between hardware

modules. Each bu�er has a single reader, single writer to allow for concurrent execution of both

modules.

Bandwidth Considerations. In order to keep the GEMM core busy, the input bu�er, weight

bu�er, and register �le have to expose su�cient read and write bandwidth, as derived in Fig-

ure 4.6. VTA has a single-level memory hierarchy composed of multiple SRAMs that load and

store weights and input activations separately, providing the right amount of memory bandwidth

to GEMM.

For instance, with 8-bit inputs and weights, 32-bit accumulators, BATCH=2, BLOCK IN=16,

and BLOCK OUT=16, the bandwidth required to keep a GEMM core clocked at 200MHz busy

is: 51.2 Gb/s, 409.6Gb/s, and 204.8Gb/s for each of the input bu�er, weight bu�er and register �le

SRAM memories. �is divergence in bandwidth requirements is the reason why VTA relies on

data-specialized SRAM memories, rather than reading and writing data from a single memory

structure.

Memory Access Latency Hiding. VTA’s load and store modules perform DMA transfers

from DRAM to the input and weight SRAM bu�ers, and from the SRAM output bu�er to the

DRAM respectively. �ese operations can be performed while computation is taking place in the

compute core using the latency-hiding mechanisms described in Section 4.3.2.
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Load Instruction Pseudo-Code:

for i in range(0, y + y_pad_0 + y_pad_1):
  for j in range(0, x + x_pad_0 + x_pad_1):
    sram_loc = sram_base + i * (x_size + x_pad_0 + x_pad_1) + j
    dram_loc = dram_base + (i - x_pad_0) * x_stride + (j - y_pad_0)
    if (i < y_pad_0 || i >= y_size + y_pad_0 ||
        j < x_pad_0 || j >= x_size + x_pad_0):
      mem[sram_loc] = 0
    else:
      mem[sram_loc] = DRAM[dram_loc]

Figure 4.8: �e load module can perform 2D DMA loads with a strided access pa�ern from

DRAM to SRAM. In addition, it can insert 2D padding on the �y, which is useful when blocking

2D convolution. �is means that VTA can tile 2D convolution inputs without paying the overhead

of re-laying data out in DRAM to insert spatial padding around input and weight tiles.

Tiled Access Patterns. �e load and store modules can perform strided 2D accesses from

and to DRAM as Figure 4.8 shows. �is feature is useful for describing cached reads and writes

over tiled tensor data with a single instruction. �e load module can also dynamically insert

padding as Figure 4.8 suggests, in order to tile input and weight tensors in the context of 2D

convolution without paying the overhead of spatial packing.

4.4 VTA JIT Runtime System

�e guiding design principle of VTA’s hardware and runtime co-design is to o�oad control com-

plexity to the so�ware stack. �is complexity includes dynamic dependence tracking, ensuring

timeliness of instruction cache reads, and explicitly describing compute tasks via micro-coding.

�e runtime gives us the �exibility to o�oad a multitude of deep learning workloads, just by mod-

ifying the so�ware stack rather than changing hard-coded hardware features. VTA can customize

operation coverage via micro-kernel JIT-ing, workload size via instruction cache management,

and memory latency hiding via dependence insertion from virtual thread contexts.

�e VTA runtime has allowed us, for instance, to extend the functionality of VTA’s orig-

inal vision-centric design to supporting operators found in Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [140] without requiring modi�cations to the hardware.
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Function Usage

BufferLoad2D() prepare a load from DRAM instruction

BufferStore2D() prepare a store to DRAM instruction

PushUop() push micro-kernel op

DepPush() mark instruction dependence source

DepPop() mark instruction dependence destination

Synchronize() send the instructions/micro-kernels

Table 4.1: Instruction stream management runtime functions

Function Usage

UopInst() prepare a compute instruction

UopLoopBegin() mark uop loop begin

UopLoopEnd() mark uop loop end

Table 4.2: Compute micro-kernel generation functions

Runtime API �e VTA runtime exposes an API that the host program can use to generate task

instruction streams and micro-kernels. �e runtime acts as the glue between the VTA low-level

hardware programming interface and the deep learning system stack. In a typical con�guration,

the runtime is used as a dynamic code generator by a high level optimizing compiler [37, 190,

62, 183] to produce high-performance CuDNN-like deep learning libraries for the VTA hardware.

�e APIs (shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2) can be used to perform the following tasks:

• Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers between main memory (DRAM) and accelerator

memory (SRAM). It supports shared memory systems both with coherent and non-coherent

accesses between the CPU and VTA’s accelerator.

• Explicit dependence management in the instruction stream.
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A

B

A_buf

B_buf

C_buf C

id(A)

acc_scope

acc_scope

acc_scope

id(B)

add(A_buf, B_buf)
cast(C_buf)

DMA Load ALU (vector add) DMA StoreYOGI Task:

global

global

global

LoadBuffer2D(A, 0, 64, 1, 64, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3)
LoadBuffer2D(B, 0, 64, 1, 64, 0, 0, 0, 0, 64, 3)
PushUop {
  UopLoopBegin(64, 1, 1, 0)
  UopInst(1, 0, 0, 64, 0, 2, 0, 0)
  UopLoopEnd()
}
DepPush(2, 3)
DepPop(2, 3)
StoreBuffer2D(0, 4, C, 0, 64, 1, 64)
Synchronize()

Figure 4.1: Simple vector addition data�ow graph and corresponding low level calls into JIT run-

time. A and B are stored in global memory (DRAM) and are copied via DMA into the register �le

(accumulator memory scope, a.k.a. register �le). �e vector add computes the results in the local

register �le, which are wri�en back to DRAM via a DMA copy.

• Synchronization between the target CPU and VTA.

• Micro-op kernel generation and caching.

We discuss VTA’s runtime functionality in light of a lowered code example that performs vec-

tor addition, dictated by the graph in Figure 4.1. �e code is the result of schedule optimizations

and lowering. �e resulting code calls into to the VTA JIT runtime.

�e VTA runtime exposes the LoadBuffer2D() and StoreBuffer2D() APIs to gen-

erate LOAD and STORE VTA instructions. In the vector add code example in Figure 4.1, these
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functions are inserted when preparing the SRAM bu�ers, and when sending the results back to

DRAM.

On-the-�y micro-kernel generation is handled using theUopLoopBegin(),UopLoopEnd(),

and UopInst() APIs, listed in the vector addition example. �e Begin and End functions

prepare and package the micro-op kernel to produce a CISC compute task that will call into the

micro-kernel. �e DepPop() and DepPush() calls set dependence �ags of the in-�ight tasks

inserting a dependence edge between two tasks. Finally, the Synchronize() runtime call

�nishes preparing the instruction stream and micro-kernels, and hands-o� control to the accel-

erator.

Micro-Kernel Compression VTA hardware provides a nested loop construct to reduce the

microcode footprint for those which consist of multiple levels of nested loops. We enhanced

the TVM compiler to detect these loop pa�erns and fold them into the hardware-imposed loop

construct. A�er folding the loop nest outer loops, the internal code is unrolled during runtime.

�is provides a key advantage—we can unroll the inner loop dependent predicates and simplify

away control �ow.

ExplicitMicro-KernelManagement �e runtime generates each micro-kernel once and caches

them in on-chip DRAM throughout execution enabling reuse of micro-kernels across multiple

kernel launches. While most modern CPU architectures manage instruction caches automati-

cally, we implement a minimalist design which trims down this control unit. We use the VTA

JIT runtime to manage the micro-op cache instead, swapping the cache on each invocation and

using a simple LRU cache replacement policy.

Recon�gurable Runtime and Automated Optimization For a given VTA hardware design

and deep learning operator speci�cation, there are multiple ways to implement an e�cient sched-

ule. In order to automate this process we need a mechanism to explore the scheduling space to �nd

the best implementation of a given operator on VTA. Most existing automated schedule explor-

ers require reliable performance measurement on hardware. �is requirement can be problematic
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Board Process Cost FPGA Device ARM CPU Logic Cells SRAM DSPs

Pynq-Z1 28nm $65 Zynq-7000 SoC Z-7020 Dual-core Cortex-A9 85K 4.9Mb 200

Ultra-96 20nm $249 Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZU3EG �ad-core Cortex-A53 154K 7.6Mb 360

Table 4.3: We target three classes of edge FPGAs, ranging di�erent cost tiers, and that provide

di�erent amounts of resources.

for accelerators since the cost of generating a hardware design can be expensive (a few hours of

FPGA place and route time).

We built a VTA behavioral simulator that lets us to run any given workload program. �e

simulator supports a quick pro�ling mode that skips the computation but returns the performance

counter metrics for the program. �e performance counter can be used to predict the actual

hardware runtime quite accurately, which we show in the evaluation below. �e simulator has

proven to be crucial in pruning bad schedules while performing schedule space exploration. �e

simulator’s development bene�ts have helped decrease the time to design by reliably catching

bad programs (ones that can cause runtime errors), and providing quick estimations of runtime

costs.

Importantly, we make both the runtime and simulator dynamically recon�gurable. �is prop-

erty enables our automated optimization system to directly run di�erent variants of VTA hard-

ware and programs without human intervention.

4.5 Evaluation

We integrated the VTA runtime into a state-of-the art deep learning stack and evaluated a vari-

ety of deep learning models on a set of edge FPGA devices. Without loss of generality, we chose

MxNet [36] as our front-end deep learning framework, Relay [149] as the graph-level optimizer,

and TVM [37] as the low level operator optimizer. It is worth noting Relay’s model importers pro-

vide access to a wide variety of other front-ends. Our detailed evaluation showcases the following

bene�ts of using VTA to build a deep learning specialization stack:
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HW Constraint SW Constraints Results

Device Type Batching GEMM Shape Pipeline Stages ALU Size Logic Util BRAM Util DSP Util Frequency Peak �roughput

Pynq W8A8 N (1,16)x(16,16) 11 8 74.95 93.93 100 100MHz 51.2 GOps

Pynq W8A8 Y (4,8)x(8,8) 10 16 82.65 93.93 100 100MHz 51.2 GOps

Ultra-96 W8A8 N (1,16) x (16,16) 16 8 54.65 90.97 78.33 333MHz 170.5 GOps

Ultra-96 W8A8 Y (2,16) x (16,16) 16 4 95.25 85.42 100 300MHz 307.2 GOps

Ultra-96 W4A8 N (1,32) x (32,32) 12 8 99.34 96.53 100 250MHZ 512.0 GOps

Table 4.4: We provide a sample of VTA con�gurations considered favorable that we compiled for

Ultra-96/Pynq-Z1 and so�ware constraints de�ned by data type, or batch size. �e data shows

promise in terms of adapting the design to (1) occupy available hardware resources, (2) success-

fully closing timing at high clock targets, (3) exposing di�erent GEMM tensor intrinsics, and (4)

scaling peak throughput when reducing precision.

• VTA parameterized hardware design can target di�erent generations of edge FPGA devices,

identifying and balancing resources in the target FPGAs (subsection 4.5.1).

• VTA’s runtime is used to generate the optimized operator library (subsection 4.5.2).

• VTA supports multiple data types, scaling end-to-end performance on networks that were

trained to take advantage of di�erent weight precisions (subsection 4.5.3).

• VTA runs various model architectures that out-compete highly optimized edge CPU and

GPU systems (subsection 4.5.4).

4.5.1 Hardware Exploration

One way to showcase VTA’s �exibility is to target di�erent FPGA platforms. FPGAs are becom-

ing more accessible than ever, with sub-$100 development boards, and FPGA cloud computing

instances becoming ubiquitous [13]. Table 4.3 provides an overview of the FPGAs VTA has been

implemented for. Currently, VTA’s runtime is designed to take advantage of a tight CPU-FPGA

integration. �erefore we reserve support for discrete or PCIe-based FPGAs for follow-up work,
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as they require extending VTA’s runtime to manage memory allocation and PCI-E data transfers

e�ciently.

Figure 4.1 shows the high level exploration process that we employ to generate a VTA design

given hardware and workload constraints. �e VTA design o�ers multiple architectural cus-

tomization parameters that are listed in Figure 4.1. �ese customization knobs de�ne a hardware

design space in the 100s to 1000s of design points that are exhaustively explored on a compute

cluster. We perform this exploration in a sequence of strati�ed steps. First use a simple FPGA re-

source model to prune infeasible con�gurations. A�er pruning, each candidate hardware design

is compiled, placed and routed. Table 4.4 shows a set of VTA hardware con�gurations that our de-

sign space exploration selects by ranking raw peak throughput estimates. We picked one design

for each {fpga× dtype× batch} combination, but typically our exploration returns a handful of

promising candidates — the rest of the designs either failed placement, routing or timing closure,

or resulted in low peak performance. On this �nal set we perform operator autotuning to obtain

the workload’s performance pro�le, which we discuss next.

�e FPGA utilization numbers show that the VTA hardware template can occupy hardware

resources given di�erent hardware or so�ware constraints. In addition, our design template can

close timing at high FPGA clock speeds. Naturally, high device contention will result into lower

clock speeds due to more e�ort being required to place and route the design. It’s worth noting as

well that exploring di�erent so�ware constraints leads to our search producing hardware designs

with di�erent GEMM intrinsic shapes. A key to exploiting the changing intrinsic shapes is our

�exible runtime coupled with a �exible operator scheduling template. Finally the data shows that

when data type precision is reduced, (W4A8 stands for 4bit weights, 8bit activations) we were

able to scale resources to take advantage of the smaller multipliers that were being generated.

4.5.2 Schedule Exploration for Operator Autotuning

�e analytical model of peak performance used to initially �lter hardware design points is based

on theoretical throughput and frequency assuming compute resources are 100% utilized. �is

modeling does not capture the complexity of obtaining performance for real-world deep learn-
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ing accelerators: in order to saturate compute resources, data must be loaded from DRAM, o�en

resulting in compute resources being stalled on memory. Depending on the workload mix, oper-

ators like conv2d with large window sizes may exhibit high arithmetic intensity (measured in

Op/Byte). Operations with high arithmetic intensity translate to high utilization, and therefore

are close to peak performance. Operators which exhibit low arithmetic intensity, like conv2d,

with a window size of 1, are memory bandwidth constrained. In these situations we are able to

use latency hiding to mitigate performance loss (c.f. subsection 4.3.2).

Schedule Autotuning Schedule autotuning is the process by which an automated search algo-

rithm a�empts to optimize a given workload towards peak hardware performance. We perform

autotuning by applying di�erent memory tiling, loop transformations (e.g. spli�ing, reordering,

unrolling), vectorization/tensorization, and parallelization strategies [38]. We use the TVM com-

piler to express schedule templates for each operator (e.g. conv2d, conv2d transpose,

group conv2d, fc) we support in hardware. We then leverage TVM’s automated schedul-

ing library to obtain schedules that maximize performance for a given con�guration of operator,

tensor shapes, and hardware variant.

Figure 4.1 shows the autotuning search process when optimizing di�erent VTA hardware

candidates for single ResNet layer. We used the XGBoost [35] search algorithm to �nd the best

schedules for each hardware variant in a limited number of trials. Each workload’s layers are

then tuned on each hardware candidate, we use aggregate inference time to guide which VTA

hardware variant is best for a given network model.

Full Network Optimization It takes several hours to exhaustively tune a network on a single

hardware variant. Given the large numbers of VTA hardware designs to test, and large numbers

of model architectures to support, autotuning search quickly becomes intractable without careful

design. Minimizing full-network autotuning time across multiple hardware candidates introduces

a hierarchical prioritization problem. We approach this challenge by applying a hyperparameter

optimization technique, based on SuccessiveHalving [87]. Instead of choosing among hy-
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perparameters that de�ne a network architecture, we apply this technique to choose among VTA

design candidates. We simultaneously inspect how the relative performance of each hardware

design evolves for a given workload, over each iteration of the optimization algorithm. �rough-

out optimization we use a round-robin policy to update latency estimates across all operators for

each hardware design.

We evaluate the hierarchical optimization scenario on the ResNet-18 workload, over a set

VTA candidates generated given an W8A8 (8-bit weights, 8-bit activations) data representation.

We select eight promising hardware candidates, and apply SuccessiveHalving to prune

designs that do not appear promising. Similar to hyperparameter optimization for neural network

training, this is a di�cult task, as the relative performance di�erences between hardware designs

may be small early on. A�er a moderate number of iterations, SuccessiveHalving is able

to converge to the best candidate hardware design, as shown in Figure 4.2.

4.5.3 Kernel Weight �antization Analysis

We assess the workload-level e�ects of modifying kernel weight precision from a baseline 8-

bit which is now standard in accelerators, down to 4 and 2 bits. By carefully co-optimizing the

the hardware in tandem with the program schedules we can achieve noticeable speedups when

reducing weight precision. We denote a design that uses 4-bit weights and 8-bit activation with

the W4A8 notation. We selected the best combination of VTA hardware designs and schedule

for each data point in Figure 4.3, for ResNet-18 running on the Pynq-Z1.

Overall performance is a function of how quantization a�ects compute throughput, e�ective

memory bandwidth, and e�ective on-chip storage. For example, changing the weight precision

leads to linear compute scaling because of narrower fused multiply-add (FMA) units. Moreover,

reducing the weight precision increases e�ective weight storage linearly, which improve tile reuse

when optimizing schedules. �is reuse can be very e�ective in layers of ResNet with higher

weight-to-activation ratios.

To be�er understand the e�ect of quantization, we complement our analysis with a roo�ine

model of the hardware design at each precision se�ing (Figure 4.4). A roo�ine analysis visualizes
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Figure 4.1: Schedule exploration with XGBoost for a single ResNet-18 layer on Ultra-96. Eight

VTA design candidates with (2,16)x(16,16) and (8,8)x(8,8) GEMM intrinsic at W8A8 are consid-

ered. Layer is conv2d: IC=256, OC=256, H=W=14, KW=KH=3, stride=(1,1), padding=(0,0).

how e�ciently a given workload is running on hardware (i.e. how close it it to the theoretical

peak performance), and whether the bo�leneck is memory or compute bound.

Figure 4.4 highlights how the roo�ines of the VTA variants change as we reduce the bitwidth

of kernel weights: as expected, the compute roo�ine’s peak shi�s up to higher throughput values,

and so do the data points under the roo�ine (each represents a workload performance number).

Peak throughput scaling is linear at a clock rate of 100MHz; we achieve 200GOps at W2A8,

100GOps at W4A8, and 50GOps at W8A8.

�e knee of the roo�ine diagram marks the point from which a memory-constrained workload

shi�s to being compute-constrained. We can see that the knee of the diagram is moving towards

the right, a sign that the memory bandwidth cannot keep up with compute scaling. �is shi�
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Figure 4.2: We use SuccessiveHalving for choosing among potential hardware designs

on a complete ResNet-18 inference workload. Here, we begin with promising VTA hardware

variants. SuccessiveHalving converges to the optimal hardware design while using a

fraction of the optimization time required to exhaustively evaluate each design.
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Figure 4.3: �roughput improvement on each ResNet-18 convolution layer versus integer preci-

sion of kernel weights (8-bit down to 2-bits) running on Pynq-Z1.
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Figure 4.4: Improvement in compute throughput of ResNet-18 layers as we decrease the kernel

weight accuracy of VTA designs variants, seen under their respective roo�ines, on Pynz-Z1.

implies workloads need a high arithmetic intensity to take advantage of the reduced precision.

�antizing the weights shi�s the arithmetic intensity of each workload to the right because

we perform the same amount of computation with less bytes moved in memory. For layers with

high weight to activation ratio, likeresnet-11, the bar chart in Figure 4.3 shows linear scaling.

Decreasing weight bitwidth e�ectively increases weight storage, and allows for more e�ective

data reuse. In Figure 4.4, moving from W8A8 to W4A8, the red resnet-11 shi�s far to the

right, validating that we have an increase in arithmetic intensity. For layers where activations

dominate data movement, likeresnet-1, performance scaling is sub-linear. �e roo�ine shows

thatresnet-1 barely shi�s on the x axis, demonstrating li�le bene�t to quantization on overall

data movement requirements, while compute throughput itself is improving.
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Figure 4.5: End to end performance evaluation over multiple CPU, GPU and FPGA-equipped

edge systems. For comparable systems, VTA provides a signi�cant performance edge over con-

ventional CPU and GPU-based inference.

4.5.4 End-to-End Evaluation

As the landscape of deep learning continues to evolve it is important to support emerging models.

We evaluate VTA’s ability to support two novel model architectures beyond classical deep con-

volution nets. First, we evaluate MobileNet [84] a recent model architecture that uses grouped

convolution to reduce the total computation overhead of the network. We evaluate a variant of

MobileNet we call MobileNetG that groups channels by the vector factor of the VTA’s GEMM

core. Second, we implement a Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network [140] (DCGAN)

model that is used for image-to-image translation and generation.

Both models require non-trivial extensions to support new operators. MobileNetG requires

support for grouped convolution that exhibits block sparse pa�erns on channel groups. DC-

GAN requires support for 2D convolution transpose which has a sparsity pa�ern on the spatial

locations. Specialized accelerators need to speci�cally support these novel access pa�erns to

avoid unnecessary computations and achieve maximum performance. �e runtime can readily
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make use of schedules to generate micro-kernels that support these novel access pa�erns without

changing the hardware.

Figure 4.5 shows a performance comparison across these models, comparing VTA-accelerated

execution against a highly optimized ARM CPU and GPU platforms that rely on industry-strength

deep learning libraries [15, 37]. �e ARM Cortex-A9, ARM Cortex-A53, and Mali-T860 GPU are

taken from the Pynq-Z1 ($65), Ultra-96 ($250), and the Fire�y-RK3399 ($200) boards. For the VTA

hardware designs, we use an automated 8-bit integer scaling and translation pass from 32-bit

�oating-point (FP32) with negligible accuracy degradation. For our CPU baselines, we use the

TVM autotuner to obtain FP32 CPU kernels that take advantage of NEON vectorization, multi-

threading and state of the art scheduling tricks (spatial tiling, Winograd transform etc.). For our

GPU baseline, we use the ARM ComputeLib v18.03 and exploit 16-bit �oating-point (FP16) library

support. 8-bit support is unfortunately missing in both RMCL and TVM. ARM ComputeLib is

missing support conv2d transpose for DCGANs, demonstrating VTA’s ability to stay ahead of

the curve for unconventional workloads.

Figure 4.5 shows end-to-end results that can be discussed in two groups of comparable devices

in terms of cost: (1) VTA on the Pynq vs. Cortex-A9 (sub-$100), and (2) VTA on Ultra96 vs. Cortex-

A53 and Mali-T860 GPU ($100). First o�, VTA on the Pynq-Z1 outperforms the Cortex-A9 CPU

by 3.0x, 4.4x, 5.3x and 2.1x on MobileNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-34 and DCGAN. Second, VTA on the

Ultra-96 outperforms the Cortex-A53 by 2.5x, 4.7x, 6.0x, 3.8x and 11.5x on MobileNet, ResNet-18,

ResNet-34, ResNet-50 and DCGAN. In addition, VTA on the Ultra-96 outperforms the mobile-class

Mali-T860 GPU by 2.1x, 2.5x, 3.2x and 2.1x on MobileNet, ResNet-18, ResNet-34 and ResNet-50.

Overall, VTA demonstrates that the �exibility of a two-level ISA and low hardware complexity

can o�er high performance and form a promising path forward for accelerating diverse workloads

on edge devices.

4.6 Related Work

Deep Learning Accelerators �ere has been an explosion of deep learning accelerator design

proposals from academia [42, 41, 77, 110, 56] and industry [90, 64, 74, 131, 111]. Rather than
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focusing solely on hardware design, VTA proposes a new two-level ISA with a simple hardware

architecture and provides a complete blueprint for building a custom deep learning accelerator

stack. Our work provides a co-designed runtime and hardware design which leverages o�-the-

shelf graph and operator compilers to facilitate the generation of optimized deep learning libraries

for diverse workloads.

Model-to-FPGA Compilers Model to FPGA translation is an active area of research [161, 181,

64, 25, 4]. DNNWeaver [161] implements a compiler from Ca�e to static templatized FPGA ac-

celerator, guided by a heuristic algorithm that aims to minimize o�-chip memory accesses. Our

approach di�ers from DNNWeaver optimization framework, because we o�oad graph/schedule

optimization to existing optimization toolchains (Relay [149], TVM [37]), and design a runtime

that exposes necessary knobs to o�oad graph and schedule optimizations to the upper layers of

the stack, allowing for end-to-end tuning. To the best of our knowledge, model-to-FPGA com-

pilers do not cover graph and operator optimization tools [37, 190, 183, 62]. Most importantly,

though, our work on VTA is not about spatially porting models to FPGAs but about a princi-

pled two-level ISA design and low-complexity micro-architecture, which is applicable to both

FGPA-based deployment as well as custom silicon.

BrainWave [64] is a cloud-scale DNN acceleration framework that relies on a spatially dis-

tributed microarchitecture that can scale across many FPGAs while keeping neural network pa-

rameters on chip, reducing data movement from DRAM. VTA, on the other hand, targets edge

class FPGAs that have limited storage (< 1MB). For that reason, we are reliant upon tiling, and

latency hiding strategies to maximize compute resource utilization.

Narrow Precision and Model Compression �ere has been extensive work on maximiz-

ing hardware inference e�ciency using binarization [181], and weight and activation quantiza-

tion [92, 144]. Much of the complexity involved in supporting hardware inference lies in improv-

ing training techniques [142, 51, 201, 29], and adapting a deep learning framework to support new

data layouts imposed by quantized data types. In VTA’s evaluation, we tackle the challenges of
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training quantized networks and modifying a complete deep learning stack to support end-to-end

inference.

Model compression is a popular technique that prunes model parameters [78, 77, 8, 144] with

minimal accuracy loss to reduce data movement and inference energy. VTA only supports dense

operators, but could be extended to support popular sparse matrix representations to take advan-

tage of these compression techniques.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced VTA, a customizable deep learning architecture designed for �exi-

bility in the presence of evolving workloads. We adopted a design principle of minimal hardware

that shi�s explicit control to a co-designed runtime via a two-level ISA interface. We show that

VTA can e�ectively target di�erent FPGAs, multiple workloads, and leverage deep learning com-

pilers to integrate optimized so�ware with specialized hardware.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

“It would appear that we have reached the limits of what it is possible to achieve with

computer technology, although one should be careful with such statements, as they tend to

sound pre�y silly in 5 years.”

– John Von Neumann, 1949

5.1 Accomplished Research Summary

�e development of big data, machine learning and ubiquitous computing is driving the demand

for e�cient computer systems that can process massive amounts of data under stringent energy

budgets. Hardware accelerators o�er the promise of quantum leaps in e�ciency gains for stable

applications and algorithms. But hardware accelerators pose programmability, adaptability and

Pareto-e�ciency challenges to system designers, to durably incorporate acceleration into the

system stack.

In Chapter 2 we propose SNNAP, an FPGA-based accelerator design that can map diverse ap-

plication targets approximately. �e idea is to train a neural network to approximate the execu-

tion of the target region of code, and run it e�ciently on a single neural network accelerator sub-

strate [61]. Having a single accelerator substrate for diverse regions of code essentially emulates

the �exibility of behavior-specialized accelerators [129]. We showed through a programmability

study that taking advantage of neural acceleration is much easier than programming FPGAs from

scratch, even when it involves using friendlier HLS tools. By implementing approximate region

detection with approximate compilers like ACCEPT [154], we can automate the task of identi-

fying candidate regions of code from simple EnerJ-style type annotations. SNNAP alleviates the

burden of programming FPGAs as those become ubiquitous in the datacenter [137], and in mobile
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SoCs [44].

In Chapter 3 we propose QAPPA, a compilation framework that helps programmers navigate

quality-e�ciency tradeo�s when targeting quality programmable accelerators [92, 186]. QAPPA

builds on top of ACCEPT’s ability to guarantee safe execution, augments it with the ability to emu-

late errors from hardware quality-scaling mechanisms, and applies autotuning techniques [150] to

navigate design tradeo�s for general purpose C/C++ kernels. We performed a qualitative study of

di�erent quality scaling mechanisms backed by Spice circuit simulations and post-place and route

detailed power estimates. Notably we compare arbitrary quantization [92, 96, 2] against voltage

overscaling [60, 155] and demonstrate that with the right compilation framework, quality-scalable

architectures can provide much superior quality-e�ciency Pareto-optimality over voltage scaled

designs.

In Chapter 4 we propose the VTA stack, a hardware-so�ware stack built around a versatile

deep learning accelerator that captures the salient features of deep learning domain-specialized

accelerator designs [42, 110, 56, 41, 77, 90]. VTA helps inform the design of domain-speci�c

compilers like the TVM compiler [37] for which we implemented speci�c scheduling passes to

target deep learning architectures, and tackle challenges of mapping computation down to hard-

ware intrinsics (like tensor operations), explicitly managing memories with automated schedul-

ing [38], and hiding memory latency via high-level threading abstractions. �e VTA stack forms

a blueprint for how to integrate accelerators into deep learning frameworks, and has been open

sourced 1 for the community to use. Our evaluation of VTA showed that it enables signi�cant

speedups over highly tuned CPU implementations, and that it could enable accuracy-e�ciency

tradeo�s by scaling throughput as the bit-width used to store weights gets minimized. Addition-

ally, we showed that by supporting a wide variety of models, VTA o�ers adaptability to evolving

workloads: although it was designed to mostly accelerate traditional dense 2D convolution op-

erations which are common in vision neural network, we demonstrated that we could use the

highly �exible so�ware stack to adapt VTA to execute other operators such as conv2d-transpose

1VTA is available at: http://tvm.ai/vta

http://tvm.ai/vta
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and grouped-conv2d found in Mobilenets [84] and DCGANs [139] respectively. �is �exibility

is achieved thanks to VTA’s philosophy of “keep the hardware simple, and o�oad the complex-

ity of the so�ware stack”. Following this philosophy, VTA’s JIT runtime helps o�oad tasks like

low-level dependence synchronization to increase task parallelism, micro-kernel generation to

achieve �exible operator coverage, and explicit instruction cache management to minimize ac-

cesses to fetch instruction data.

5.2 Beyond Academic Research

One objective of this dissertation is to facilitate the integration of customized accelerators and

foster the exploration energy-e�ciency tradeo�s in systems design and implementation. I dis-

cuss two ways in which my work as a Ph.D. candidate has aimed to make accelerator design and

optimization more approachable. �e �rst approach puts together class material and assignments

aimed at introducing graduate level students to accelerator implementation and pareto-e�cient

design in the context of machine learning. �e second approach, aims to popularize the repro-

ducibility and artifact evaluation of deep learning systems research, and facilitate multi-objective

comparisons of research artifacts.

5.2.1 Teaching Pareto-E�cient Deep Learning Optimization

As a graduate student I had the chance to TA the Computer Architecture class for graduate stu-

dents under Luis Ceze 2 and design my own class assignment focusing on machine learning sys-

tems optimization. �e materials for the assignment are freely available on GitHub 3, and have

been reused by other academics teaching architecture including Trevor Carlson at NUS.

Assignment Objectives �e problem statement was to implement an FPGA based inference

accelerator for MNIST hand-wri�en digit recognition [106] that is both fast and accurate. �is

2http://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse548/17sp/
3(http://github.com/uwsampa/cse548-labs)

http://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse548/17sp/
http://github.com/uwsampa/cse548-labs
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simple problem makes it easy to quickly explore a wide space of classi�ers and designs for stu-

dents. �e learning objectives of the assignment were three-fold:

• To help students explore hardware/so�ware co-design methodologies on FPGA-equipped

systems.

• To provide intuition necessary to uncover and exploit accuracy/performance tradeo�s.

• To learn how to identify system performance bo�lenecks and tackle them accordingly.

In terms of constraints, we had to assume that the assignment had to be completed in under

two weeks, and that no prior FPGA experience or machine learning background experience was

required to complete the assignment in time.

Assignment Overview �e assignment provided some sca�olding to help streamline the pro-

cess of programming FPGAs. Students had �exibility over the design of the accelerator thanks

to the productivity of HLS, but the integration of the accelerator within the FPGA shell was pro-

vided via custom TCL scripts, and prede�ned bus interfaces. We provide each student with an

FPGA kit that includes the Pynq FPGA board, which was sold to academics for 65 US dollars. �e

Pynq board houses a dual core ARM Cortex A-9 SoC that runs Linux and consumes less than 2W

of power. �e ARM SoC houses an FPGA fabric with 630kB of on-chip SRAM storage, 220 digital

signal processing (DSP) units, and 53k Look-Up Tables (LUTs).

�e assignment was composed of three parts:

• Part 1: Pipeline Optimization Students are asked to implement a linear classi�er that

performs �oating point computation. Students are familiarized with the process of opti-

mizing hardware pipelines, increasing pipeline and SIMD parallelism, and optimizing for

memory throughput via smart banking and bu�ering.

• Part 2: Fixed Point Optimization Students are introduced to the notion of �xed-point

optimization. Speci�cally, they are asked to change the base design implemented in 32bit
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�oating point to use 8bit integers. �is has implications on the way data is packed in mem-

ory, but also requires changes to the algorithm to make sure that it still works under the

new data representation.

• Part 3: Open Ended Design Optimization Students are given free range to explore

so�ware optimizations (e.g. improved training), hardware optimizations (narrower inte-

ger types, input feature compression), or co-design techniques (new classi�ers that require

new hardware).
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Figure 5.1: Each of the students assignment submissions according to their e�ciency (8k batch

inference latency) and validation accuracy. �e Pareto frontier is represented as a green do�ed

line.

Submission Overview Upon receiving the student submissions, we analyzed each system

based on their accuracy and performance characteristics. Each solution is plo�ed on Figure 5.1.
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Students that only got to �nishing Part 1 or Part 2 due to lack of time de�ne two clusters of solu-

tions, that present di�erent accuracy-performance tradeo�s. Part 1 solutions yields relatively ac-

curate but slow classi�ers. Part 2 solutions yield much faster classi�er but the naive post-training

quantization a�ects classi�cation accuracy.

�e students that a�empted the open ended optimization challenge are categorized according

to the optimization approach they took: hardware only (HW), so�ware only (SW), or hardware/-

so�ware co-optimization (SW+HW).

• For the HW submissions, students implemented more aggressive quantization using int4

data types, or by further compressing the input from 256 down to only 144 features. �ese

optimizations don’t change the algorithm and therefore result in very fast, but less accurate

solutions.

• For the SW submission (only one student a�empted this approach), the student imple-

mented a more powerful classi�er on top of the existing hardware. �ey replaced the linear

classi�er with an SVM which is be�er adapted to the problem.

• Finally for the SW+HW submissions, students implemented more ambitious classi�ers such

as multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), which are a class of neural networks. One person even

implemented a fully binarized implementation of an XNOR net.

Overall 4 submissions were deemed Pareto optimal, and interestingly covered all 3 approaches to

systems optimization, namely: so�ware only, hardware only, and hardware-so�ware. One could

argue that the design that lives on the “knee” of the curve is the one that employs both so�ware

and hardware optimizations.

�e success of this assignment led to a follow-up class dedicated to building and optimizing

specialized deep learning systems 4 that I helped teach with Luis Ceze, where many of the concepts

from this assignment were carried over.

4https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse599s/18sp/

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse599s/18sp/
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5.2.2 Re�EST: AWorkshop for Reproducible Deep Learning Systems Artifacts and Multi-Objective

Comparisons

Published As: �ierry Moreau, Anton Lokhmotov and Grigori Fursin, Towards Reproducible

and Reusable Deep Learning Systems Research Artifacts, Machine Learning Open Source So�ware

2018: Sustainable communities (co-located with NIPS), 2018.

I had the chance to co-organize the Re�EST workshop at ASPLOS 2018 with Grigori Fursin,

Anton Lokhmotov, and the help of Luis Ceze, Natalie Enright Jerger, Babak Falsa�, Adrian Samp-

son and Phillip Stanley Marbell. I discuss the results and insights from the 1st Re�EST workshop,

a collective e�ort to promote reusability, portability and reproducibility of deep learning research

artifacts within the Architecture/PL/Systems communities. Re�EST (Reproducible �ality-

E�cient Systems Tournament) exploits the open-source Collective Knowledge framework (CK)

to unify benchmarking, optimization, and co-design of deep learning systems implementations

and exchange results via a live multi-objective scoreboard. Systems evaluated under Re�EST

are diverse and include an FPGA-based accelerator, optimized deep learning libraries for x86 and

ARM systems, and distributed inference in Amazon Cloud and over a cluster of Raspberry Pis.

We �nally discuss limitations to our approach, and how we plan improve upon those limitations

for the upcoming SysML artifact evaluation e�ort.

5.2.3 Re�EST Overview

�e quest to continually optimize deep learning systems has introduced new deep learning mod-

els, frameworks, DSLs, libraries, compilers and hardware architectures. In this frantically chang-

ing environment, is has become critical to quickly reproduce, deploy, and build on top of existing

research. While open-sourcing research artifacts is one step in the right direction, it is not suf-

�cient to guarantee ease of reproducibility and reusability. To enable reproducible and reusable

research, we need to provide complete, customizable, and portable work�ows that combine o�-

the-shelf and custom layers of the system stack and deploys them in a push-bu�on fashion to

generate end-to-end metrics of importance.
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In an e�ort to promote reproducible, reusable, and portable work�ows in deep learning sys-

tems research, we introduced the Re�EST workshop at the ACM ASPLOS 2018 (for multidisci-

plinary systems research spanning computer architecture and hardware, programming languages

and compilers, operating systems and networking). �e goal was to have computer architects,

compilers, and systems researchers submit deep learning research artifacts (code, data, and ex-

periments) using a uni�ed Collective Knowledge (CK) work�ow framework [65] to produce a

multi-objective scoreboard that would rank submissions under varied cost metrics that include:

ImageNet validation (50,000 images), latency (seconds per image), throughput (images per sec-

ond), platform price (dollars), and peak power consumption (Wa�s). To keep the task of collecting

artifacts tractable, we focused on a single problem: ImageNet classi�cation, but gave complete

freedom over what models, frameworks, libraries, compilers and hardware platforms were being

used to solve the classi�cation problem.

�e most important di�erence of Re�EST from other related workshops and tournaments

such as DawnBench [50] and LPIRC [67] is that we not only publish �nal results but also share

portable and customizable work�ows (i.e. not just Docker images) with all related research com-

ponents (models, data sets, libraries) to let the community immediately reuse, improve, and build

upon them.

�e �rst iteration of the Re�EST workshop led to �ve artifact submissions that were uni�ed

under the CK framework and evaluated (reproduced) by the organizers. What the submissions

lacked in quantity, they made up for in terms of diversity: (1) submissions spanned architecture,

compilers, and systems research, (2) utilized x86, ARM, and FPGA-based platforms; and (3) were

deployed on single-node systems as well as distributed nodes.

5.2.4 Unifying Artifacts and Work�ows with CK

Re�EST aims to promote reproducibility of experimental results and reusability/customization

of systems research artifacts by standardizing evaluation methodologies and facilitating the de-

ployment of e�cient solutions on heterogeneous platforms. For that reason, packaging artifacts

(scripts, libraries, frameworks, data sets, models) and experimental results requires a bit more

http://cknowledge.org/request/
http://cknowledge.org/
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Figure 5.2: We leverage the open Collective Knowledge work�ow framework (CK) and the rigor-

ous ACM artifact evaluation methodology (AE) to allow the community collaboratively explore

quality vs. e�ciency trade-o�s for rapidly evolving workloads across diverse systems.

involvement than sharing some CSV/JSON �les or checking out a given GitHub repository. �at

is why we build our competition on top of CK [65] to provide uni�ed evaluation and a real-

time leader-board of submissions. CK is an open-source portable work�ow framework, used as

standard ACM artifact evaluation methodology from ACM and IEEE systems conferences (CGO,

PPoPP, PACT, SuperComputing).

CK works a Python wrapper framework to help users share their code and data as cus-

tomizable and reusable plugins with a common JSON API, meta description and an integrated

package manager, adaptable to a user platform with Linux, Windows, MacOS and Android. Re-

searchers can then quickly prototype experimental work�ows from shared components, crowd-

source benchmarking and autotuning across diverse models, data sets and platforms, exchange

results via public scoreboards, and generate interactive reports [1].

http://cTuning.org/ae
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Figure 5.3: A live scoreboard can produce a sca�erplot of system implementations across any two

dimensions among accuracy, latency, throughput, batch size, price, model size, peak power, clock

frequency.

5.3 Artifact Submissions Overview

�e Re�EST-ASPLOS’18 proceedings, available in the ACM Digital Library, include �ve papers

with Artifact Appendices and a set of ACM reproducibility badges.

�e CK repository for all Re�EST-ASPLOS’18 artifacts are documented and available at

the following link: h�ps://github.com/ctuning/ck-request-asplos18-results. �e interactive live

scoreboard can be accessed under the followig URL: h�p://cKnowledge.org/request-results. �e

proceedings are accompanied by snapshots of Collective Knowledge work�ows covering a very

diverse model/so�ware/hardware stack:

• Models: MobileNets, ResNet-18, ResNet-50, Inception-v3, VGG16, AlexNet, SSD.

• Data types: 8-bit integer, 16-bit �oating-point (half), 32-bit �oating-point (�oat).

• AI frameworks and libraries: MXNet, TensorFlow, Ca�e, Keras, Arm Compute Library,

cuDNN, TVM, NNVM.

https://dl.acm.org
https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
https://github.com/ctuning/ck-request-asplos18-results
http://cKnowledge.org/request-results
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• Platforms: Xilinx Pynq-Z1 FPGA, Arm Cortex CPUs and Arm Mali GPGPUs (Linaro HiKey960

and T-Fire�y RK3399), a farm of Raspberry Pi devices, NVIDIA Jetson TX1 and TX2, and

Intel Xeon servers in Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud and Microso� Azure.

In addition all of the submission account for a wide spectrum across the following objective

functions:

• Latency: 4 .. 500 milliseconds per image

• �roughput: 2 .. 465 images per second

• Top 1 accuracy: 41 .. 75 percent

• Top 5 accuracy: 65 .. 93 percent

• Model size (pre-trained weights): 2 .. 130 megabytes

• Peak power consumption: 2.5 .. 180 Wa�s

• Device frequency: 100 .. 2600 megahertz

• Device cost: 40 .. 1200 dollars

• Cloud usage cost: 2.6E-6 .. 9.5E-6 dollars per inference

�e community can now access all the above CK work�ows under permissive licenses and

continue collaborating on them via dedicated Re�EST’18 GitHub projects. First, the work�ows

can be automatically adapted to new platforms and environments by either detecting already in-

stalled dependencies (e.g. libraries) or rebuilding dependencies via an integrated package manager

supporting Linux, Windows, MacOS and Android. Second, the work�ows can be customized by

swapping in new models, data sets, frameworks, libraries, and so on. �ird, the work�ows can be

extended to expose new design and optimization choices (e.g. quantization), as well as evaluation

metrics (e.g. power or memory consumption).

Finally, the work�ows can be used for collaborative autotuning (”crowd-tuning”) to explore

huge optimization spaces using devices such as Android phones and tablets, with best solutions

being made available to the community on the online CK scoreboard.

https://github.com/ctuning/ck-request-asplos18-results
https://github.com/ctuning/ck/wiki/Portable-workflows
http://cKnowledge.org/shared-packages.html
http://cKnowledge.org/rpi-crowd-tuning
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=openscience.crowdsource.video.experiments
http://cKnowledge.org/dnn-crowd-benchmarking-results
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5.4 Lessons Learned and Future Work

Our overwhelmingly positive experience has also allowed us to critically assess limitations to the

scalability to our approach. Fair competitive benchmarking between di�erent platforms, frame-

works, and models is hard work. It requires carefully considering model equivalence (e.g. per-

forming the same mix of operations), input equivalence (e.g. preprocessing the inputs in the same

way), output equivalence (e.g. validating the outputs for each input, not just calculating the usual

aggregate accuracy score), etc. Formalizing the benchmarking requirements and encapsulating

them in shared CK components (e.g. using a framework-independent model representation such

as ONNX) and work�ows (e.g. for input conversion and output validation), should help standard-

ize and automate the benchmarking process.

�orough artifact evaluation can take several person-weeks. Each submi�ed work�ow needs

to be studied in detail in its original form and then converted into a common format. However, the

more reusable CK components (such as work�ows, modules/plugins, packages) are shared by the

community, the easier the conversion becomes. For example, we have successfully reused several

previously shared components for models, frameworks and libraries, as well as the universal

CK work�ow for program benchmarking and autotuning. We propose to introduce a new ACM

reproducibility badge for such uni�ed ”plug&play” components. �is could eventually lead to

creating a ”marketplace” for Pareto-e�cient implementations (code and data) shared as portable,

customizable and reusable CK components.

Finally, full experimental evaluation can take many days/weeks. �e AE commi�ee can col-

laborate with the authors to determine a minimally useful scope for evaluation whichwould still

provide insights to the community. �e community can eventually crowdsource full evaluation.

In other words, AE can be ”staged” with a quick check that the artifacts are ”functional” before the

camera-ready deadline followed by full evaluation using the Re�EST methodology. In fact, Re-

�EST can grow into a non-pro�t service to conferences and journals. Sponsorship should help

a�ract experienced full-time evaluators, as well as part-time volunteers, to work on unifying and

evaluating artifacts and work�ows.

https://onnx.ai/
http://cKnowledge.org/shared-programs.html
http://cKnowledge.org/shared-modules.html
http://cKnowledge.org/shared-packages.html
https://github.com/ctuning/ck/wiki#user-content-reusable-ck-components
http://cKnowledge.org/rpi-crowd-tuning
https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
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Our experience at Re�EST-ASPLOS’18 will be repurposed to organize SysML’s AE, but at

a larger scale. Our long-term vision is to dramatically reduce the complexity and costs of the

development and deployment of AI, ML, and other emerging workloads. We believe that having

an open repository (marketplace) of customizable work�ows with reusable components helps

to bring together the multidisciplinary community to collaboratively co-design, optimize, and

autotune computer systems across the full model/so�ware/hardware stack. Systems integrators

will also bene�t from being able to assemble complete solutions by adapting such reusable com-

ponents to their speci�c usage scenarios, requirements, and constraints. We envision that our

community-driven approach and decentralized marketplace will help accelerate adoption and

technology transfer of novel AI/ML techniques similar to the open-source movement.

5.5 Concluding Remarks: An Outlook to the Future

Hardware acceleration has become a critical component of modern computer systems, particu-

larly for scaling their capabilities as Moore’s law is running out of steam. As a result, we are

living through a renaissance era for domain-specialized hardware designs with countless new ac-

celerators being proposed and implemented in varied domains like deep learning [56, 41, 90, 77],

data bases [44, 192], graph processing [76, 6, 88] etc. In addition, we are seeing novel spatially

programmable hardware accelerators that aim to make hardware acceleration �exible across ap-

plication domains [137, 135, 173, 132, 28].

�is Cambrian explosion of hardware designs pushes our research community to rethink how

the so�ware stack is built. To support this proliferation of domain-speci�c accelerators, we will

need faster so�ware integration via high-performance libraries, which will be mostly automated

thanks to be�er DSLs [37], design space exploration tools [38], and modular so�ware-managed

accelerator designs [123]. In addition, the push to eliminate more ine�ciencies across the stack

will favor the design of accelerators that are quality-programmable [97, 60, 92, 186] and therefore

can respond to dynamic changes like �uctuating electricity costs in a datacenter, or low bat-

tery levels in a smartphone. In order to derive low-level hardware approximation se�ings from

user-de�ned quality of results constraints, we will need new programming models [155], com-
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pilers [154], and quality auto-tuning frameworks [122, 121] that can navigate energy-e�ciency

tradeo�s and provide viable error guarantees. Finally for designs that are highly customized

to speci�c use-case scenarios in which energy constraints are stable, it makes sense to tailor

the entire system stack to quality bounds dictated by its use-case. In domains like deep learn-

ing, we will see more uses of vertical optimization across the stack: highly tailored quantized

models [142, 51] running on specialized low-power hardware architectures [181]. Eventually, the

generation of this domain and use-case specialized stack will be automated with improved search

and modeling techniques.

�ese strategies for eliminating waste across the stack via specialization and Pareto-optimization

will help scale the performance and capabilities of systems until a viable replacement for CMOS

technology will revitalize the computing landscape. And the lessons we have learned from de-

signing a more e�cient CMOS stack will carry across these future technologies.
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